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ABSTRACT
The Transcendental Painting Group, Los Alamos and
Shamanism: marginalised philosophies, forgotten artistic practices and
contemporary film making in the New Mexico landscape.
This project examines an intersection between three elements that co-exist in
the same geographical and temporal site and proposes that this intersection
generates a unique synchronicity between past and present, power and place
and the agency of a forgotten art practice. The three elements are the practice
and theosophical beliefs of the under-researched Transcendental Painting
Group (1938-41), the nuclear landscape of New Mexico and shamanism.
Interrogating these elements through methodologies that include art history,
film theory, psychoanalysis and psychogeography reveals interplay between
ancient mythologies, militaristic science and artistic positions that gives the
local site a singular global agency and produces new possibilities for
marginalized philosophies and forgotten artistic voices within the framework of
an artistic practice.
Critical reflection and questions interrogated in the theoretical investigation are
given form through a subjective filmmaking practice that together with the
thesis forms a single unified project. Overall, practice blends documentary film,
drama and archival materials to conjure ghosts, spectres and occult events.
This haunted aesthetic aims to identify unresolved issues from this conflicted
landscape that are unique to the site yet generate anxieties of universal
significance.
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PREFACE
This project originated on a trip to New Mexico where was arrested by and a
chance encounter with Agnes Pelton’s mysterious painting The Voice (1930)
(see fig.1). I later found that she was part of the forgotten Transcendental
Painting Group and was fascinated by their esoteric imagery. On discovering
there was no single volume on the TPG I intended to make a conventional
historical PhD study that could form the basis of such a book and to use the
research to create a short film – a montage of archive images and landscapes set
to period music.
Initial enquiry into the unusual imagery of the TPG linked them firmly to the
well -known collision between eastern composition and modernism and this
along with some art historical context and biography formed my initial
approach. The research engendered a series of short films, partly shot in
Myanmar and New Mexico, blended with archival imagery from the TPG.
However, this orderly plan did not hold as a field trip to New Mexico cemented
an unruly change of direction.
Primary research into Jonson’s letters and Pelton’s diary showed that the TPG
admired the Native American community, were committed to peace and
believed that the occult was a basis for art practice and realised that an occult
modernism underpinned their approach. In the field I also encountered the
extraordinary drama of this landscape for the first time, attended dramatic
pueblo dances, was shocked by a visit Los Alamos and then experienced a
revelatory primary encounter with TPG painting.
At this point I realised that my project must change direction to reflect my new
perception of the three elements and this landscape and its multiple histories.
Through empirical research the study became more expansive and open as I
had the camera and recording equipment with me and was able to make a
psychogeographic derive through the New Mexican landscape, and then used
the footage to forge a phenomenological response to the geographic, scientific
and cultural features I found there.

This new empirical method revealed that psychoanalysis, not art history was
the critical theoretical method to frame the study and this method now
effectively underpins the project.
Therefore, in a strange reversal of my origional intention, practice led theory
and the whole project became a dynamic exchange between practice and theory
rather than a linear study from archives and books, illustrated with some film
clips. Much of the earlier research is unused but the final project realises the
overall goal of changing previous perceptions of the three subjects and their
landscape.
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Fig. 1. The Voice (1930)
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INTRODUCTION
When I encountered the work of the Transcendental Painting Group for the first
time, I was excited to find that a rare combination of cultural, scientific, and
tribal elements coexist in the landscape of New Mexico and it is specifically this
landscape that is the key driver for my thesis and research practice. My thesis
takes a broadly psychoanalytical method and uses a set of related thinkers to
reassess and reframe the TPG, Los Alamos and shamanism in the context of
their historical moment and geographic site.
Related thinkers include Kant (1724-1804) Freud (1856-1939) Baudrillard
(1929-2007) Lyotard (1924-1998) and Bourdieu (1930-2002).
They are united in the project in an attempt to make a timely and contemporary
new interpretation of what the artists and others achieved in this landscape.
My practice is aimed at evincing these ideas so there is a coherent dialogue with
the various thinkers I am using to reinterpret and respond to the research
subject and these particular philosophers are of value because their work in
psychoanalysis, especially on the uncanny and the voice and the gaze can be
linked to film theory. They are being utilised because they inform the
psychoanalytical methodology that underpins the haunted aesthetic of my
practice and this is important because a haunted or ghostly aesthetic can, like
psychoanalysis, recount or refer to the traumas of the past whilst also holding
the potentiality of a different future and this is a critical aim of the project.
Practice takes film making as method and although my practice is underpinned
by the theoretical study, my film practice does not articulate or reflect the
research process directly. Rather the work is poetically inflected by the feelings
and atmosphere generated by the range of social and cultural phenomena that
the research question produces. The enquiry is largely driven by a thoughtful
comparative analysis of appropriate texts and includes some data collection
from archival research into TPG letters and diaries and short conversations.
A careful evaluation of appropriate texts allows an analysis of the social
phenomena that influenced the group, with a particular focus on their interest
in occult theosophy and the psychological implications of their proximity to
13

both the nuclear laboratory at Los Alamos and the cultural practices of the
Pueblo shaman of northern New Mexico and beyond who are at home in the
non- physical or spectral world. This research produces a framework that
supports the haunted aesthetic of my practice.In response to the research I have
created four short digital films, between 5-10 minutes in length, and the final
presentation will include photographs, objects and texts both found and made.
The four films are:
1. The Voice and The Gaze (2017) 05.40.
2. Fanta Se (2017) 09.06.
3. Little Boy (2016) 05.21.
4. Slideshow (2015) 01.30.
The final presentation will include the four films and some installation,
presented as ‘finds’ and including texts, made and found objects and other
gleanings from field trips and the research journey. See Appendix (p.178)
Practice is inflected by research into the new nexus created by the triangulation
of the three elements within their landscape and the association of the TPG with
Los Alamos and shamanism that produced themes of militarism, the
unconscious, the occult and spectatorship. The project aims to place the past
under observation, but through a subjective practice imagine a different future.
Analysis and reinterpretation of the dense semiotics that swirl around the three
elements allows the TPG to be reframed as complex and problematic artists who
worked on a unique site and at a moment in history where issues of culture and
race interface in a discourse of nascent consumerism and war. By reframing the
TPG and shamanism in this nuclear landscape, both physical and psychic, they
are shown to exemplify the crucial need to enact differences through the rituals
of art and culture rather than act them out.
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METHODOLOGY
Key research aims:
 This research uses appropriate methodologies to offer a different perspective
on a familiar site by interrogating a unique juxtaposition of three elements in
the landscape of New Mexico that collided at the nascent moment of the
athropocene: The Transcendental Painting Group, Los Alamos and the Shamans.
 A key research aim is to re examine the juxtaposition of the TPG, Los Alamos
and the Shamans through a psychoanalytical method, critical perspectives and
empirical research practice. In this way an argument can be made that deeper
meanings can be uncovered that will assume this radical yet overlooked
intersection within the fine art discourse.
 As stated earlier, the main methodology is psychoanalytical and key
thinkers include Freud, Lacan, Dolar and Bourdieu and their work is used to
extend the critical discourse around the three subjects and their landscape.
These philosophers are of value because their work in psychoanalysis, on the
uncanny, the voice and the gaze can be linked to film. They are being utilised
because they inform the psychoanalytical methodology that underpins the
haunted aesthetic of my practice. This is important because a haunted or
ghostly aesthetic can, like psychoanalysis, recount or refer to the traumas of the
past whilst also holding the potentiality of a different future and this is a critical
aim of the project
 The main empirical research method is film, used as a means to exploit
cinemas relationship to psychoanalysis, the occult and the uncanny in order to
interrogate a non material space and re introduce characters who are absent
from the immediate narrative, and to recast the New Mexican landscape as a
haunted place. Final practice includes photography, sound and installation (see
Appendix) and the psychoanalytic methodology underpins the whole practice.
 Research aims to shift perceptions by privileging the seemingly naïve and
unfashionable views of the peace loving TPG, the ecologically based world view
of the Pueblo cultures and the collectivist ideals of the counterculture by citing
15

their philosophies and practices as valid tools with which to claim back our
psychic space, so symbolically at least challenge the power of global monetary
and militaristic policies to abrade communities.
 The research aims to propose, although cannot actually prove, that (as the
TPG and he shamans believe) artistic and cultural practice can produce positive
vibrations that may break the psychic power of the nuclear spell and change
common perceptions that a hyper -capitalist nuclear dystopia is our only and
inevitable global future. The thesis is divided into three chapters and aims and
methods are clarified in more detail in the chapter breakdown below.
CHAPTER 1. THE TRANSCENDENTAL PAINTING GROUP.
 Introduction to the TPG. As he TPG are little known, Chapter 1 initially uses
combined methods of art history, theory, archive research and biography to
introduce the group and ascertain their aims and intentions. The research
establishes the TPG’s understanding of the transcendental and the occult in the
context of Kandinsky, and an occult modernism and this research is used to
support he overall premise that the group were, like Kandinsky, theosophist,
pacifist, anti consumerist and impressed by ethnology and shamanism.
 Psychoanalytical methodology. Next Chapter 1 focuses on TPG member
Agnes Pelton, and painting the voice (1930) and her occult and theosophical
beliefs. This research introduces the psychoanalytic methodology and
establishes that the use of film as empirical method is appropriate because film
has an association with psychoanalysis, the occult, the uncanny, disrupted time
and representing people who are absent from the immediate narrative (Curtis,
2000) This section includes discourses on the uncanny from Freud (2003,p.36)
Lacan (2004, pp. 67-78) and Dolar (2006, p. 131) The psychoanalytical theory
underpins the film practice The Voice and The Gaze and supports the films
attempt to revive Pelton’s ghost and her lost or repressed voice and so restore
her artistic and critical agency.
 Practice: a phenomenological encounter with the site. The psychoanalytical
research method and film practice establishes that the ghost of Agnes Pelton is
16

haunting New Mexican sites. This premise extends later in this chapter to
establish the landscape of New Mexico as both a physical place and
psychological space where occult artists, technological hyper science and
ancient myth coincide at the moment of the anthropocene. The research shows
how the unique juxtaposition of the three elements in the study offers a new
paradigm and brings a fresh perspective to a familiar site. The premise is
developed further in Chapter 2 through a phenomenological encounter with the
landscape and again through applying a psychoanalytical method, underpinning
the haunted aesthetic of the practice.
CHAPTER 2. FANTA SE LANDSCAPES AND UTOPIAN DREAMS.
 This chapter aims to change perceptions of a landscape through identifying
entangled orders of fantasy and the gaze on the site and to the use this research
to further overturn and disrupt previous perceptions that the site is merely an
empty stage where an extreme American militarism and an overstated
masculinity are enacted or a Pueblo Disneyland of disappearing ancient cultures
plays out its last days for tourists. This chapter extends Baudrillard’s theories
(Baudrillard, 1983) that the American landscape itself is a fantasy to Los Alamos
reveals a landscape bound up with the sublime and transcendental but also
death and destruction.
 A nuclear uncanny. This research explains how concept of the uncanny
informs the haunted, aesthetic that my films that aim to create a sense that the
landscape is steeped in the unhiemlich, the dislocated space or the uncanny, or
the psychic slippage defined by Freud as an ‘energetic denial of the fear of
death…the return of the repressed, or a longing for home ‘ (Freud, 2003, p142)
or in this case a longing for a world without nuclear culture. This empirical
research method is underpinned by Joseph Masco’s theory that the whole
landscape of New Mexico as a ‘nuclear uncanny’ that exists in the ’material
effects, psychic tensions and sensory confusions produced by nuclear weapons
and radioactive materials. It is a perceptual space caught between apocalyptic
space and sensory fulfilment.’ (Masco, 2008, p. 28) Overall a psychoanalytic
method and a haunted aesthetic combine to question the dominance of the
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panoptical gaze at LANL and the American military by privileging the occult
positions of the TPG and the shamans of the area through new research.
 A haunted landscape. Research into the landscape is realised in the films The
Voice and The Gaze, Fanta Se and Little Boy that imagine a rupture in time and
space in this territory through which spectral artists and powerful shamans
emerge into the landscape to haunt the nuclear site and intercede with unseen
being to keep the world in balance in the face of a continued nuclear threat. The
empirical research in the film Little Boy ignites theoretical research into
questions of representation and shamanism. An ethnographic method is used to
frustrate the negative assumptions of earlier writers and ethnographers using
theory from Bourdieu and Lacan.
Chapter 3. THE SHAMANS
 Cultural theory and shamanistic strategies. Methods of cultural theory and
art history are first used to establish that shamanic practitioners can be
understood as an overlooked influence on modernism and the counterculture in
Russia, New Mexico and beyond and the aim is to establish the effect and agency
of shamanism on both the TPG and on contemporary art practices. In this way
research aims to re site the practices of the Shamans as valid strategies that can
elide or evade systems of power such as nuclear cultures by accessing a fourth
dimension, astral plane or altered state to associate this strategy with the occult
beliefs of the TPG.
 Challenging assumptions through an empirical research method.
Research again uses a psychoanalytic methodology to underpin a film making
practice to access shamanisms address to the spectator. This research method
aims to overturn previous perceptions that the Shamans are out-dated
ethnographical curiosities by showing how they are relevant to both modernism
and to contemporary culture.
Overall the thesis crystallised into three chapters that use different but
overlapping methodologies. My approach and method is to use a set of related
thinkers to reassess the TPG and to create an artistic response to this
18

extraordinary landscape and re frame the TPG in the context of their historical
moment and geographic and cultural landscape, particularly through examining
the psychological as well as physical implications of their proximity to the
nuclear culture at LANL and their context with other utopian groups in New
Mexico and the influence of the cultural practices of the Pueblo tribes.
Using film making as method, my practice is based on a series of journeys, both
real and in fantasy. For example, the title of my film uses the words Fanta Se,
made from transposing the first letters in the name Santa Fe. ‘Fanta Se’ indicates
that fantasy and the phantasmagorical are important to my theory and practice
and this word locates my work in both real and imagined histories of New
Mexico and Santa Fe and in this way theoretical research and film practice come
together to present a phantasmagorical world.
Although my qualitative research is grounded in methodology such as histories
of art, critical theory, film theory and ethnologies, overall my work is essentially
creative and intuitive as opposed to being a mechanical exercise involving the
collection and analysis of factual data.
I am careful about making assumptions concerning the views and philosophies
of the TPG, but I do include supposition and unarticulated meanings when
analysing the activities of the group as this approach allows more exciting new
conclusions to be drawn about the geographical context and social situation of
the TPG, rather than just relying on a factual analysis of their actual statements,
biography or simply an aesthetic judgement of their artworks. As I said, the
thesis is divided into three chapters that use different but overlapping
methodologies, in further detail:
CHAPTER 1. THE TRANSCENDENTAL PAINTING GROUP
To recap, because the TPG are little known, chapter one first uses an art
historical methodology to introduce the group. The chapter has a focus on the
influence of theosophy on the TPG and theosophy is understood here as ‘a
synthesis of religions and the occult that linked their system to mysterious
worlds’ (Bramble, 2015 p.5). Art theory is used to contextualises the group
within both an occult modernism and a postmodernist discourse. Some new and
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original archival research is included and other biographical information is
drawn from previous theses on individual TPG members from Strow- Sheley
(2012) Pasquine (2000) Rees (2010) and Hay (1981) and exhibition catalogues
from Blankenship (1997) Moss (2009) Witt (2002) and Zaiken (1995)
Earlier Russian Influences on the TPG
Further cultural theory and art historical methodology uncovers Russian
theosophical influences on the TPG, including Kandinsky (1886-1944) Roerich
(1874-1947) and Madame Helene Blavatsky (1831-1891)
Transcendental Landscapes
This section considers how the TPG were not the first American group to adopt
the word transcendental to interpret the sublime elements in the American
landscape and asks how the TPG defined their creative intentions by using a
word more commonly associated with the American Transcendental Movement
(1836-1860) led by the poets Walt Whitman (1819-1892) and Ralph Waldo
Emerson (1803-1882)
Spiritualism and Technology
Because TPG were also influenced by scientific and technological developments
and were aware of both Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (1916) relating to space
time and mass/ energy equivalence that redefined perceptions of mind and
matter, and of the mind/body split proposed by Freud in The Interpretation of
Dreams (1899) this sections surveys a collision between science, modernism
and ancient mythologies in their work.
Agnes Pelton: Occult Painter and Poet
The next section first has a focus on biographical detail for TPG member Agnes
Pelton and explains how research into her persona and her occult and
theosophical philosophy and work have influenced my own practice.
Film 1. The Voice and The Gaze
The next part of chapter 1 describes my film The Voice and Gaze (2017) a work
that imagines Pelton as a ghost trapped in the compressed time of a haunted
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house in New Mexico, struggling to escape interiority and externalise her
repressed voice and to elide the gaze of the camera and assert her own gaze.
Theoretical study uses a psychoanalytic methodology based on discourses from
Freud (2003, p.148) Lacan (2006, p.127) and Dolar (2006, p.64) that cites the
voice as a trigger for the uncanny and the film uses the trope of a woman
(Pelton) framed within a haunted house. These theories lead to a
phenomenological enquiry into the house as an uncanny space.
CHAPTER 2. FANTA SE LANDSCAPES AND UTOPIAN DREAMS.
The first section of Chapter 2, locates the desert landscape of New Mexico and
the small city of Santa Fe as a site of fantasy and the hyper-real through theories
from Jean Baudrillard (1999, p.55). Research underlines how the sublime
landscape of New Mexico, although not represented directly in TPG work, is
nevertheless integral to their project. The idea of the sublime and the
transcendental as a driver for art inspired by a technological / digital sublime
places the TPG in a contemporary frame (Morley, 2010, p.12).
The Beautiful and Awful Sublime
Next, the New Mexican landscape is considered through theories from Kant on
the sublime and beautiful (Kant, 1991, p.47), contrasted with the awful and
overwhelming nuclear sublime of the Manhattan project.
Los Alamos
In the context of the awful sublime the atomic culture emanating from LANL are
assessed. (Masco, 2006, p.148) The aim of the section is to question the
dominance of the panoptical gaze of LANL and the American military through
privileging the occult positions of the TPG and the shaman of the area to
frustrate the assumptions of earlier ethnographies using theories from
Bourdieu, Lacan and others.
Film 2. Fanta Se
My film Fanta Se (2017) responds to this landscape through a post-modernist
juxtaposition of images inspired by a psychogeographical methodology
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The film’s title Fanta Se (made by transposing the first two letters of Santa Fe)
refers to the city and the surrounding landscape as reservations of various
fantasies, understood as fantasies through Freud’s definition that ‘the mental
realm of fantasy…is a reservation withdrawn from the reality principle’ (Freud
1958, cited in Doane, 1986, p.130).
Utopian Dreams
New Mexico is traditionally home to various utopian groups such as the
modernist bohemian salon of Mable Dodge Luhan (1879 -1962). Dodge Luhan’s
enterprise is contrasted with the later countercultural commune of Dennis
Hopper (1936-2010) on the same site, using theories on the decline of the
master narrative and the rise of postmodernism from Lyotard (1989,3p.7). This
example of compressed time underlines my vision of New Mexico as a magical
portal where past present and future time co exists non-sequentially. Reframing
Hopper’s activities as a post-modern shamanic performance links to research
into shamanism and inspired further practice.
Land Art Interventions
The TPG’s attempt to challenge the hegemony of the picturesque in
representations of this landscape is framed in the context of more
contemporary work such as Land Art
CHAPTER 3. THE SHAMANS
Chapter 3: Firstly, responses to New Mexican shamanism by D.H. Lawrence
(1885-1930) and Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) are considered using theories of
the ethnographic gaze from Bourdieu (1993, p.236) and others.
The Shamans Ritual Dance
This section traces the earlier shamanic influences on the performance practice
that began to emerge in the 1960s by exploring the phenomenology of the
transformed body in the context of shamanism (Merleau-Ponty, 2003, p.239)
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New Mexican Shamans in New York; The Ethnological Gaze
Shamanism is cited as an influence on modernism and abstract expressionism
using theories on the ethnographic gaze in the context of modernism.
Film 3. Slideshow
This film is made in response to theories of the ethnological gaze and habitus
from Bourdieu. Formally, Slideshow presents archival research, both real and
constructed, relating to the TPG, shamanism, New Mexico and Los Alamos and it
is a digitally manipulated series of stills and sounds that invokes the
atmosphere of a historical museum slide show and the aim is to critique the
factual certainties of museology and historicism.
Film 4. Little Boy
My film Little Boy (2015) is described in relation to these theories and to
psychoanalytic film theory. Little Boy is a shamanic katchina character who has
wandered from New Mexico to the south east of England, where he manifests as
a counterculture or folkloric figure.
Shaman Artists/Counterculture Shaman
Cultural theory is used to uncover influences of New Mexican shamanism on the
work of Jackson Pollock, Jim Morrison and others and explores the links
between drugs, shamanism and the alternative communities of 1960’s New
Mexico. (Tucker, 1992, p.212)
History and Imagination: Drivers for a Contemporary Practice
Lastly the chapter considers the Pueblo shaman of New Mexico and uncovers a
contemporary relevance for their relationship with this landscape as a site of
ancient gods and myths, a unique portal to an enchanted place. Research shows
how this new relevance can act as a driver for contemporary practice.
CONCLUSION
In my enquiry, historical fact and real events are tracked correctly but then
these facts are also enfolded in practice with subjectivity, imagination and a
psychoanalytical methodology. This broad research base acts as a platform for
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new practice that suggests the concept of haunting is a useful idea to underpin
research practice as it can be linked to violent or unresolved past events that
demand to return. Overall I suggest the haunted aesthetic of my work blends
with archival research to re interpret a problematic past and suggest a different
future.
Contribution to knowledge
Because there is not yet a published biography or catalogue raisonne on the TPG
(although there are excellent pamphlets and contributing chapters in other
books) my work could be usefully be extended through post- doctoral study,
including field trips and further archival research in the USA. In this way further
study based on the new perspectives introduced in this project could be
expanded to contribute a significant piece of publishable research to an under
theorised field.
Further Research
Post -doctoral study would develop the project through a more detailed
consideration of the occult modernisms of the TPG and the influence of eastern
cultures on their project. The psychoanalytic method can then be used to mirror
the landscape and cultural elements of New Mexico with Japan including the
simulacrum and the nuclear uncanny. This approach would extend critical
perspectives and bring a global dimension to the project.
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CHAPTER 1
THE TRANSCENDENTAL PAINTING GROUP
‘This is what was important about the TPG…they put the idea of the
transcendent into the semantic discussion of modern art…we weren’t
just making paintings to hang in museums… we were working towards
the sublime…’ (Garman, 1998. Archives of American Art [online]
Available at: https://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oralhistory [Accessed on 31/1/2017]

Fig.2. Spectre (1940)
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Because the TPG are little known, Chapter 1 initially blends art history, theory,
archive research and biography to introduce the TPG and ascertain their aims
and intentions. Next Chapter 1 focuses on TPG member Agnes Pelton, and her
occult and theosophical beliefs. The research introduces the psychoanalytic
methodology and establishes that the use of film as an empirical method is
appropriate because film has an association with the occult, the uncanny and
psychoanalysis. This research method informs my film The Voice and The Gaze a
practice that is underpinned by discourses from Freud (2003,p.36) Lacan (2004,
pp. 67-78) and Dolar (2006, p. 131) This discourse frames the films attempt to
revive Pelton’s lost or repressed voice. Overall this chapter establishes the
landscape of New Mexico as both a physical place and psychological space
haunted by occult artists, technological hyper science and ancient myth that
coincided there at the moment of the anthropocene.
The TPG were a group of ten artists who came together for a short period in the
late 1930s, in the small city of Santa Fe, set in the remote landscape of New
Mexico, USA. The collectively signed TPG Statement of Purpose says the artists
‘are concerned with the development and presentation of various types of nonrepresentational painting.’ (TPG cited in Blankenship, 1997,p.62)
The group were committed modernists but unusually they passionately
believed that modernist art should have a spiritual dimension.
The TPG allowed a broad range of expression in interpreting the abstract or
non-representational field but the unifying principle was that their work should
engage with spiritual ideas drawn from diverse sources, including but not
exclusively theosophy and mysticism.
‘The word transcendental has been chosen as a name for the group
because it best expresses the aims, which are; to carry painting beyond
the appearance of the physical world through new concepts of space,
light and design, upon planes that are termed as idealistic and spiritual.’
(TPG cited in Blankenship, 1997,p.62)
Despite a number of enthusiastic public lectures given by Jonson to explain their
project to the public the group were generally not well received and this
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negative reception to their work may have arisen partly because the
mainstream art scene in Santa Fe at that time was dominated by
representational, picturesque and figurative painting, but also because the
group formed at a time when Europe was about to be overtaken by world war.
It is possible therefore to speculate that a politically conservative atmosphere in
the American southwest in the late 1930s associated emerging abstraction and
advanced artistic positions such as the TPG’s with dangerous foreign ideas such
as theosophy. 1The driving force behind the group was founder members
Raymond Jonson (1891-1982) and Emile Bisttram (1895-1976) and the
honorary chairman was the older artist and theosophical painter Agnes Pelton
(1881-1961) who lived at a distance in California and contributed by post. The
rest of the group were the well-established Canadian artist, Lawren Harris
(1885-1970) local architect and rancher William Lumpkins (1909-2000) jazz
drummer and landscape painter Stuart Walker (1904-1940) and Bisttram’s
students Robert Gribbroek (1906-1971) Horace Towner Pierce (1914-1958)
and Florence Miller (1918-2007) (later Pierce as she married Horace in
Jonson’s studio in 1939) and finally the late arrival Ed Garman (1914-2004).
Theosophy was especially important to Agnes Pelton, Emile Bisttram, and
Lawren Harris who were particularly concerned with interpreting theosophy’s
concept of a fourth dimension or astral plane in their work. Madame Helena
Blavatsky, founder of the theosophical movement, defines the astral plane as a
fourth dimension or a non- physical plane of existence, an invisible universe,
parallel to our world where astral beings and the souls of the dead reside.
The TPG were inspired by these concepts and many of their compositions
reflect Blavatsky’s belief that geometry was a proof of the existence of this
invisible plane. (Blavatsky, 1881, pp.1251-1252) I am particularly inspired by
Agnes Pelton’s very personal interpretation of the astral plane because she
paints her vision of an inner landscape, populated by symbolist forms and semi Founded in New York in 1875 by Helena Blavatsky and largely based on her
treatise The Secret Doctrine (1888). Theosophy broadly aimed to form a
universal brotherhood of humanity without distinction of class, colour or creed,
promote the study of ancient religions and investigate the unexplained laws of
1
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abstract imagery of spirits, stars, clouds and wings, that are both cosmic and
reminiscent of ghostly New Mexico at night. This also sets her work apart from
the more formal geometric style that unifies the work of the rest of the group’s
work, as exemplified by Bisttram’s painting Spectre (1940) (see figs.1.2.).
After the TPG disbanded their work took different paths. Jonson became an
educator and adopted the airbrush. Robert Gribbroek gravitated to animated
cartoon film in Hollywood, and Horace Pierce tried to realise transcendental
ideas in abstract art films. Florence Pierce later made resin reliefs that aimed to
capture pure light and luminescence itself and reflect her interactions with the
Pueblo tribes in New Mexico. Bill Lumpkins developed a looser style closer to
abstract expressionism and his work abstracted from the colour and form in the
New Mexican landscape. Emile Bisttram continued by painting spectrums of
transparent colour to represent cosmic forces. Ed Garman refined his cosmic
colour field abstract painting (see fig.5.) and Agnes Pelton stayed with her astral
visions (see fig.8.) that suggest both a desert landscape and an occult world.
Although formally the group was short lived, all of the TPG remained practicing
artists and held to the principles they developed in 1938 throughout their lives.
Raymond Jonson and Emile Bisttram were the driving forces behind the group
and it was their shared belief that abstract or symbolist painting should be
informed by theosophy or spirituality that sets the group apart from their more
well-known contemporaries such as the Taos Moderns (1939-59) Georgia
O’Keeffe (1887-1986) or the American Abstract Artists (1936-current) whose
members included Joseph Albers (1888-1976) and Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967)
some of whose work shows some similarities to the TPG. However, the TPG
differ as they had a firmly spiritual take on abstraction. Jonson and Bisttram
founded the TPG in the inauspicious year of 1938 and their statement says ‘the
goal is to make known the nature of transcending painting which…will serve to
widen the horizons of art’ (TPG, 1938). The word ‘transcendental’ in their title
was chosen to show that their art intended to transcend realistic
representation. Garman clarifies their spiritual intent when he wrote that the
choice of the word transcendental was:
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‘fortuitous because it lifted the concept of painting beyond the semantic
debate… clouding the abstract… to the idea of forming a sublime
environment rather than abstract analysis, good design or expressionist
hubris.’ (Garman, 1996, p.7)
Garman’s words show that they were consciously making an oppositional
stance, one that challenged the approach to abstract art defined by Alfred Barr
(1902-1981) that dismissed the idea that art should have any meaning or
spiritual content: ‘abstract painting as independent painting, emancipated
painting, as end in itself, with its own peculiar value.’ (Barr, 1936, p.3) Barr’s
ideas held powerful sway and to attach words like spiritual or transcendental to
contemporary art in late 1930s America could have made the group seem
romantic or out-dated in New York circles, at the same time as making them
seem dangerously progressive at home in New Mexico. The TPG tried to address
negativity towards progressive art through founding the American Foundation
For Transcendental Painting (henceforth abbreviated to AFTP) and were
supported in this by writer, astrologer and modernist composer Dane Rudhyar
(1895-1985) and journalist and Alfred Morang (1901-1958) who wrote:
‘At a time when western civilisation is dominated by the most extreme
ideals of objectivity, concrete and economic materialism; when mass
psychology, mass propaganda and the theatrical show of dictatorships
threaten the right of individuals...it is indeed necessary for minorities of
creative personalities to claim the historically fated task of embodying
the polar (opposite) attitude.’ (Rudhyar, 1938) (see fig.3.)
However, these are evocative words for 1938 and another challenge to darker
prevailing orthodoxies of the time may have been the TPG’s anti -materialist
stance, which was taken just as America’s powerful consumerist ethos emerged
as a major part of the national identity, and groups that opposed this were seen
as dangerous communist sympathisers, Marxists and a threat to the social
fabric. Gathering war clouds in Europe in 1938 could also have caused
conservative elements in America to cast suspicion on free-thinking
internationalist artists who embraced occult theosophy, European and Russian
abstraction and eastern philosophies, not then acknowledged as scholarly
disciplines in mainstream American culture but rather more associated with
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magic and seen as not only out dated but dangerous and contrary to a nascent
capitalist modernity. Leigh Wilson writes that:
‘ Making magic anathema to contemporary civilisation works to justify not just
the systems of anthropology, as in E B Tylor and James Frazer, but also as the
instrumental rationality necessary to carry out capitalism’s domination of the
natural world.’ (Wilson, 2015, p.7)
Theosophy was itself, at the time of the TPG, a powerful internationalist
movement that through an association with Blavatsky and Roerich could
potentially have been seen as politically implicated in the geopolitical conflicts
of the time., an association that could also account, in part, for the TPG’s lack of
recognition in their conservative times and at the provincial location of remote
New Mexico.
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Fig. 3. AFTP: Statement (1938)
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Earlier Russian Influences on the TPG
Although the TPG statement claims they were ‘ non-political’ (see fig. 3.), many
of their aims and intentions were to some extent prefigured in an earlier, and
more radical, internationalist group of artists. The Cor Ardens (‘Flaming Heart’)
was formed in Chicago shortly after World War I, and in 1921 the young
Raymond Jonson was president. The group’s primary aim was to pursue
international peace and end war through positive cultural exchange. To do this
they wanted to dissolve the international boundaries between artists and break
the link between art and consumerism. This desire is stated plainly in the
brochure of their 1922 Exhibition at the Arts Club of Chicago ‘To first form a
brotherhood of artists that is international… to hold exhibitions without juries,
without prizes and without sales.‘ (Cor Ardens cited in Udall, 2002, p.15)
The Cor Ardens tried to realise their internationalism by having branches in
different countries. Their national representatives included Augustus John in
the UK, Rabindranath Tagore in India, Nicholas Roerich in Russia, and
Maeterlinck in Belgium, among others (Udall, 2002, p.15). The Cor Ardens’ ethos
has strong similarities to the TPG (and some of its members were also
theosophists) because the group’s main aim was to pursue international peace
through cultural exchange, and they hoped that they could dissolve physical and
cultural boundaries between nations. However, the Cor Ardens did not seem to
share the TPG’s more mystical wish to create transcendental painting that could
help viewers to cross the boundaries between the physical and astral worlds.
In Chicago in 1921 the young Raymond Jonson had met Russian mystic,
ethnologist, painter, and stage designer Nicholas Roerich who had also joined
the Cor Ardens and his ideas would have a strong impact on the ethos of the
TPG. A close collaborator of Stravinsky, (1812-1971) Roerich had been the
researcher and designer for the seminal modernist ballet The Rite of Spring, first
performed in Paris in 1913. The Rite of Spring blended different kinds of
symbolist art, ancient myth, and dissonant music in a modernist spectacle.
Shamanism and tribal myth were of special interest to Roerich, as he believed
ancient tribal myth could be used to energise modern art and give it a magical
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power to heal both individuals and society. (Udall, 2002, p.14). Crucially Roerich
would introduce Jonson to Kandinsky’s work. New Mexico was a hidden
confluence of exciting twentieth century thinkers that have now been drawn
together in this study. The notion of a progressive internationalism is very much
one of the inspirations of my research into the rich, interconnected, networked
and borderless way of thinking of these progressive artists of the 1930s.
Jonson was first drawn to the internationalism of the Cor Ardens by his lifelong
pacifism, during a century riven by conflict. During WWI he wrote mournfully
that ‘unfortunately there is no place for the ideal in art. All is war and money –
when will man lay down his weapons, either of war or business?’ (Jonson cited
in Udall, 2002, p.22). When the TPG was founded in 1938, the world was on the
verge of another global conflict. Popular opinion then, as now, began to lean
towards a toxic blend of xenophobic American patriotism and virulent
materialism. The transcendental painters, with their blend of abstract art,
collective idealism, and occult theosophy, stood defiantly outside this
mainstream and so may have been seen as unpatriotic and dangerous.
In the exhibition catalogue Modernists in Taos: From Dasburg to Martin (2002)
David Witt points out that most progressive New Mexican painters and cultural
figures in the early twentieth century lived in Taos, not Santa Fe. These included
Andre Dasburg (1887-1979), Mabel Dodge Luhan (1879-1962) and D.H.
Lawrence (1885-1930). Witt speculates that the appeal of Taos was partly due
to a hostile conservative atmosphere in Santa Fe, fuelled by traditional galleries
that traded heavily in picturesque views and tribal portraits. Some local Santa
Fe newspapers actively promoted an idea that modernism was conflated with
Bolshevism and anti-American feeling (Witt, 2002, p.28). Even on my 2016 field
trip, almost a century later, I noted that Taos had a significantly less commercial
atmosphere. The year before WWII broke out, this provincialism had united the
TPG painters against the local Santa Fe art scene. Garman writes that their
objective was ‘against the regional artists of the southwest whose emphasis was
to exploit the picturesque landscape and romanticise Indian and Hispanic
themes and any historical icons that fitted popular notions of the Far West.’
(Garman, 1996, p.7) The association with Roerich (by 1938 also living in Santa
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Fe) and their shared belief that art should know no international borders could
(with war impending in Europe) have raised suspicions that the group were
dangerous radical sympathisers, even revolutionaries.
Raymond Jonson (1891-1961) was the co- founder and the driving force behind
both the American Foundation For Transcendental Painting (AFTP) (see fig. 3.)
and the TPG. (The AFTP was founded at the same time as the TPG, to explain the
paintings and philosophies of the TPG to an uncomprehending Southwestern
audience) Born in Iowa, the son of a travelling Baptist minister, Jonson was part
of a family with a deep sense of faith. Jonson told Garman that he had divine
revelations at an early age, which left him with him a strong belief in spirituality
– but crucially without the need for an organised religion. Subsequent to these
divine revelations, Jonson was committed to the idea of a spiritual dimension in
art for his whole life. (Garman, 1976, p.24)
The Jonson’s were a musical family, younger brother Arthur became a tenor,
music critic and modernist composer and both Raymond and Arthur married
musicians. As he transitioned from a figurative to an abstract artist in the late
1920s, Jonson often spoke of harmony and dissonance in painting in musical
terms: ‘ My interest is to…paint as ‘purely as it is possible to compose in music.’
(Ware, 2010, p.33) After art school Jonson first began work as a stage lighting
designer and operator at the Little Theatre of Chicago in 1913. He wrote to his
mother that he thought stage lighting could express ‘as much feeling as a
musical instrument…I see no reason why light change should not be capable of
the same harmonic possibilities as the violin.’ (Jonson cited in Ware, 2010,
p.33). This statement implies that even at this earlier date Jonson wanted to use
light to express a feeling of transcendence in his work. In 1921 Jonson
encountered Kandinsky’s work for the first time. The young artist was
electrified by his theosophical beliefs and ideas; crucially that painting can
transcend the material. Jonson wrote:
‘I have spent the last two entire days reading and digesting Kandinsky’s
Art of Spiritual Harmony. It is the greatest book concerning art I have
ever read. It is immense- to be able to live and work in the spiritual- it is
a great ideal.’ (Jonson cited in Udall, 1999, p.16)
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Jonson’s relationship with New Mexico began with a first visit in 1921 (Ware,
2010, p. 17). Like many other creative visitors, he was affected by the brilliant
light, dramatic landscape, and cultural richness. By 1924 he had built his own
Adobe home in Santa Fe. Jonson’s work turned towards abstraction under the
influence of Kandinsky, and as a response to the extraordinary landscape of
New Mexico and Native American visual culture that was abstract, not
figurative. By 1935 he writes to his brother Arthur of his ‘...first direct attack in
the direction of creating a purely abstract form or rhythm. An emotional
concept …that functions independent of anything but itself … pitched in a
particular key as well as a colour.’ (Jonson, 1935, n.p.) and seventeen years after
his first visit to Santa Fe, despite, or maybe because of, fascism in Europe, a fastgrowing xenophobic and materialistic culture in mainstream America and the
gathering threat of WWII, in 1938 Jonson optimistically and idealistically
founded the TPG with small a group of like-minded artists.
He chose one of co-founder Emile Bisttram’s designs as the TPG logo. The design
is an abstract butterfly, supposedly chosen because the butterfly has
metamorphic qualities and is associated with the mind. The ancient Greek word
for butterfly is ‘psyche’ and according to Stuart Walker’s gallerist Aaron Payne
(Payne, 2009) the logo is stamped on the back of the TPG’s paintings. However,
TPG painting primarily had a focus on communicating a transcendental
experience through capturing pure light and colour – rather than a purely
detached experience of the mind. TPG member Ed Garman thought the light and
colour in the New Mexico landscape demanded a new vision of what colour
could do in a painting: ‘Light was the key to painting… the light in (Jonson’s)
paintings is without representation the light of the landscape…’
(Garman, 1976, p.128)
Jonson was strongly committed to the idea that the TPG should develop a
particularly American rather than European modernism. Subsequently for
inspiration he looked to the Native American Pueblo cultures of New Mexico,
rather than to Africa and Eurasian as Picasso, Matisse, and others had done.
Years later Garman wrote that: ‘the abstraction inherent in Native American Art
exerted indefinable influences on their [TPG] vision.’ (Garman, 1976, p.112)
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In some paintings he made around 1938, Jonson uses dynamic arrow-like
forms, a motif to be found on New Mexican Pueblo pots, pictographs and rock
art, but this may also have been influenced by the way pictographic figures and
shapes on the shamanic drum were adapted by Kandinsky.
Peg Weiss writes in her book Kandinsky and Old Russia: The Artist as
Ethnographer and Shaman (1995) that Kandinsky was also an anthropologist
and that he saw himself as a shaman /artist after studying with the Siberian
shaman. Weiss explains that the shamanic drum motif was meant to be
understood as a means of astral travel, something like a magic carpet or a
supernatural way of psychic travelling to other realms (Weiss, 1995, p.80).
Subsequently it was this other realm that Kandinsky, Jonson and the TPG tried
to visualise in their work and the idea has also inspired my own films.
Therefore, Kandinsky’s interest in ethnology and shamanism, it can be argued,
inspired Jonson to abstract from New Mexican Native American symbolism
images such as arrow heads, drums and waves of sound as a rich visual source
that he thought should inspire a wholly American modernism as he had done in
paintings such as Watercolour No. 7 (1943) (see fig. 4.).
The TPG disbanded in 1941 and Jonson moved to Albuquerque, finding work at
the University of New Mexico College of Fine Arts. New Mexico today still
attracts many painters of the picturesque, but perhaps the modernist spirit of
the TPG is still felt via the residency of mystical minimalist painter Agnes
Martin, writer Lucy Lippard, imagist poet Mei Mei Berssenbrugge, artists
Richard Tuttle, Susan Rothenberg, Bruce Nauman, Larry Bell and Judy Chicago.
However, in his dissertation Synthesising Transcendental Painting; Race Religion
and Aesthetics in the art of Emile Bisttram, Raymond Jonson and Agnes Pelton
(Rees, 2010) academic Nathan Rees sees this cultural exchange as negative and
thinks the transcendentalism and internationalist theosophy of the TPG artists
was an overtly racist tactic and a way of cloaking their appropriation of
American Indian culture without acknowledging their sources.
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But, for instance, his take on the work of Agnes Pelton (Rees, 2010, p.71) seems
odd as the semi-abstract architectural features such as gates and columns in her
work are more obviously inspired by her extensive tours of Syria, Greece and
Rome than Pueblo or Californian Native American styles 2.
My own positive take on the TPG’s attempt to avoid the ‘picturesque ethnic
tourist picture’ and try for a different cultural exchange that tried to
acknowledge the power of Pueblo culture, was bolstered by a casual
conversation with an administrator at The Museum of Contemporary Indian
Arts, Santa Fe (23.8.2016) encountered while I was seeking a book on the
powerful yet usually overlooked influence of Pueblo culture on American
modernism, written from the tribal perspective.
She did not know of a book on the subject offhand but thought that any new
research on the extensive influence of Pueblo arts on American modernism
would be considered timely. She explained a current strand of thinking in local
tribal circles was that much recent academic study focussed solely on the
victimised aspects of encounter, without explaining or celebrating the reverse
perspective, and that too much negativity may have also had the effect of
keeping much needed tourists away altogether, threatening income and
disappointing performers because although there are private dances and
rituals, theirs is also a display culture that enjoys an audience. Later, chatting to
locals at a spectacular Taos corn dance I was wondering why so few visitors?
‘Where are you all’? a member of the tribe asked. I felt disturbed that such a rich
culture of art, music and dance was performed with so few (but very welcome)
visitors. There is much tragic and dark history in the encounter between Native
American tribes and Colonisers, clearly explained by erudite Native American
guides when touring significant local sites such as Acoma Pueblo. Academic
writing on the on-going Native American Graves Protective and Registration Act
(NAGPRA) campaign makes harrowing reading (Fine-Dare, 2002) and outlines
the struggle for the repatriation of cultural artefacts and ancestral body parts
from museums, the Smithsonian Institution and private collectors that is very
However, Rees’ study gives a powerful analysis of the problematic exchange
between theosophy and race in a wider context.
2
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much on-going. However, this aspect of the encounter is consciously not
included in this study because contemporary Native American artists and
scholars such as Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie (1954-) deal more accurately and
powerfully with the encounter and ‘issues of identity and cultural appropriation
from their own perspective.’ (Lippard cited in Rushing, 1999, p.140)
Although I disagree with the overall premise in Rees’ study that the TPG and
especially Pelton were deliberate racist appropriators of Native American
culture, Rees’ work also contains carefully researched and extremely detailed
information on the influence of theosophy and eastern philosophy on TPG
composition that I have not had space or time to address in great depth and the
importance of this aspect of Rees’ scholarship is duly acknowledged.
I am also aware that racism and the unacknowledged appropriation and
unauthorised commercial use of Native American imagery and sacred
symbolism is an on-going issue. However, the important influence of Pueblo
culture on American Modernism, Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art, and
Performance and other cultural forms such as modern dance remains under
theorised. Admittedly this area of study is problematic because the critical
frame of contemporary art theory makes hierarchical distinctions between art
and craft that ‘deny tribal products the stature and complexity of Western
arts.’(Dubin cited in Rushing, 1999,p.154) An association of tribal products with
racial authenticity is often challenged in the work of contemporary Native
American artists of New Mexico such as Jacque Fragua and Jaune Quick to See
Smith but much of their work is under-theorised. My own association of some of
the forms in TPG painting with Native American symbolism also remains
problematic because of my own habitus and because ‘so much Native American
art history has been Romantic and apolitical critics tend to interpret
contemporary abstract works as extensions of an ancient, pan-Indian, symbolladen aesthetic’ (Dubin cited in Rushing, 1999,p.155) but this is not to say that
the processes of contemporary and historic Native American art should be
excluded from critical discourse, rather critical discourse including my own
could do more to evaluate the problematic yet rich cultural exchange between
Native American art, modernism and contemporary art practices.
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Fig. 4. Watercolour No .7 (1943)

Transcendental Landscapes
TPG member Ed Garman thought that the mystical landscape of New Mexico,
although not represented figuratively in their work, is nevertheless integral to
the TPG project. He also felt strongly that Pelton was the best of the TPG
painters: ‘I put her at the apex of the TPG group.’ (Garman, 1988, n.p.) In an oral
interview for the Archives of America Art Garman describes a seven-mile walk
he made through the Californian desert landscape to meet Pelton for the first
time. Garman’s journey reminded me of other walks by the TPG because it
seemed remarkable that so many of the TPG artists first met by accidental
collision when out walking or sketching in New Mexico as if that landscape was
a universe and they were planets being pulled into each other’s orbits.
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This idea inspired film-practice to include walking across a landscape as a
means of psychic and geographic mapping, sensing atmospheres as well as
physical features, following paths that linked to memories and connections, real
or imagined, and the feelings that are triggered by the sounds and voices found
along the way. These ideas that conflate soundscape/landscape/mindscape are
explored in my films Little Boy and Fanta Se (2017) (described in more detail in
later chapters). In Fanta Se I imagine the ghost of Pelton walking the New
Mexican landscape, a landscape dominated by the tension between ancient
myths and modern science at Los Alamos. I use psychogeography or the
influence of geography on the perceptual experience of walking in this
particular landscape to explore these ideas as I think that the concept of
psychogeography, generally seen as part of the urban experience, applies to
New Mexico, because although the landscape is commonly perceived as vast and
empty, it is seen by Native American groups as crowded with ancient gods,
sacred sites and spirit dwellings. (Naranjo cited in Porter, 2012, p.112). My film
Fanta Se sets the ghost of Agnes Pelton wandering in New Mexico, now seen as a
unique portal to an enchanted place that contains both the beginning of the
world, through the shamanic emergence belief, and the end of the world
through LANL. This work aims to question the form of the factual content
documentary by thinking through research methodology but allowing practice
to disrupt facts with subjectivity.

Fig. 5. Painting No. 231 (1941) (detail)
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Walking in the landscape of New Mexico is a uniquely hallucinatory experience.
The brilliant light and colour, epic horizons and skies combine with intense heat
haze. This creates an overwhelming perspective that confuses the senses,
leaving a sense of unfathomable distance in both time and space. The
experience of being, or being lost, in this landscape is a powerful experience that
inspires reflection on phenomenology or ‘the subjective human experience of
our bodily and emotional reaction to being in the world’ (Sturken and
Cartwright, 2001,p, 623) and the phenomenological philosophy theorised by
Merleau-Ponty that centres on how we directly experience the world through a
bodily experience and how this includes encounters that are both physical and
intellectual. (Merleau-Ponty, 2003) The the feelings and thoughts raised by
encounters with the landscape of New Mexico discussed in further detail in
Chapter 2. The experience of walking there also affirms that the TPG’s use of the
word transcendental in their title was inspired by their landscape.
However, the TPG were not the first American group to adopt the word
transcendental and to re-interpret the sublime elements in the American
landscape toward their creative intentions. The word may be more commonly
associated with the American Transcendental movement (1836-1860) led by
the poets Walt Whitman (1819-1892) and Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882).
Their idea of the sublime and the transcendental remain powerful drivers for
contemporary art practice, and some artists still use the sublime and
transcendental as a conceptual framework. Simon Morley writes ’technologies
give rise to a perception of the everyday as fundamentally destabilising and
excessive. Awe and wonder can quickly blur into terror, giving rise to a darker
aspect of the sublime experience.’ (Morley, 2010, p.12)
Contemporary artists often refer to the infinite nature of contemporary
technology and their work is still haunted by the ghost of Kant and his idea that
the overwhelming sublime can translate into new forms. In my own work, I am
interested in using the technology of digital video to represent the sublime
landscape of New Mexico in a new way that disrupts, mirrors and turns back
time. Using a haunted aesthetic I exploit films ability to recover lost time as I try
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to revert time back to a non-nuclear era. This is my obviously impossible but
infinitely desirable goal.
The technological sublime, as perceived in Olafur Eliasson’s The Weather Project
(2003) at Tate Modern, may be a meditation on experiencing the infinite nature
of time and space from the perspective of the human eye. Eliasson used lighting
technology to create an artificial sun in the Tate’s Turbine Hall. His work echoes
that of the earlier transcendentalist Emerson, although Emerson was describing
a northern rather than southwest American landscape in his prose:
‘standing there on the bare ground, my head bathed in the blithe air, and
uplifted into infinite space – all egotism vanishes. I become a transparent
eyeball. I am nothing. I see all. The currents of the universal being
circulate through me.’ (Emerson cited in Bloom, 2007, p.44)
The poetry of Emerson’s earlier statement captures the TPG’s approach to
visualising the feeling of nature and their landscape. Emerson’s concept of the
soul was highlighted in his work IX The Oversoul (1904) as he pondered the
existence of the soul and its interrelatedness to all things:
‘ We see the world piece by piece, as the sun, the moon, the stars … but
the whole of which these things are shining parts, is the soul.’
(Emerson, IX The Oversoul 1904 [online] Available at:
www.bartleby.com/90/0209.html. [Accessed on 7 .11.17]
TPG member Emile Bisttram frequently used Emerson’s word ‘Oversoul’ as a
title for his paintings. In fact these paintings could almost be seen as
illustrations of Emerson’s words (see fig.6.). However, it should be noted that
this was not the received orthodoxy within the group and TPG member William
Lumpkins had a very different interpretation of the transcendental:
‘The TPG are not transcendentalists in Emerson’ s sense …we are
interested in aesthetic transcendentalism… the doctrine of space and
time…you know Einstein’s theory of space and light? Art must keep up
with science, we are not like the early masters, religious painters we are
scientific painters. We are trying to reach beyond the illusory forms of
materialism into the reality of the form of the immaterial.’
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(Lumpkins cited in Bisttram.com n. d. [online] Available at
http://www.emil-bisttram.com/colleagues-friends-students-andinfluences-j-w/ [Accessed on 8/11/2017]
In Oversoul (1941) (see fig. 6.) Bisttram introduces a number of forms that
suggest stars and planets in an infinite sky and he said that the painting was
intended to lead the viewer to have a transcendental experience, where they
might visualise or become as one with the nature of the universe. My film Fanta
Se is filmed largely outdoors in New Mexico and I also went in search of the
infinite mysteries in the landscape of New Mexico. Although I was not able to
successfully capture the starry night sky (or ‘the soul’) I hope that my work
invokes some small sense of the landscape, the infinite space under that
immense sky and an interconnectedness to science, the occult and the ancient
myth, the three elements that inspired my study.
Fanta Se is partly in homage to a work by Stan Brakhage (1933-2003): Visions
in Meditation 2: Mesa Verde (1989). Mesa Verde was partly filmed in New
Mexico and subsequently my film Fanta Se is a journey through the same
landscape and a trip through personal fragmented memories, of an
archeological past time, and the past time of the film- making journey.

Fig. 6. Oversoul (1941)

Fig. 7. No.1. Altarpiece (1915)
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In Brakhage’s film the distant past is signaled by an encounter with some
haunting Pueblo ruins, evocative of a vanished era. I filmed a similar site at
Tsankawi, an ancient ruined Pueblo high on a mesa opposite the LANL.
The juxtaposition between the ancient ruins and the futuristic atomic weapons
laboratory hypothesizes or implies that Los Alamos too will one day be a
mysterious ruin from a lost civilization. Brakhage’s Mesa Verde also inspired my
use of layered or montaged imagery in the edit to suggest layers of memory.
I think that Mesa Verde exploits films ability to function as a visual rather than
verbal code or language. This idea inspired my work Fanta Se to use an
expressive visual aesthetic that is intended to be allusive and shifting, it is both
a record, a document, of the moment of filming and an act of imagination. In this
way I try to exploit film’s ability ‘ to produce visual metaphors, in which the
thought and act of filming are simultaneous and inseparable…beyond the old
distinction of scriptwriter and director which divorced composition from
execution.’ (Wollen, 1972, p.166)
Although the TPG was dissolved many years ago, mystical associations and
utopian fantasies from their time remain a powerful presence in New Mexico
today. The area is still home to utopian fantasists of all kinds, and the landscape
hosts a series of reservations: Indian reservations such as the Acoma Indian
Reservation and Taos Pueblo, and the dystopian military reservations of Los
Alamos and White Sands missile testing range. Santa Fe itself has almost
become a reservation for artists, hippies and the new age fantasists3. These sites
are the physical elements encountered in my project but they are also presented
as fantasies referring to Freud’s definition of a fantasy as a ‘reservation’ from
reality. He writes that ‘the mental realm of fantasy is just such a reservation
withdrawn from the reality principle.’ (Freud cited in Doane, 1986, p.130)
To transpose Freud’s idea to the medium of film as a site for dreaming and
fantasy I degrade, repeat and slow down footage and my aim is to ask the
spectator to withdraw from reality and surrender to the reservation of memory,

Described by Lisa Aldred in Plastic Shamans and Astroturf Sun Dances: New Age
Commercialization of Native American Spirituality. (Aldred, 2000)
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fantasy, reverie and wish fulfillment. My work privileges discontinuity and
fragmentation over cinema’s ability to create mimesis or narrative.
To return to the TPG and their mystical vision, co- founder and committed
theosophist Emile Bisttram’s work is a powerful vision of transcendence
inspired in part by an encounter with New Mexican Native American art.
Biographical information from Ruth Pasquine’s doctoral thesis
on Bisttram (Pasquine, 2000) reveals that he was born in Hungary and
emigrated with his family to Brooklyn, New York in 1906. He was first a
commercial advertising designer in Manhattan and a part time professional
boxer known as ‘Battling Bennet’, but he changed his name and direction in
1931 after consultation with a numerologist, who thought she could visualise an
occult relationship between sound and form emanating from his person that
meant he should be an artist. Ruth Pasquine gives more fascinating detail on
this exchange and explains how the sound of his name was visualised as a shape
emanating from his being in an ‘upward moving spiral surmounted by a
triangle’. (Pasquine, 2000, p.24) He took night classes at Parson’s School of Art
and was much influenced by Jay Hambridge (1867-1924) who taught his
compositional system of Dynamic Symmetry, a system that informed much of
his future artistic practice. (Blankenship, 1997, p.15) Bisttram also met Nicholas
Roerich in New York and he taught at the Roerich institute from 1921 until he
moved to Taos around 1933, where he ran his own art school.4 At this time,
although he taught abstraction, he said he didn’t understand abstract art.
‘ I couldn’t figure it out…I copied everything I could think of…the Picasso’s…’
(Bisttram cited in Lorenz, 1992,p.p. 153-154) and Ruth Pasquine writes that
Bisttram then became influenced by Indian school artist Awa Tsireh (Pasquine,
2000, p.396) and he finally came to understand abstraction through Indian
painting, ‘I became aware of Indian painting…realised that they were never
permitted to paint anything realistic, they were painting ideas… the spirit of
man’s inner nature…this began to change my whole life.’ (Bisttram cited in
Lorenz, 1992, p.153)
David Witt reports that Bisttram’s students Earl Stroh and Florence Miller
Pierce found him politically conservative and a tyrannical and controlling
teacher. (Witt, 2002, p.67)
4
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He met the like-minded Jonson and together they founded the TPG in 1938.
At the first meeting on June 7 1938, held at Jonson’s House in Santa Fe, Bisttram
brought three of his students, Horace Towner Pierce, Florence Miller, and
Robert Gribbroek who all joined the TPG. (Blankenship, 1997, p.16)
Bisttram’s mystical, geometrical TPG paintings reflect his deep connection with
theosophical concerns. For instance, in Oversoul (1949) he uses a careful
painted geometry to create luminosity by rendering his colours in gradated and
graduated bars so producing an image almost reminiscent of a Buddhist
mandala. Blavatsky (founder of theosophy) does cite Buddhism as the most
authentic religion. (Blavatsky 1888, cited in Pasquine, 2000, p.26) Interestingly
there is a compositional similarity between this painting and earlier Swedish
theosophist Hilma Af Klint’s (1863-1944) painting No. 1. Altarpiece (1915)
(although the artists cannot have known of each other.) (see figs. 6. 7.)
As both painters were dedicated followers of theosophy their work could also
have been inspired by Kandinsky’s concept of the spiritual pyramid:
‘Every man who steeps himself in the spiritual possibilities of his art is a
valuable helper in the building of the spiritual pyramid that will one day
reach to heaven.’ (Kandinsky, 1977, p.20)
Bisttram’s painting shows that the earlier American Transcendentalists were a
direct influence on the TPG as apart from a love of nature both believed in
Kant’s principle that transcendental knowledge was not derived only from the
senses but from an intuitive reason, born of experience, that Kant thought was
important to ‘keep the pure reasoning of mathematics in check because it
excludes lived experience and the interconnectedness of all things’ (Kant, 1964,
p.408). As American Transcendentalist poet Walt Whitman has written: ‘a leaf
of grass is no less than the journey work of the stars.’ (Whitman, 1986, p.55)
Two of Bisttram’s students; Robert Gribbroek and Horace Pierce, tried to realise
TPG philosophy in the medium of film rather than painting. Gribbroek would
later abandon New Mexico for Hollywood, but Horace Pierce made a short
abstract film called The Spiral Symphony (1939) with a transcendental score by
modernist composer Dane Rhudyar and Pierce had also proposed a longer
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version with music by Leopold Stokowski, who had liked the short version he
had seen. The short version of the film (now lost) apparently showed sequences
of animated shapes and colours set to Ruhdyar’s music. Pierce sought funding
for developing the film further from Hilla von Rebay who was organising an
exhibition that included abstract film at The Museum of Non–Objective Painting
in New York and she had included selected TPG paintings in an exhibition in
1940 although to their annoyance had not recognised the TPG as a group.
Unfortunately, Pierce was not successful in having The Spiral Symphony funded
for further development (Lorenz, 1992, p.155). Dane Rudhyar went to the
museum in 1941 to see the show and was unimpressed by Rebay’s choices. He
wrote to Jonson:
‘went to the museum, saw abstract films by the man who did Fantasia
...the film goes ooooh at full speed till your eyes go completely woozy.
What a pity Peirce did not do his film…it would have been immensely
greater.’ (Rudhyar cited in Lorenz, 1992, p.171)
TPG member Robert Gribbroek was also involved in the moving image but
followed a very different path after the TPG disbanded. He moved to LA before
working for Disney, and then co- founded the Looney Tunes animation studio
with Chuck Jones at Warner Bros., becoming the creative director (Blankenship,
1997, p.47) He developed the familiar cartoon versions of the New Mexican and
south-western landscape as background sequences for the Roadrunner, Wile E
Coyote and other popular cartoon characters and if space had allowed further
research could have shown that Gribbroek’s popular imagery was also driven by
concepts of the sublime and transcendental. This juxtaposition could produce
an interesting area of further study and I love the irreverent idea that the
sublime New Mexican landscape is conflated with the buffoonery of the cartoon
characters in Gribbroek’s work.

Spiritualism and Technology
Another reason that the TPG deserve more research is because the idea of the
sublime and the transcendental, that they explored in their work, remains a
powerful driver for contemporary art today, and, often using film and
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technology, many artists continue to use the sublime as a conceptual
framework. Simon Morley writes:
‘technologies give rise to a perception of the everyday as fundamentally
destabilising and excessive. Awe and wonder can quickly blur into terror,
giving rise to a darker aspect of the sublime experience.’
(Morley, 2010, p.12)
The TPG were also interested in scientific and technological developments and
were aware of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (1905) that redefined perceptions
of mind and matter and of the mind/body split proposed by Freud in The
Interpretation of Dreams (1899) but this did not hamper their occult direction
and the collision of science, modernism, the occult and ancient mythologies in
their imagery that produces a strange tension in their work between a logical
and systematic search for pure abstraction and a wish to use an occult
symbolism to take the viewer to a different realm or astral plane.
However, my own research practice is also particularly inspired by the idea that
between the wars, at the time when the TPG were working, there was an
internationally popular resurgence of spiritualism, séances, spirit photography
and theosophy that coincided with the appearance of new technologies such as
film, radio, the telephone and telegraphy. (Warner, 2006, p.228) These new
media were perceived by many as occult instruments that could summon the
voices of the dead from the ether or from beyond the veil, hence the use of a veil
in my work The Voice and the Gaze to film Pelton’s painting.
The use of a distorted and dislocated voice in my films refers to the way that the
disembodied voices in telegraphy and radio, separated from the body are
uncanny ‘its source which can no longer be seen so voices seemed to elide their
origin and so became uncanny…the voice, separated from the body, evokes the
voice of the dead.’ (Dolar, 2006, p.64)
Agnes Pelton's painting The Voice (see fig.1.) has inspired these threads in my
study that are interwoven in a practice that both documents and imagines
details from her fascinating biography.
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Agnes Pelton: Occult Painter and Poet.

Fig. 8. The Primal Wing (1933)
Agnes Pelton was born in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1881, the only child of an
American family who travelled Europe until 1888, when they returned to New
York. Two years later in 1890 her depressive father died of a morphine
overdose and the nine-year old Agnes and her mother moved to her maternal
grandmother’s home in Brooklyn where her mother supported the family
through The Pelton School of Music and also gave French and German lessons.
Much of the biographical information in this chapter is compiled from diligent
research into her life found in two exhibition catalogues: Illuminations (Moss,
2009, p.163) Agnes Pelton: Poet of Nature (Zaiken, 1995) and in Nancy Strow Sheley’s thesis Bringing Light to Life: The Art of Agnes Pelton (2000).
Agnes was taught at the home but then studied art at the Pratt Institute from
1895-1890 where one of her teachers was Arthur Wesley Dow (1857-1992).
She went on to work as Dow’s assistant at his summer school at Ipswich,
Massachusetts (1900) where he ran a course on Japanese composition with a
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focus on abstract principles and the expression of internalised emotions rather
than representation. Dow disseminated his ideas through his book Composition
(1899) that was influential in the development of American modernism. Michael
Zaiken notes that Georgia O’Keeffe also took a course with Dow and has made
an erudite comparison of Pelton and O Keeffe’s early work and their similar
approach. (Zaiken cited in Moss, 2009: 69)
In New York, she had success showing two symbolist paintings at the influential
1913 Armory show where she met Mabel Dodge Luhan and travelled with her
to New Mexico in 1919 to stay for some months. She then had a solo show at
The Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe. In 1921 she left the family home to live
alone in a remote spot, the primitive Hayground Windmill in Long Island, for the
next ten years, to paint and develop her interest in theosophy, astrology and the
occult. (see fig. 45.) Although she was alone she was not isolated and held many
selling exhibitions of portraits and landscapes that were well reviewed locally.
She does not seem to have exhibited her theosophical work at this time. By
1929 an invitation to visit a friend took her to Los Angeles where she stayed for
six months, taking a studio. There, Pelton showed her occult–inflected
imaginative abstract work in Pasadena at the end of her stay, and then took her
show to the Argent Gallery in New York in 1931. Here Dane Rudhyar saw it for
the first time. They became friends and he may have alerted Jonson to her work.
At this time the owners sold Pelton’s windmill home and, aged 50 in 1932, she
moved permanently to Cathedral City California, to a simple house with a small
studio and at once painted Sandstorm (1932), writing an accompanying poem in
her diary. (see fig. 9.) Sandstorm is voiced by a contributor on the soundtrack of
my film The Voice and the Gaze and in places the sound is reversed, so the words
become distorted and the intention is to invoke an occult spell.
‘Sandstorm: Dense clouds that push and loom, too early darkening the
day. Above, the streaming palms bent low to earth. Sharp points of
blowing sand converge, are poised beneath the sky’s light blue in
balanced confirmation Below this flowering, remote, serene, behold the
movement luminous, a rainbow in the dust.’ Agnes Pelton (1932)
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Fig. 9. Sandstorm: Re-interpretation (2016)
Pelton also became involved with a theosophical writing group ’The Glass Hive’
where Dane Ruhdyar also became a member and Aldous Huxley visited too.
There is an oddly psychedelic quality to Pelton’s work, but I have found no
evidence yet that she experimented with LSD as Huxley so famously did, or that
she ever met him, and so I have been unable to link her astral, psychedelic
imagery to chemical visions and must assume that the intense colour found in
the Californian desert inspired the curiously 1960s feel in many of her
paintings. Raymond Jonson greatly admired her work when he came across
some paintings in an exhibition in Chicago in 1933 and wrote to invite her to
show in Santa Fe before he ever met her or thought of the TPG.
Letters held in the Jonson gallery archive UNM show that Jonson and Pelton
kept up a long correspondence before and after the TPG period, and there is a
sense that Jonson and Garman in particular considered her work to be the best
realisation of their transcendental ideas into painting practice and lifestyle that
any member of the Transcendental Painting Group achieved. Pelton became
honorary chairman of the AFTP, even though living in the Californian desert she
was at a distance and had to contribute by post. Like most of the TPG, Pelton
embraced the idea of the spiritual in art, but unlike most of the group she does
not re-interpret this through adapting from principles of dynamic symmetry or
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Kandinsky’s compositional style, rather she continued to develop her own
original style of biomorphic occult symbolism. Pelton’s work exemplifies for me
an often forgotten, feminised modernism that has roots in theosophy, mysticism
and the occult. (Dixon, 2001, p.12) In her book The Divine Feminine (2001) Joy
Dixon explores intersections between feminisms, sexual politics and the occult,
noting that women were especially associated with spiritual forces and that
women often used this association to escape societal oppressions that did not
allow women a voice, and she explains that spiritualist practices also allowed
women the freedom to associate with people of different class, race, culture and
gender, an exchange which society often considered transgressive.
In conversation with Professor Dixon at a conference in New York (Theosophy
and The Arts: Colombia, 9th October, 2015) I showed her an image of Pelton’s
painting The Primal Wing (1933) (see fig. 8.) and asked if she knew what may
have inspired such a strange image. She explained the wing image was very
important in theosophy and that Pelton’s form may have originated in Annie
Besant’s book Thought Forms. (1941, digital reprint: 2017).
Besant wrote that the wing appears to the sensitive souls and is ‘the thought of
love and peace and protection’ and specifies the colour as ‘ a lovely rose-like
gold.’ (Besant, and Leadbeater 2017, p.30) Many of the colours that Besant
ascribes to thought-form manifestations are listed in Pelton’s diary.
Agnes remained in her home in Cathedral City for the rest of her life and the
Agnes Pelton house at Cathedral City is now owned by photographer and artist
Peter Palladino (see fig. 10.), who works to enhance her reputation and on
restoring the house to conjure up the atmosphere of her time there.
He scrutinises physical changes inscribed in the building for clues as to how it
looked in her time:
‘When I bought the house the front door, which is now the back of the
house as in 1954 it was subdivided and Agnes went from living on E
street to F street…there was another small house built on the property in
the late 1980s. I also thought it strange that they took the time and
money to duplicate the wooden door they used for it to match the ones in
the main house, then it hit me. I went out and measured and found it was
the original front door to Agnes’s home.’ (Palladino, 2016)
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Fig. 10. Agnes Pelton Home (2016)
Palladino founded an Agnes Pelton Society in 2015, holds contemporary art
events and talks at the home, and successfully campaigned for Cathedral City to
rename F Street as Agnes Pelton Way. Palladino also unblocked the original
doorway and his evocative photograph (see fig.11.) shows the tumble of white
stone contrasting with the dark interior. This was reminiscent of the mysterious
opening uncovered during the unblocking of an ancient tomb similar to
Tutankhamen or the excavations at Pompeii, which in turn raised the thought of
the famous archaeological metaphor Freud used for unblocking, or bringing to
light, repressed or forgotten memories in his essay Delusions and Dreams in
Jenson’s Gradiva (2001) … ‘there was perfect similarity between the burial of
Pompeii …and repression.’ (Freud, 200, p.51) The doorframe is echoed by the
shape of the blue square of tape stuck on the wall, and the blue and white
square references in turn the painting above the burning fire in her recreated
sitting room (see fig.10.) and in this photograph Bisttram’s TPG butterfly logo
appears in a frame to the left of the door. The idea Palladino has for the Agnes
Pelton home is to bring the positive creative spirit of Agnes back in to the house,
and my practice is also inspired by the concept of her spirit re-entering the
door, but in my work Pelton re-enters a spooky and haunted house.
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Fig. 11. Unblocking Agnes’s door space (2016)
However, to return to Agnes Pelton’s initial influence on my work, as the
introduction explained, this enquiry is tangentially inspired by a chance
encounter with her startling painting The Voice (1930) that led me to the TPG
and the cultural, geographic and scientific elements found in their landscape,
and this encounter largely inspired my first film, The Voice and The Gaze (2017),
initially shot on a field trip to New Mexico in 2016.

Film 1. The Voice and the Gaze
This film invokes the ghost of Pelton haunting an old dark New Mexican house
in an evocative journey through a real and imagined past, and through fiction
and fact. The film is inspired by Maya Deren’s poetic work Meshes of The
Afternoon (1943). Agnes Pelton’s painting The Voice (1930) (see fig. 1) is also
the catalyst for my film and for this part of the enquiry in multiple ways, mainly
because the intriguing title of her work The Voice led to theoretical research into
the voice, as well as the gaze, as triggers for the uncanny. (Dolar, 2006, p.127)
The aim is to suggest the object voice that has the status of a proper object of
psychoanalysis along with the gaze and to suggest there exists an uncanny voice
in fantasy and in the drives, so emphasising a relationship between language
and the unconscious. In the sound track of my film the inchoate voice is
intended to represent a pre linguistic sound, invoking both the time before
language and an aural representation of a manic infantile drive.
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The voice is bound up with the gaze as primary objects in the visual and aural
fields in cinematic film theory (MacGowan, 2015, p.46) and these theories
inflect the research methodology and are indicated in the title The Voice and The
Gaze. Part of the soundtrack of the film includes Pelton’s words through a multilayered voice and by multiplying and distorting her own words (spoken by a
contributor) I suggest a link between language, fantasy and the unconscious.
Mladen Dolar writes that ‘at the origin of fantasy there is a kernel realised by
the voice…a sonority not pertaining to language (Dolar, 2006, p. 133) and this
inchoate voice is used to suggest the return of the unquiet spirit of Pelton to a
haunted house in a film making practice that is a contemporary response to
theoretical research. The Voice and The Gaze, then, is tangentially inspired by
the ghostly presence of Agnes as a trace or spirit left in the ether after an
extended visit she made to New Mexico in 1919 to stay with Mabel Dodge
Luhan.
My work aims to capture the echo of her ghost in a haunted house and to create
this atmosphere the film was shot in a strange dark old adobe house in Taos
that I came upon by chance, when travelling during the course of the enquiry.
(see fig.12.) This old house and its interior and contents were significant
because they were curiously preserved almost exactly as if in Taos or Santa Fe
in the 1930s, the decade that began with Pelton’s painting The Voice (1930) and
ended with both the founding of the TPG in 1938 in Santa Fe, an ending that
uncannily coincided with the secret arrival there of the nuclear scientists and
engineers for the Manhattan project, a significant and spooky co-incidence.
The atmosphere in the house powerfully invoked the remote interiors in which
Pelton spent her meditative life, for instance in the unrestored interior of the
remote Hayground Windmill in Long Island and in her simple cabin near the San
Jacinto mountain in California (see fig. 45.) The old house in Taos is also
reminiscent of the adobe buildings in which many of the TPG lived and worked
in Santa Fe in the late 1930s and at least two members of the TPG, Jonson and
Lumpkins, built their own adobe houses and studios to live and work in.
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The house is set on the edge of town near the border of the reservation of Taos
Pueblo and near to Mabel Dodge Luhan’s home Los Gallos where Pelton once
stayed and the still air inside the building seemed thick with old time and
unquiet ghosts. The interior and garden were full of weighty silence
occasionally disturbed by unnerving sounds, such as the crack of ancient wood
as it contracted in the sun, the cries of unfamiliar birds and insects, a wailing
wind and the howling dogs that patrol the edge of the reservation. Some of
these noises are replicated in the soundtrack of The Voice and The Gaze.
The dark atmospheric interior was furnished with old wood and ethnic textiles
and contained many evocative artefacts such as Indian blankets, skin covered
drums that echoed at the smallest touch, an old rocking chair that rocked on its
own at the slightest disturbance to the air, yellowed books on ancient
petroglyphs and Pueblo ritual, and a rickety old desk displaying shards of
Anasazi pottery and ancient artefacts, somewhat reminiscent of Freud’s famous
desk in his house at Maresfield Gardens, Hampstead.
The Voice and The Gaze was largely filmed in the Taos house, and uses a lyrical
or poetic style that intends to convey the idea that a house is both a physical and
psychological space. This is realised aurally as well as visually in the work by
use of discontinuity, fragmentation, and repetition of both sound and image in
the editing process that mimics the analogue technique of early cinema, as if my
work had been invaded by the ghosts of earlier techniques.
My aim is to re-animate Pelton’s own voice that has been repressed and
forgotten. Initially the film opens with an image of her painting The Voice that is
overlaid with a net curtain, signalling we are in a haunted place, a place ‘beyond
the veil’ from where forgotten spirits might emerge.
Although Pelton’s painting is modernistic, the unreal or uncanny quality of the
work has a sense of theatricality, of the theatre curtain pulled aside to look
through little windows onto another world, and my soundtrack tries to invoke
an other-worldly sense by creating an abstracted and ghostly voice that
multiplies and repeats Pelton’ own words to the point of incoherence:
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‘These pictures are like little windows, opening onto a view of a region
not yet much visited consciously or by intention, an inner realm rather
than an outer landscape. Sometimes the view is peaceful, even complete
calm, or it may be active, stirring, but there is no semblance of material
things or substances visible here, except when a symbol materialises into
the language of named things.’ (Agnes Pelton, 1929, n. p.)
‘No semblance of material things’ raises thoughts of immaterial ghosts haunting
their old places from the region beyond the veil, and in my film a woman, an
ethereal presence in slightly 1930s period costume, loosely invokes the spirit of
Pelton who has manifested in the house whilst re-visiting her old haunts. In the
first sequence of The Voice and the Gaze a rising veil over Pelton’s painting The
Voice symbolises the boundary or border that veils the distinction between the
living and the dead and the physical and the immaterial worlds and also the veil
or screen used by the mind to elide traumatic events. The image of a figure
trapped in a certain time and doomed to repeat her actions can also refer to a
moment of trauma endlessly returned to, and in this case the trauma is war,
which is represented at the very end of the film by the image of the nuclear
cloud emanating from the Trinity test (July 15, 1945) that, by the magic of
cinema, rises but then reverses back into the ground.
Formally the film is not attempting to create a linear narrative, rather it is more
a collection or collage of movements, stills and close ups, that are reflections
and disruptions of a moment of time that is gone, endlessly repeated and reassembled as digital fragments. In that sense the formal construction of the
digital film is haplessly imitating the analogue editing process and the work
stutters and stumbles around the traditional form of shot, reaction, shot, close
medium, and long. Therefore, the film itself is intended to be a fragmented
digital ghost of the old mechanical cinematic processes that included physically
cutting or editing the film stock to create a visual montage ‘ it is popularly
believed that Eisenstein conceived of montage as the basis of a film language, a
cinematic rather than verbal code…’ (Wollen, 1972, p. 46)
As digital film has no physical body, I speculate that the continued use of a
visual language engendered by an earlier mechanical process bound up with
films physical body seems ghostly, elegiac and haunting.
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Inspired in part by Palladino’s attempt to unblock the door of Pelton’s old
house, in the second scene the ghostly figure enters the interior of the dark old
house again and again, as if the door refuses to open or close properly until the
motion of opening and closing becomes a cinematic event indicating that the
door itself has become strange and unfamiliar. This door represents a
mysterious threshold that may also be a liminal portal to another time or space.
The use of repetition creates a sense of anxiety that behind the door may lie
something half remembered, a fearful repressed event. As George Perec has
written ‘doors stop and separate. The door breaks the space in two, splits it,
prevents osmosis, imposes a partition.’ (Perec cited in Curtis, 2008, p.36).
Repetition of the figure entering the door is mirrored later in the film by
another multiplicity, the multi-voiced layering of Pelton’s words in the
soundtrack. In this way, the convention of the cinematic gaze of the camera or
the male gaze looking upon a women is disrupted or elided by the use of visual
and aural repetition. The inchoate voice sounds like a hubbub or babble of
ghosts, and because it is layered with nuclear imagery the voices have an
association with the ghosts of the nuclear war dead and thus the multi-layered
voice simultaneously represents an uneasy wailing of the lost souls.
Thus the film tries to engage with the idea of a haunting in the interior of an old
dark house, which is a major cinematic genre. Professor Barry Curtis writes that
‘film has a particular relationship to conjuring ghosts, recreating the past,
rendering mythic worlds and finding ways or representing people who are
absent from the immediate narrative.’ (Curtis, 2008, p. 28)
The idea is underlined in my film by the representation of the house as a
spectral place, a setting for a ghost, and the familiar domestic objects within it
appear animated or possessed by an absent presence. That further underlines
the Freudian idea that the homely (heimlich) or familiar can flip in to the
unhomely (unheimlich): the familiar becomes de-familiarised, mysterious and
thus uncanny. (Freud, 2003, p.124) The Freudian uncanny is alluded to in the
film by a chair rocking, moving on its own as if possessed, and this haunted
house therefore has become a locus or container, where traces of past events or
long- gone people are trapped and endlessly repeat their actions.
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Fig. 12. The Old House: The Voice and The Gaze (2016)
The actual adobe house where the film was set was obviously hand-made. There
were hand-cut adze marks on the woodwork and the height, length, and breath
of the rooms is determined by the size of the ‘vegas’ (the local pine logs that are
used in ceiling construction). The thick adobe mud, dug from the ground on
which the house stood, is piled in soft heavy folds to create gently curved walls.
(see fig.12.) A note at the house explained that it had been built in the 1930s by
Native American builders from the nearby Taos Pueblo and I realised that the
technique they used was the same used for the buildings in the Pueblo that is
thought to be over 1000 years old, and continuously occupied. (see fig. 21.)
However, it should be noted that the Pueblo does not accept the linear system of
recording time and history, but their system cannot be divulged due to religious
proscriptions. (Taos Pueblo, 2017) In some ways the house felt more like a large
habitable sculpture loaded with ancient myth and evocative spaces than a
functional building, and there was a sense that the building also held traces of
the spirit of the builders and owners. This strange old house further inspired my
practice through reading Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space, where he sees
the house as an imaginative as well as a material space: ‘We are constantly reimagining its reality…verticality is ensured by the polarity of attic and cellar: the
marks of which are so deep that in a way they open up the phenomenology of
the imagination.’ (Bachelard, 1994, p.32) This polarity of the cellar and the attic
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can define the house as a signifier of the psychological states within the
conscious and unconscious mind and point to the tensions that exist between
buried memories and waking perceptions. Significantly, Carl Jung had visited
Taos and Santa Fe (I like to imagine he even visited this particular house) and
Jung writes of a dream he had about an old dark house that shows he too saw
the house as an image of the psyche. In his dream the house changed ‘from
bright with fine furnishings on the top floor to a medieval lower floor, and
finally to a cellar underneath containing human skulls.’ (Jung 1983, cited in
Stevens, 1994, p.47) In Jung’s dream, the ‘bright room’ represents the conscious
mind, the cellar the deepest level of the collective unconscious, represented by
the skulls of our common ancestors or what Jung called ‘primitive man’.
Inspired by the idea that an interior is a physical space that represents the
unconscious mind I moved forward to create a haunted aesthetic for my
practice. Gaston Bachelard has also said that a house is not just a solid
construction but it is also partly built of imagination, anxieties and dreams. He
writes that ‘the imagination builds wall of impalpable shadows, comforts itself
with the illusion of protection- or just the contrary, trembles behind, mistrusts,
the staunchest ramparts.’ (Bachelard, 1994, p.5) In this way, I see the house as a
container of compressed or lost time and adopting that notion my film suggests
it may be possible to capture the presence of those who lived there before, the
ghosts of the haunted house, and to speculate on what traumas might have
stopped them from leaving. Exploring the haunted house involves a kind of
psycho-archaeology; a means of digging up or uncovering of the narrative of the
past to reveal not just forgotten memories but also the ghosts of vanished time
that manifest in the present, so in Voice and The Gaze the house is associated
with the interior of a home as a feminised, psychological space that is signalled
by the repetitive structure of the film and the presence of the female ghost and
her repressed voice. Footage of another house filmed in New Mexico is also
included and this footage was shot at the remote D H Lawrence ranch, an
evocative interior that has been left as it was in his time. It was of here that
Lawrence wrote ‘that place, the ranch, heaves with ghosts…it is the ghosts one
misses most.’ (Lawrence, 1934, p.187) (see fig.13.)
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Fig. 13. D.H. Lawrence Ranch: Taos, New Mexico (2014)
It is indeed a spooky space, a fragile faded wooden cabin with rickety furniture,
a broken old stove and bleached white animal skulls decorating the
mantelpiece, far from the grand ‘ranch’ that the name implies. It is set on a
lonely hilltop and surrounded by thick pine forest.
Outside I lay under the massive pine tree by the door and looked up at the view
made famous by Georgia O’Keeffe in her painting The Lawrence Tree (1929) and
thought how curious it was that her flat, bright, graphic pictures have come,
through relentless reproduction, to define the New Mexican landscape and I felt
a rush of affection for the (possibly failed) but much more experimental and
collectivist TPG project. On this visit I was actually moved to think not of
Lawrence at all, but felt much more the presence of the ghost of his friend, the
English painter Dorothy Brett (1883-1977) who moved there in 1924 to
support Lawrence’s attempt to start a utopian commune called Rananim. Dizzy
with unrequited love for him, Brett relinquished her past as a prize-winning
Slade painter, adopted his appalling painting style and morphed into a domestic
drudge who typed up the manuscripts of many major novels, hunted and
cooked their food, set the fires, and cleaned for Lawrence and his wife.
As I previously stated, the Lawrence interior is simple, a wooden hut that is
worn and fragile. Lawrence called the house ‘Lobo’ or ‘Wolf’ ranch and footage
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of it is included in my film The Voice and The Gaze. (In at: 01.48). The air inside
the ranch smelled of mice and cats and was thick with old ghosts, so in the scene
in my film a walking rather than fixed camera POV gives a sensation of gliding
around the space with a ghost, rather than looking at or gazing upon one.
The interior is similar but not the same as the adobe house, thus heightening an
uncanny feeling that things are somehow, the same, but not quite, a kind of
doubling. The camera caught my reflection in an old mirror, that eerily reflected,
but distorted, the haunting space and this reminded me that Freud thinks the
mirror is connected with the double and a fear of death. In his essay The
Uncanny (2003) Freud references Otto Rank and he says that the representation
of a double was ‘an insurance against the destruction of the ego, an energetic
denial of the power of death’. (Freud, 2003, p.148) and the urge to create a
double or image of the dead could be an original stimulus for art practice.
In my film the idea of re-animating past time is represented by the
manifestation of a haunted or ghostly figure in a house, which implies that the
person returning is in fact dead and is uncannily trying to return. In cinematic
terms the cinematic or photographic image is uncanny or haunted because it too
is an impossible return of a familiar moment of time and gives the illusion of a
movement that no longer exists has re-occurred, therefore cinema can magically
conjure the return of the dead, a concept that has been described by Laura
Mulvey in her book Death 24 X a Second: Stillness and the Moving Image.
(Mulvey, 2006) To conjure the idea of a spirit trying to return, my film slows the
action of Agnes repeatedly trying to enter the door of the old adobe house to a
series of moving stills, inspired by Mulvey’s statement that the frozen (or in this
case extremely slowed) image restores to the moving image the ‘heavy passing
of time, the mortality associated with the photograph.’ (Mulvey, 2006, p.66)
This extensive use of slow motion and repetition in The Voice and The Gaze tries
to make an association or link between cinema and the Freudian concept of
expressing a forgotten past event or memory as a compulsion to repeat an
action, described by Freud’s essay Remembering, Repeating and Working
Through. (Freud, 2003, p.36)
The psychoanalytic theme is extended in the next scene of the film where the
ghostly character repeatedly falls asleep on a couch. (see fig.14.)
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Fig.14. Agnes On The Couch: The Voice and The Gaze (2016)
This scene underscores both an association of cinema and psychoanalysis and
recalls that sleep and dreams are associated with the unconscious.
As stated, the ghostly character of Agnes falls asleep repeatedly on a couch and
the scene was inspired by Maya Deren’s film poem Meshes of The Afternoon
(1943). This film is a sort of ghost story set in a haunted Californian house that,
by a strange almost cosmic serendipity, I later found also features TPG member
Florence Miller Pierce as the ghost with a mirrored face. Although I could not
replicate this scene my film overall is a homage to Deren’s work.
In Deren’s film a figure (played by Deren herself) falls asleep in a large chair and
in a strange case of doubling she also, magically, appears on screen as her spirit
splits from the body and perambulates, whilst the sleeper remains still asleep in
her chair, but alas I have not been able to replicate this brilliant mirroring scene.
In Deren’s film we also see an extreme close up of the eye closing and this is
echoed in The Voice and The Gaze by appropriating the same extreme close up.
The shot recalls Lacan’s idea that there was a ‘split between the eye and the
gaze (Lacan, 2004, pp.67-78) meaning that the gaze can be separate from the
eye and that the object - the eye – is transformed into a sign or signifier. In this
case the eye in close up becomes the signifier for the gaze that is outside, or
independent of, but still haunts, the field of vision. In the film the closing eyes
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also signal sleep and dreams, and the scene is inviting the spectator to
participate in a dreaming or suspended state that usually takes place on a bed
or couch but also in the cinema. Nicholas Royle thinks that film and
psychoanalysis are locked together and that there can be…’no authentic
supervision of a film… without a transferential return of the filmic gaze.’ (Royle,
2003, p.79)
Lying on a bed or couch can also be connected to universal human activity such
as birth, death, sleep and dream. The bed also refers to the psychoanalytic couch
and the idea of lying on a bed or couch and adopting the position that shows a
willingness to enter into the frame of psychoanalysis, where sometimes
troubled or repressed memories or trauma from childhood are excavated or
brought to the surface. Excavation recalls Freud’s well known interpretation of
Jenson’s story of Gradiva as an archaeological metaphor that saw the excavation
of relics from layers of soil as a metaphor for burial of repressed or forgotten
memories that can be excavated by analysis from layers of the subconscious.
(Freud, 2001, pp.7-95)
In my film I am also including Pelton’s painting The Voice (1930) that I found so
disorientating and magical. (see fig.1.) This image is appropriated in my film
and layered or veiled with footage of semi-transparent fabric to imply that
veiled images in both cinematic and psychoanalytic terms are a means of
evading the gaze by veiling or masking an object of desire and so this veiling
destabilizes the spectators identification with the camera or gaze and the
therefore narrative. (Doane, 1991, p.46) and another layer of meaning can be
found as Pelton’s image looks to me like an atomic cloud so veiling that image in
this sequence also represents my artistic attempt to screen the traumatic
detonation of the hydrogen bomb and negate its terrible threat.
Because Maya Deren’s editing technique of repetition and doubling sets up a
psychological rather than narrative cinematic space this inspired a similar but
less sophisticated approach in my own films that try to capture the mood of
spirit photography, strange rituals and dreams. I also noted her words:
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‘My films might be called experimental, referring to the use of the
medium itself…I am addressing myself not to any particular group…but
to the part…which creates myths, invents divinities and ponders, for no
practical purpose whatsoever, on the nature of things.’ (Deren cited in
Higginbottom, 1984, n.p.)
Deren also said that she wished to create metaphor rather than address the
experience of a particular individual or group, so with this in mind my practice
adopts Deren’s oblique poetics to conjure an aura of mystical New Mexico. Her
film also recalls for me André Breton’s statement in the Manifesto of Surrealism:
‘I would like to sleep, in order to surrender myself to the dreamers’ (Breton,
1969, p.12) This idea is emphasized by the image of a closing eye and a
character repeatedly falling asleep in my film, inspired by a similar scene in
Deren’s film. However, Deren’s film was shot in Los Angeles and The Voice and
The Gaze was shot on location in Taos, New Mexico in a 1930s adobe house.
The house is preserved exactly as it was in that period, complete with old
furnishings, books and Americana and so this interior emanates the feeling of a
haunted house, left untouched by the passing of time so it was therefore easy to
imagine the house being invaded by a shadowy figure who was haunting the
space as if trapped in layers of past time. To further emphasise the past, Pelton’s
buried childhood memories are symbolised in the soundtrack of the film by
including the repetitive tinkling of a toy piano played by a young child. The
evocative sound is meant to represent general memories from childhood, but
also specifically signals memories of Pelton’s cloistered childhood at her
grandmother’s home in Brooklyn where, after the fall of the family’s fortune and
reputation, and the death of her father through morphine addiction, Agnes’s
mother established the Pelton School of Music to support them. Small children
came each day to learn and practice the piano, and to learn German (Zaiken,
1995, p.16). I re-imagine this through the tinkling sound of a child improvising
on a toy piano, echoing the sounds of the old Brooklyn house and by including a
passage from John Cage’s Suite for Toy Piano (1948). Having established a state
of sleeping or dreaming for the character, in the next scene we see Native
American dancers and my hope is that the spectator will assume the sounds of
the toy piano and the images shown are being generated by the somnambulistic
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figure on the couch and are visions on the screen of her memory ‘Inasmuch as
screen memories condense a large number of real and phantasy elements,
psychoanalysis attaches a great deal of importance to them’. (Laplanche &
Pontalis, 1973, p.411) This footage shows Native American dancers performing
a friendship dance for tourists at a nearby hotel. (see fig. 15.). The footage is
highly distorted and becomes slightly coloured, and the move from
monochrome into colour was inspired by a sequence from The Wizard of Oz
(1939) - another film about home, fantasy and wish-fulfilment that moves from
black and white to colour to indicate a shift into phantasy, as in The Voice and
the Gaze. (Interestingly, Frank L Baum who wrote the Wizard of Oz was a
committed theosophist). The soundtrack in this part of the film is the
synchronised live sound recording of the singers and drummers who
accompany the dancers, but like the images the sound is slowed and reversed,
so creating a strange noise that, although it fits the action, does not divulge any
clear meaning. The hauntingly slow footage of the dancers holds a multiplicity
of meanings. Firstly my intention is to recall that the Pueblo tribes of northern
New Mexico perform sacred dances to keep the world safe and in balance. The
footage can also refer to an idea in early spiritualist practices that Native
American people were especially attuned to, appearing at séances when
recalled after death were able to move very easily between the occult and the
physical worlds. This notion of designating tribal people as somehow ‘other’ is
linked to the imperialism of the ethnographic gaze and this is discussed in detail
in chapter 3 but in part of my practice the fragmented way the footage is edited
in extreme close up without showing a face, is intended to refer to my own
impossible attempts to apply reflexivity and circumvent my own ethnographic
gaze whilst still showing the desired subject. Another meaning implied by the
vocal distortion in the soundtrack at the start of the film is that the Pelton figure
could represent an ego in mourning, seeking decathexis from a lost loved object
(the world) so the childish incoherent vocal sounds can be reminiscent of infant
noises bewailing or expressing anxiety about the withdrawn breast, anxieties
expressed vocally, but before structured language has developed. (Klein, 1991,
p.147)
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Fig. 15. Dancer: The Voice and The Gaze (2017)
These sounds together with the re-framed close-up, distorted, and fragmented
images of the body used throughout my film can also refer to the psychoanalytic
concept of the ‘body in pieces’ Melanie Klein identifies in ‘Mourning and Manic
Depressive States’. (Klein, 1991, p.147) The body in pieces was also a concept
that inflected surrealist photography and film of the early 1930s, where the new
visual mechanisations that could both create the image of the body and
physically destroy it, produced artistic responses such as Luis Bunuel’s L’Age
d’Or. (1930) Rosalind Krauss has shown that the work of the surrealists on the
fragmented body is specifically bound up with or identified with war and
anxiety. (Krauss, 1985, p.57) My work seeks to extend these anxieties to the
TPG and into our present nuclear age.
The next scene of The Voice and The Gaze emerges as the wing-like movements
of the dancers’ arms become overlaid or invaded by images of a butterfly, also
reframed and edited in an extremely distorted and repetitious style. This
sequence is inspired by Stan Brakhage’s work Mothlight (1963) but because
structurally Brakhage’s film is corporeal, as it is made without using a camera,
what I am really referring to here to is the digital afterlife of Mothlight as I have
not viewed Brakhage’s actual 16mm film. To create his work Brakhage glued
fragments of insects, grasses, petals and earth and sandwiched them between
two strips of clear 16mm stock so that when projected through light this creates
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a direct sense of raw immediacy that I cannot emulate with digital technology.
However, what inspired me more than the process of his production was the
sense of unease the image of an insect can produce. His film conjures the idea of
a moth continually drawn to a flame, uselessly but continually trying to
encounter something that always burns it. My footage also indicates a trapped
figure or ghost (the figure in the scenario of The Voice and the Gaze) is trapped
in layers of digital rather than celluloid film, and locked into an interior both
physically and mentally, but constantly trying to escape and go forth into the
enchanted landscape of New Mexico or the astral plane, only to encounter a
repressed screen memory of a traumatic event, in this case the burning nuclear
detonation that must also be returned to again and again.
The use of an insect in the film was also inspired by other films that make use of
insects, for instance in the work of the surrealist filmmakers in Un Chien
Andalou (1928) and L’Age d’Or (1930) although ants rather than butterflies are
used there, the intent is the same. Furthermore, the imagery of an insect is
appropriate for The Voice and The Gaze because the film explores anxieties
about nuclear culture, as insects are thought to be the only creatures capable of
surviving a nuclear holocaust. Insects can be perceived as marginal creatures,
they haunt landscapes, houses and the dreams of the surrealists and because
they are also intrinsically disturbing symbols of mass replication and lack of
individualism and differentiality and in that sense they are the uncanny ghosts
of our future. To underline this idea as well as the butterfly my film Fanta Se
includes imagery of the chrysalis of a large New Mexican moth that appears
surreally to be dancing of its own accord suspended in mid-air. However, the
insect is not intended to be entirely negative. The butterfly appears montaged
over the dancing figure and this is also meant to recall the popular science
concept that small beat of an insect’s wings can, in Chaos Theory, set off a
hurricane on the other side of the world. (Lorenz: 1961, n.p.) Therefore, both
dancer and tiny and fragile butterfly are metaphorically, or even potentially,
capable of causing profound change. In this case changing or reversing time to
nullify nuclear fission symbolised in the film by footage of a nuclear cloud that
magically reverses back into the earth at the end of the film. Lacan describes
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how the butterfly in dreams is powerfully connected to the ‘primal nature of the
essence of the gaze…Good Heavens!... the butterfly terrorised the Wolfman.’
(Lacan, 2004, p.76) Another layer of meaning is that the TPG logo was an
abstracted butterfly that may have symbolised the psyche or the soul, as it did in
many cultural mythologies such as Ancient Greek and Native American
traditions, and in theosophy butterflies are a symbol of the eternal magic of
renewed life and so connected to metamorphosis or transcendence.
Theosophists believe that music and sound has the power to effect
transformation, and I use Pelton’s words in a repetitive sequence to realise the
notion that magical occurrences, metamorphosis and mimeses as a means of
transformation, are invoked by sound. (Besant, 1901, p.85, digital reprint: 2017)
Subsequently this section of the film uses the voice as an abstract form to give
the feeling of an incantation or a magical spell or an ‘abracadabra’:
‘The word abracadabra is not a description of a particular referent, but a
release of the power of sound in order to bring something about, to effect
change. It must be spoken to have its effects and it is its sound, not its
referential meaning which produces them.’ (Wilson, 2015, p.75)
In The Voice and The Gaze a contributor reads out the words of Agnes Pelton
that describe her paintings as little windows on to another realm. These words
are overlaid in close but misaligned sound sequence, creating a passage of
disturbed language, like a magic spell where ‘the view (or sound) is different’.
This repetitive aural distortion can also refer to the use of repetition in
modernist poetic language, for instance Gertrude Stein’s fragmented poetry
(Stein was another visitor to Luhan’s modernist colony in Taos) that when read
aloud sounds like an incantation or spell. ‘A central strategy of Stein’s
experiments in language is to draw attention to the materiality of the word
through repetition.’ (Wilson, 2015, p.81) The effect of the repetitive voice in my
film also shows that the voice can be a trigger for the unconscious. In this case
we hear a swooping glossolalia or a speaking-in-tongues that sounds like speech
or language. However, the words are so corrupted they lose literal meaning, and
are perceived instead as an aural keening or searching for something halfknown and half-forgotten at the edge of the mind. In this way, the repeated and
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distorted voice produces a disturbing, uncanny effect. This strange voice can
relate to the object voice that Lacan found had the status of a proper object of
psychoanalysis. Along with the gaze this is referred to in my title The Voice and
the Gaze. Philosopher Mladen Dolar writes that ‘to the list of objects inherited
from Freud, Lacan notoriously added two new ones, the gaze and the voice.’
(Dolar, 2006, p.127) Dolar believes that there is an element of ‘the voice that
disturbs it, prevents it from quite being language, there is a voice which eludes
language…and at the same time drives it.’ (Dolar, 2006, p.131)
In my film, therefore, we are invited to experience sound as a disrupted or
inchoate voice emerging from the time when we begin to realise ourselves as a
separate subject. Subsequently the voice we hear in The Voice and the Gaze
could be the uncanny or repressed voice of the mother, a voice that is rarely
represented in contemporary art practice. The use of extreme close-up in my
film can signify that the infant gaze perceives bodily forms as magnified and
therefore monstrous, creating a sort of horror and causing an urgent need to
split or separate from the maternal body. In this sense we are reminded that the
maternal body has been defined by Freud as the original repressed object to
which we can never return, and it is the sensations or memories of this primal
home and the ‘feeling of unfamiliarity in something familiar’ that produces the
feeling of the uncanny (Freud, 2003, p.148). To emphasise the uneasy dream
like feeling my editing technique uses disjunction, slow motion and negative
images to establish a mood and sense of place as a constructed reality through a
montage of images.
The point of this lyrical or poetic construct is to combine the reality of a filmed
site with layers of cinematic illusion in the editing process to cut between what
is real, unreal and fantasy. The manipulation of time and space through this
assemblage editing technique underlines the feeling of dreaminess, unease and
the uncanny and enhances the complete world or alternative reality I aim to
create. In this way, The Voice and The Gaze is a multi-layered play on the
concept of the haunted house, ‘heim’ or home. My film has changed perceptions
that Agnes Pelton is an eccentric, easily forgotten decorative painter. Recasting
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her as a unruly returning ghost with a powerful voice I have used the concept of
haunting to restore her agency and allow her to protest the violent history of
her times as a unresolved past that makes itself known in the present time.
However, returning to Pelton’s painting The Voice (see fig.1) it becomes clear
the figure is set in space, a kind of imagined or astral landscape, and I thought
that Agnes Pelton’s strange astral landscapes seem curiously parallel to the
landscape of New Mexico. There is also found there a sense of unreality, of a
lunar or astral place as the massive scale, lack of human signifiers, and brilliant
light can confuse the senses and create a sense of unfathomable distance in both
time and space (not to mention the thin oxygen at 5000 feet) that can be
disorientating, even frightening, as I found on my 2016 research trip. Walking,
and even driving in the more remote areas can give a strange dislocated sense
that there is no perspectival frame because the rearing cliffs, deep canyons and
endless sand can be tonally exactly the same. Without shadows, at noon, the
geography blends into an unreadable and disorientating flat plane. This
landscape is very much at odds with the eighteenth century romanticism of the
European landscape and its artistic responses and these traditional perspectival
responses to landscape would have a diminished meaning in this setting and I
feel that the minimalist or symbolic work of the Pueblo artists and shaman who
live there, and the TPG’s attempt at dynamic spatial form without
representation, and even Pelton’s occult dreamscapes, were closer to giving a
sense of experiencing the actual place than painting using the perspectival
frame. or even film and photography could produce.
This landscape seems to underline an idea that classical pictorial representation
seems only to produce a fantasy of the picturesque or romantic gaze, a fantasy
of what the landscape should be from the central perspective of the creator,
rather than give a sense or feeling of the actual place.
The research in chapter I has established the landscape of New Mexico, home of
The transcendental Painting Group and the pueblo tribes, and has brought a
new perspective to the site as both a physical place and psychological space
where occult artists, technological hyper science and ancient myth coincide at
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the moment of the anthropocene, thereby challenging that cultural convention
that the landscape of New Mexico is merely an empty wasteland. In chapter 2
research is used to reinterpret the site as a place of many entangled fantasies
and as a set of relational spaces and places, invaded by unruly ghosts, strange
enchantments and reoccurring past events that clamour for a different future.
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CHAPTER 2
FANTA SE LANDSCAPES AND UTOPIAN DREAMS
‘The stars snap like distant coyotes beyond the moon…the pine trees
make little noises, sudden and stealthy, as if they were walking about.
And the place heaves with ghosts.’ (D.H. Lawrence, 2003: 187)

Fig. 16. New Mexico (2016)
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The research method in this chapter combines art history and psychoanalytic
theory to question the dominance of the panoptical gaze at LANL and the
American military by privileging of concepts of the TPG and the shamans who
understood this landscape as a psychic as well as physical space. Research will
contribute to a re interpretation of the site and the elements found there and
the research is realised in the film Fanta Se that imagines a rupture in time and
space in this territory through which spectral artists and powerful shamans
emerge into the landscape to haunt the nuclear site and intercede with unseen
being to keep the world in balance in the face of a continued nuclear threat.
In this chapter the landscape of New Mexico is interrogated as both a psychic
and a physical space so that chapter starts with defining the desert landscape of
New Mexico and the small city of Santa Fe as sites of fantasy, Disneyland and the
hyper-real through theories from Baudrillard (1989, p.55). This approach was
partly inspired by his statement that: ‘ I went in search of Astral America.’
(Baudrillard, 1988, p.27) In his 1988 work America Baudrillard found that the
‘unfolding desert is infinitely close to the timelessness of film.’ (Baudrillard,
1988, p.1) It was this ‘unfolding’ in a new Mexican landscape that inspired a
film-making rather than painting practice for this project that aims to use the
‘timelessness of film’ to confuse fantasy and reality and the authentic and
inauthentic.
However, the transcendental landscapes of the TPG are first considered by
examining the TPG’s response to the landscape as transcendental and their
context in relationship to the American Transcendental movement.
The next section explores the beautiful and the awful sublime, framing the
philosophies of Kant in relation the work of the TPG and the sublime and
beautiful aspects of the landscape of New Mexico, contrasted with the awful and
overwhelming nuclear sublime of the Manhattan project and the plutonium
economy on the same site. Art theory is then used to analyse differing artistic
responses to represent or screen the threat of the A-Bomb and the famous
cinematic representations of New Mexico.
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Following this, utopian dreams in the New Mexican Landscape are considered
through comparative study of the modernist artistic commune of Mabel Dodge
Luhan and the later countercultural or postmodernist enterprise of Dennis
Hopper in the same house, through Lyotard’s theories on the decline of the
master narrative of modernism and postmodernism’s subsequent inability to
identify with a master narrative. Lyotard writes that: ‘In contemporary society
and culture-post industrial, post-modern culture-the question of legitimation of
knowledge is formulated in different terms. The grand narrative has lost it’s
credibility…’ (Lyotard, 1989, p. 37)
Finally, a section on Land Art interventions in New Mexico considers how the
work of the Land Artists and Robert Smithson overturned associations of
landscape with the picturesque and questioned the hegemony of the gallery.
As I have said, my practice tangentially refers to the three elements of my thesis,
the TPG, LANL and tribal or shamanic element that coexist in the landscape of
New Mexico around Santa Fe. My work intends to make a play on the liminal
borders between myth and science, fantasy and reality and the authentic and
inauthentic by using a postmodern juxtaposition of sounds and images. This
idea first arose during a visit to the postcard-pretty state capital of New Mexico,
Santa Fe. The eerie beauty of the place made me feel that it was too good to be
true, a too perfect a vision of western town with its ancient adobe buildings,
wooden boardwalks, hippie shops and Pueblo artists sitting in the shadow of
the Palace of the Governors.
I was also reminded that a very early address for the secretive Manhattan
project was a PO box at Santa Fe and that in the early 1940s the nuclear
scientists who designed the project would be instructed to also wait at the
Palace of the Governors before being transported to the ‘top secret’ lab location.
(Masco, 2006, p.102) It had already struck me on a visit back in 2014 that the
Pueblo artists and the scientists of Los Alamos represent an extraordinary
juxtaposition of the ancient and the modern, but usual perceptions could in fact
be reversed to reframe assumptions about which group has the most
progressive philosophies. But the first and strongest impression of Santa Fe that
emerged was a sense that it is a façade. (see fig. 17.)
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Fig.17. Historical fantasy in New Mexico (2016)
One quickly realises that much of Santa Fe is indeed a façade and an
architectural fantasy like Disneyland or a film set. This invited the play on the
words ‘Fanta Se’ that I have used in my title. Because Santa Fe corresponds so
exactly to archetypical fantasies of an American western town there is a tension
at play between the authentic and inauthentic and the real and the imaginary.
The surrounding landscape where Santa Fe is set also corresponds to fantasies
about what an American western landscape should look like and to such an
extent that it is sometimes difficult to perceive it as real. This is partly because
of a sense of familiarity created by thousands of movie and television films set
there, so that we now have developed an overwhelmingly cinematic vision of it.
Baudrillard’s words below were written about California but could also apply to
New Mexico: ‘the cinema has absorbed everything, Indians, mesas, canyons,
skies. And yet it is the most striking spectacle in the world.’ (Baudrillard, 1989,
p.69) This feeling of unreality seemed to be confirmed on finding that Santa Fe
was deliberately constructed much in the same way as a film set or a Disneyland
might be and it is a melange of Spanish, Pueblo and Victorian styles put up in the
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1920s and 30s. Now known as Santa Fe style, this style has come to represent a
more ‘real’ or authentic version of the older place that was there before.
(Wilson, 1997, p.113) Disneyland is described by Baudrillard as a prime
example of a disconnection between an image or simulation or simulacrum and
a thing that has become more real than reality. In that sense, New Mexico and
Santa Fe have, like Disneyland, become hyper real as they are fantasies that
have come to seem more real than the real version. This trope can be framed
through Baudrillard’s idea that the ‘hyper real manages to efface the
contradiction between the real and the imaginary.’ (Baudrillard, 1983, p.142)
Baudrillard's ideas were a response to a journey he made across America and
my filmmaking practice is also inspired by the journeys I made to New Mexico,
first in 2014 and again in 2016.
Again, my practice tangentially refers to the three key elements of my thesis: the
TPG, LANL and tribal or shamanic elements that co- exist in the landscape of
New Mexico around Santa Fe. My work intends to make a play on borders
between fantasy and reality, and the authentic and inauthentic, by using a
postmodern juxtaposition of sounds and images. A fascination with fragments
and ruins and an archaeological or ethnological theme in my work has been
inspired by Lyotard’s theory expounded in The Postmodern Condition (Lyotard,
1989). Lyotard states that that ‘In…post-modern culture …the grand narrative
has lost its credibility…regardless of whether it is a speculative narrative or a
narrative of emancipation.’ (Lyotard, 1989, p.37)
Postmodernism’s obsession with ruins and fragments, both archaeological and
theoretical, can be seen as a manifestation of the melancholia that inflected
postmodern art after the collapse or discarding of the grand narratives.
The discarding or superseding of master narratives is also referenced in Fanta
Se by imagining the ghost of Agnes Pelton happening upon some discarded
ephemera from a fictive museum (see fig.44) possibly called The Museum of
Transcendental Vision.
Overall my films aim for a sense of poetic elegy, an old movie feeling, but the
films do not intend to imply that the past was better than the present, or offer
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any solutions. Instead they rehash and represent the past and the present and
the real and the imaginary, in a discontinuous, non-linear series of
juxtapositions inspired by an experiential encounter with the psychogeography
of New Mexico.
When walking in New Mexico an enhanced visual clarity is experienced due the
far horizons, high altitude, dry desert air and a brilliant refracted light that lends
a visionary quality. This feeling of the sublime or the transcendental re-affirms
the feeling that New Mexico is an enchanted place that contains the beginning of
the world (through the shamanic emergence belief), the end of the world
(through Los Alamos) and the possibility for mystical artistic practices through
the transcendental modernism of the TPG. My approach was also inspired by
Robert Macfarlane’s statement:
‘record the experience as you go… be alert to the happenstance of
metaphors, watch for visual rhymes and co incidences…
Walking makes for content…footage for footage…’
(MacFarlane cited in Coverley, 2010, p.9)

The Beautiful and The Awful Sublime
As we have seen, the TPG used the word transcendental to signal that their
work intended to bring the mind to a higher plane, and they aimed to express
this elevated state through their semi-abstract paintings, and were responding
to beautiful or sublime landscapes but crucially without using either narrative
painting or making picturesque representations.
Kant describes two kinds of finer feelings, one is the feeling of the beautiful and
the other is the feeling of the sublime and he thinks that they can both be
inspired by landscape. In his work ‘Of the Beautiful and The Sublime’ (Kant,
1991) Kant thinks that the finer feeling of the beautiful is inspired by nature,
sunshine, daylight and natural, but ordered, sights in the landscape such as
farms and fields and gardens that give a joyous happy sensation. He goes on to
state that the finer feeling of the sublime is inspired by wild dramatic natural
features such as rocks, deserts, snowy peaks and raging storms that can still
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give a feeling of joy or awe and quiet contemplation but also often leads to
‘feelings of dread, terror or melancholia’. (Kant, 1991, p.46)
All of the above landscapes can be encountered in New Mexico and sometimes
one can change into another with a breath-taking rapidity. On my research visit
in 2016, unexpected, sudden and dramatic storms with crashing bolts of
lightning twice drove me back in serious fright from ancient Tsankawi high on
the Parjarito Plateau, where I had longed to go and had planned to film much
more extensively. However, the storms were so wild they actually felt like a
malevolent presence. Looking across the plateau towards LANL, there was
something very haunting about seeing the huge boiling white thunderclouds
rise over Los Alamos, because they looked like atomic mushroom clouds and
one could imagine a time in the future when LANL had blown itself up and was
now a ruin like Tsankawi. Both could become similarly indecipherable ruins, full
of strange hieroglyphics, ruins of forgotten civilisations set high on the mesa,
waiting for the future archaeologists and artists to ponder.

Fig. 18. Mesa: Sublime New Mexico (2014)
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Kant’s idea expounded in the Critique of Pure Reason, identifies the
overwhelming nature of the transcendental and the sublime and he suggests we
cannot really know the sublime through logic or knowledge, only experientially
through the sensation of beauty mixed with awe and therefore when we are
confronted with the sublime we come to know only our own limitations of self.
Kant, 1991) The landscape of New Mexico does enchant because both the
beautiful sublime and the sublime of awe and contemplation can be
encountered there.
In the late 1930s when the TPG arrived it was still a kind of ecological utopia, as
the Manhattan project had not yet arrived. But this significant, although secret,
project intruded abruptly into the landscape in 1941. This was the year when
Los Alamos Nuclear Laboratory became operational, bringing with it the means
to split the atom and creating the first atom bomb, a technological or nuclear
event so overwhelming and astonishingly awful that it challenges our sense of
perception therefore the atom bomb can be understood as an extreme example
of the technological sublime, terrible, unbounded, and without comprehensible
borders or limits. One artistic response to the sublime nature of the nuclear
detonation that cinematised the event is Bruce Connors film Crossroads (1976)
that attempts to represent the nuclear sublime.
But in a sense the familiar and dramatic images of the phenomena of the nuclear
detonation (see fig.19.) cannot adequately describe the overwhelming nature of
the actual thing. Philosopher Slavoj Zizek writes of the paradox of the sublime
and says that ‘in principle the gap separating phenomenal, empirical objects of
experience from the Thing-in –itself is insurmountable – that is no empirical
object, no representation (Vorstellung) of it can adequately present (darstellen)
the Thing.’ (Zizek cited in Morley, 2010, p, 57) He thinks that the sublime is an
object that allows us to experience the failure or impossibility of knowing the
Thing, but paradoxically this failure of representation gives us a presentiment
of, or an indication of ‘the true, incomparable greatness of the Thing, surpassing
every possible phenomenal, empirical experience.’ (Zizek cited in Morley, 2010,
p, 58)
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Fig. 19. Nagasaki Detonation (1945)
The splitting of the atom then can be linked to the unbounded technological
sublime, but conversely, the technological sublime is in a sense different to an
atomic sublime. The technological sublime, such as the internet, has
transcendental principles that can be linked to the beautiful, because however
overwhelming it may seem it is still fascinating and contains within it a
possibility of endless reconfiguration and human interactions. This
technological sublime could also apply to the infinitely changing New Mexico
landscape because of the almost infinite number of digital photographs of it that
circulate cyberspace constantly. The New Mexico landscape then is both
sublime in itself (in the older Kantian sense of awesome nature) and part of the
more contemporary technological or digital sublime and the awful nuclear
sublime.
The Manhattan project also belongs to two kinds of the sublime simultaneously
as it too produces spectacular images such as the atomic clouds, and these now
circle cyberspace, on the Internet, in infinite numbers. But the actual split of
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atomic fission and nuclear bombs are sublime in the sense they can transcend
or transform our material world of matter in a few seconds and are
overwhelmingly awful, or too monstrous to contemplate. That belongs in the
older Kantian sense of the awful terrible sublime because a nuclear global war is
a place beyond where we cannot go. It is both beyond the limitations of
representation but also of self, both philosophically and physically, after a global
nuclear event there would be only nothing, as there would be no one left to
contemplate the earth, whether the earth were still there or not.
It is unlikely due to the extreme secrecy that surrounded the project that the
TPG knew what was being developed at Los Alamos until 1945, when it became
all too clear. Officially the Manhattan project was ‘top secret’ but it is probable or
at least possible that this remote corner of New Mexico was buzzing with
rumour and a deep anxiety about exactly what the sudden and dramatic influx
of military personnel were doing up at the Parjarito Plateau and in the then tiny
town of Los Alamos. These feelings of unspecified anxiety soon became
crystallised when the A-bomb was dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. This event
ushered in the nuclear age and brought a constant threat of global annihilation
that is too vertiginously terrible for our minds to fully comprehend. This new
sublime can be less associated with transcendence as the American
Transcendentalists and the TPG understood it, but is more associated instead
with the terrible sublime as a destabilising force.
If the whole landscape of the Parjarito plateau and Santa Fe could until the late
1930s have been understood as a sort of utopian island, a ‘Land of
Enchantment’ (as the US tourist board calls New Mexico then as now) where
dwelt magical shaman, idealistic transcendental artists and a vibrant Hispanic
culture (not included in my study but who nevertheless are the most
considerable presence in the landscape and culture of New Mexico) the nuclear
laboratory at Los Alamos suddenly appeared as a rude intrusion, casting a dark
spell and bringing a different kind of enchantment altogether. But before the
bomb was dropped on Hiroshima the first negative effects of the sudden
intrusion of the laboratory into the landscape in 1943 were felt among the local
Native American population. The tribes of the whole south-west including
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Arizona, Colorado, Utah and New Mexico all see the Parjarito plateau as a
spiritually important place and come there to gather medicinal plants and soil.
For Pueblo tribes who actually lived on the Parjarito plateau the landscape is an
ancient geo-sacred universe, where gods and spirits dwell in specific
geographical features and in balance with the human population. (Masco, 2006,
p.108) On a recent visit (2016) it was possible to see many symbolic ancient
sites, ruins, shrines, and natural features that are also deemed sacred, such as
rocks, caves springs and lakes. But as traditional potter scholar and activist
Marian Naranjo of Santa Clara pueblo says:
‘The Parjarito Plateau on which Los Alamos was built is a sacred place to
the native pueblo people since time immemorial…There are nineteen
fingers on the plateau that you call canyons. They are sacred to us. That
is where the springs are…you talk about Area G as if it is an inanimate
place, but all those plutonium contaminated drums are sitting on one of
our largest sacred kiva’s.’ (Naranjo, cited in Porter, 2014,1p.12).
Near to Parjarito, although I was not able to find it on my trip, the sacred lake at
Nambe is said to be where the giant Blue Katchina god first led the Pueblo
people from beneath the earth. They were the first people here, and the Hopi
think that he will take them back below, through the lake at the end of the
world. So it seems that we do have the beginning and quite probably the end of
the world there, given the sacred lake’s proximity to the storage drums at LANL
that contain tons of toxic waste in leaking oil barrels at Area G and enough
nuclear weapons to produce a million Hiroshimas and Nagasakis. Any accidental
nuclear detonation on the site would certainly end our world as we know it.
(Masco, 2006, p.48) Knowing these mysteries are in the air, water, plants, and
soil makes walking through this incredible landscape like having the
extraordinary sensation of walking at the beginning and the end of the world
simultaneously.
I felt, not for the first time, a powerful response and a longing to make films that
could capture this landscape and its ancient echoes and cries from history and
forge it into something new, something that is both old and modern at the same
time and resonates with an idea that calling up phantasmagorical images of the
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three elements in the landscape: LANL, the TPG and a shamanic element that
can conjure up a world that is both supernatural and earthly. I wanted to make
an elegiac artwork that could through using these elements, express a powerful
longing for home, in this case the longed-for home is proposed as a world
without nuclear cultures.
This now almost prelapsarian time is defined by philosopher Timothy Morton
as The Holocene, a time, or a world, that may have ended on Aug 6th 1944 when
the bomb landed on Hiroshima. He sees the nuclear bomb as a hyper-object, or
an object that is beyond human comprehension, and thinks we are now in the
‘age of the Anthropocene’ because the ecology of the world has been profoundly
changed, permanently altered by human activity, meaning we must now be
more aware of our relationship to the earth. (Morton cited in Porter, 2014,
p.144) Yet Joy Porter notes wryly that Morton’s seemingly new academic
philosophy, seen by some as the apex of current thinking, has in fact only just
arrived at the ancient Native American world-view. (Porter, 2014, p.145)
After the invasion into the landscape of LANL, the lab quickly became an active
military-industrial site covering 43 square miles, a third of the plateau, and
swallowed up many of the most sacred sites without negotiation with the tribes,
and restricting access to this day. On a recent visit, it was very clear indeed that
the technological determination of the LANL site at Los Alamos has a sense of
entitled superiority and sees itself as separate from its environment. The lab
represents a deep divide, a rift between the supposedly super-futuristic world
of nuclear weapons technology and the ancient spiritual shamanistic and
organic world. This split from the locality is maintained by a panopticism that
uses surveillance cameras, guards and electric fences. These efforts at security
now feel strangely old fashioned and unconvincing, rather like watching a James
Bond film of the late 1960s, as if the site is an elaborate film set about defence
and surveillance rather than the actual thing (see fig.20.).
The town of Los Alamos itself is the lair of the scientists, and they can be seen
crowding Starbucks, dressed in sports casuals, peering intently at their
computer screens through heavy rimmed glasses, surrounded by printouts of
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complicated scientific data, and they too look as if they were hired by central
casting for an unspecified movie.
The town also has the feeling of unreality or of a film set because it has nothing
to do with its wider environment, or the cultural context of the Parjarito in that
visually it does not reflect any of the local Pueblo and Hispanic adobe
architectural styles such as are found at Santa Fe and Taos. (see fig. 21.)
I went in search of Robert Oppenheimer’s old house in Peach Street, where he
lived when he was director of the Manhattan project and found that the house
was located just outside of the centre of town. The building was just another
New England style home, and seemed surprisingly modest (unrealistically, I had
imagined something along the lines of the lair of Dr. No.).
It was difficult to film or view the house properly as it was surrounded by dense
shrubs and overshadowed by tall conifer trees but weirdly, in a high arid desert,
I saw that the house also had a bright green lush lawn and this seemed to
underline the sense that Oppenheimer’s house too was divorced from any local
context.

Fig.20. New England film set style at Los Alamos: Fanta Se (2016)
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Fig. 21. Traditional building style: Taos Pueblo (2014)
Incongruously then, Los Alamos has been built uniformly in the style of a 1940s
New England American suburb, a surreal misplacement, and a spectacle built to
recall the ideal of the all American home, baking under the brilliant New
Mexican sky. I was reminded both of the sinister, dystopian, towns and suburbs
described in the novels of J G Ballard (1930-2009) and the simulacra of
Americana that Baudrillard writes about. (Baudrillard, 1983, p.25)

Los Alamos
The shops in Los Alamos are all chain stores, the plants and shrubs generic or
plastic, and the streets are blindingly white and free of the lovely red dirt that
characterises the landscape and this eerie faux-perfection is rigorously
maintained by sweepers and cleaners, who work diligently on in a tarmacmelting 40 degrees of heat. There is no real possibility of interaction with the
laboratory itself: after being refused access to the lab site by applying online, by
phone, and in person, a visitor has to give up and go to The Bradbury Science
Museum that contains many relics of the Manhattan project. The Manhattan
project is enthusiastically presented at the museum almost as a particularly
successful school science project and as an event that is full of cinematic drama.
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There is scant mention of the actual effect of the bomb, or feeling of the scale of
the crime against humanity it represents. Not even a tiny sliver of doubt, or
suggestion of a critique, or any kind of critical process is allowed in the
relentlessly upbeat tone of the display. This presentation produces a spectacle
that sees nuclear war as a politically and militaristically triumphant theatre that
does not consider the effects of conflict on individuals. The TPG were deeply
opposed to war, in Ed Garman’s case as a result of direct experience of WW1.
He adopted the idealist stance of the TPG not from a position of naiveté, but
rather from one of despair borne of experience. Garman recalls discussing the
TPG philosophy with Jonson in 1941 and agreeing that a search for something
cosmic rather than making directly political artistic statements was now
paramount:
‘I came out of the depression, I was in WW1, and I could see very little
relevance in society…I could not see its relevance to the finest I had
hoped to be as a human being. Because the economy had downgraded
people, the war downgraded people as individuals particularly, politics
and nationalism were not relevant to me because nationalistic borders
were being broken down left and right by science, philosophy and
technology and the religious creeds weren’t working.’ Garman, 1998,
Oral History [online] Available at:
https://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-history-interviewed-garman-12312 [Accessed on 10.11.217]
Garman was not to escape war because he was drafted into WW2 and ended up
in Okinawa, Japan where his experience confirmed his fears:
‘I saw the worst that war can do …collecting bodies endlessly…tagging
them…women with dead babies on their backs…stuff like that…the
innocent always suffer the most in war, in any war…I was very, very
cynical about what the culture had to offer.’ Garman, 1998, Oral History
[online] Available at:
https://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-history-interviewed-garman-12312 [Accessed on 10.11.217]
Garman’s experiential testimony seems to repudiate the bombastic tone
adopted by the Bradbury museum and confirms why he joined the peace loving
TPG.
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But to continue with my museum tour, aurally there is a bombardment of sound
issuing from various out-of-date installations, re-running endless testimonies
about the excitement of building the bomb, the great moment in the history of
mankind, glamorous cocktail parties on the hill, and the fact that almost
everyone working at LANL was under 25 years old.
A tatty and under-lit corner displays carelessly jumbled shards of Pueblo
pottery, jewellery, fetishes and other relics from the fenced off sacred sites. The
display is presided over by an incongruous, gigantic, and badly stuffed eagle
owl. A notice explains, without irony, that the local native population was proud
to give up their land for their country.
For the Pueblo communities living next to LANL nuclear activity has left toxic
plutonium and other dangerous chemicals in their soil, plants, water table,
animals, and people. The careless, jumbled Pueblo display at the museum
seemed to represent the jumbled thinking of LANL who claim their pollution
stops at the thin wire border fence rather than hitting the aquifers below that
are flowing out to the landscape. Tribal spokesperson Gregory Cajete of Santa
Clara Pueblo also thinks that LANL was located on remote Pajarito because ‘if
something did go wrong, it wouldn’t affect too many people. And the people it
would affect…were considered…almost expendable.’ (Cajete 2006, cited in
Masco, 2006,1p.33) The lab not only poses a terrible health risk but it also
disturbs the spiritual relationship the Pueblo communities have with their
environment. Scholar and potter Rina Swentzell also of Santa Clara Pueblo says:
‘Pueblo reality is very much in the observable sensory world-spirits
dwell in the nearby mountains, lakes and streams…the structuring of the
ecological environment corresponds with the notion that supernatural
forces share the same temporal and physical world.’ (Swentzell cited in
Masco, 2006, p.143)
Spiritual and environmental concerns that are not in evidence at the museum
as, over the display, further broadcasts by the loud-voiced TV and cinema
newscasters of the day constantly broadcast saccharine homages to the great
achievements of the Los Alamos military personnel, blaring out phrases such a
‘our boys’...’courage and bravery’…’won us the war’. These broadcasts echo
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around the museum in an almost hysterical tone of celebration, bringing to
mind how odd it must have been for the collective and ecologically minded
native and artistic communities in remote New Mexico when the military
suddenly arrived in 1938, as no one at that time knew exactly what their
purpose was. I then read the visitors book where some (but by no means all)
people had left messages of peace and one had scribbled the famous ban-thebomb symbol. I noticed it was rather like the TPG’s logo, causing me to reflect
that the TPG can be said to presage the 1960s, not only because they sought to
depict invisible or cosmic and far out realms and thought that art could protest
peace at a time of war and patriotic fervor, but because they operated as a nonhierarchical group which can, through psychoanalytic theory, place them in the
realm of the rebellious sibling lateral that would so effectively challenge the
vertical patriarchal system. (Nixon, 2005, p.18)
This psychoanalytic concept of the sibling lateral was an important new
dynamic to emerge in the art and lifestyles of the 60s and, like the
countercultural movement, the TPG may also have been perceived as a
challenge to the dominant patriarchal order and extreme ‘frontier mentalities’
of late 1930s New Mexico. New Mexico is of course part of the western frontier
and Juliet Mitchell’s words also may be applied to the later atomic/military
culture at Los Alamos when she wrote:
‘frontiers and borders are admirably suited to working off compulsive
anti-social behaviors, they sparkle with the glitter of personal freedom,
the checks of the community are absent and there are no limits in a
psychological or physical sense.’ (Mitchell, 2003, p.20)
However, back at the museum, the myth that the bombing or total destruction of
the unarmed and unprepared civilian cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945
was a necessary event that brought an end to WW2 is maintained to such an
elaborated extent that the official presentation at the museum smacks of
desperation. Another impression gained on this site visit is that the amount of
government money that is visibly expended on the town of Los Alamos and the
lab adds to the surreal atmosphere because the well maintained built
environment stands in such stark contrast to the rest of New Mexico.
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New Mexico, despite its many enchantments, is one of the poorest states in the
USA and the poverty in the nearby Pueblos on Parjarito is endemic.
This is exacerbated by terrible health problems suffered by the local community
because of radiation leaked from the site near their homes, a situation denied by
LALN, but the locally experienced and tragic statistics of cancer in children and
families living near the site can be related to plutonium contamination. (Masco,
2006, p.156) Conversations with activist Brooke Tuthill confirm this is the case,
but she explained that the legal representation needed to mount a challenge to
the lab is beyond the financial reach of anyone from a Pueblo economy.
(Tuthill, 2016) Contamination from nuclear sites is also in question at the
missile testing ground of White Sands, Alamogordo, New Mexico, where the first
nuclear test, the infamous Trinity test, took place on July 16th 1945.
The military open the site to the public once a year on the anniversary day of
the first atomic test and they bring, on flat-bed trucks, replicas of the bombs that
were dropped on Nagasaki and Hiroshima in a bizarre parade that seems to
echo in the remote New Mexican desert the military parades of cold war era
Soviet Union, where weapons were paraded through Moscow streets on similar
trucks.
Writer and performer Aimee Boyd Macpherson, who appears as Agnes Pelton in
my film, went on a recce for me, as early on in the project I had hoped to film at
White Sands. (see figs. 22.23.24.) I did not make it to White Sands but she
describes in an email some of the powerful impressions her visit produced:
‘I saw the longstanding appropriation of tribal land for federal purposes.
I saw sombre Japanese people looking on the ground trying to pick up
little pieces of rock or dirt with gloves. I saw Bikers and Americans in
sportswear. I saw a few protestors and a lot of cars.
The site itself is basically empty, but as ‘empty space’ it’s a very powerful
symbol not least because atoms themselves are 99% empty space. The
energy of a fission weapon comes from the nucleus of the atom…atoms
also carry out the chemical processes essential to life, yin and yang, life
and death…made mostly from empty space…A bunch of people walking
round an empty patch of fenced land with a concrete column in the
middle to act as a marker.’ (Boyd- Macpherson, 2016)
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Fig. 22. Replica bomb: Fat Man (Nagasaki) bomb paraded at White Sands
(2016)

Fig. 23. Fence: White Sands with Trinity test image (2016)
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Fig. 24. White Sands protesters (2016)
Another feeling that arises when walking around Los Alamos is that it is in a
sense uncanny because it’s over-emphatic style of a generic All-American, New
England Hometown produces the opposite effect and creates a sense of the
unheimlich, the uncanny, the dislocated space- or the psychic slippage defined
by Freud who saw the uncanny as an ‘energetic denial of the fear of death…the
return of the repressed, or a longing for home’ (Freud, 2003, p.142) or in this
case a longing for a world without nuclear cultures. Joseph Masco defines the
whole nuclear landscape of New Mexico as a ‘nuclear uncanny’ and he writes
that ‘the nuclear uncanny exists in its material effects, psychic tensions and
sensory confusions produced by nuclear weapons and radioactive materials. It
is a perceptual space caught between apocalyptic expectation and sensory
fulfilment.’ (Masco, 2006:28). This nuclear uncanny or phantasmagoria and the
psychic disturbance and anxiety created by the bomb began to resonate
powerfully in art in the sixties at the advent of the Vietnam War protest
movement, when cold war tensions between the nuclear nations of the USA and
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the USSR were felt to be almost at the point of nuclear war, but could anxieties
about nuclear culture be detected in the work of the TPG?
Because the TPG worked in Santa Fe just before the LALN arrived in 1940, they
can be placed within the frame of war and anxiety as well as utopianism. It is
true that they attempted to represent the unseen in their work but the unseen is
not always a positive expression of the stars and the eternal soul, the unseen
can also be a creeping premonition of horror. Bearing in mind the feeling of
anxiety abroad in New Mexico just before the bomb was revealed some aspects
of their work can been seen as a part of what has been called the uncanny
sublime ‘a thing whose inner meaning is one’s own annihilation.’ (McEvilley in
Morley, 2010, 2010) A strange balance in their work between an abstract
formless ground and a semi-abstract, cosmic or mathematical symbolism can
recall Julia Kristeva’s words (speaking about abjection and the fall of
Christianity and the powers of horror) that ‘subject and object push each other
away, confront each other, collapse and start again – inseparable, contaminated
condemned, at the boundary of what is admissible.’ (Kristeva, 1982, p.64)
The colours that are used in Raymond Jonson’s painting: Casein Tempera No. 6.
(1941) (see fig. 25.) are now more muted, a formless background of darker
blues and greys supports a strange repeated image of a white gas cloud that
Jonson thought suggested the air borne nature of a musical phrase but I think
also suggests a distant view of the nuclear cloud and the explosive moment of
detonation viewed as if from a plane flying over the event. Although the dates of
Jonson’s painting and the Trinity test do not tally by four years and there is no
evidence that the TPG were aware of the aims of LANL, nevertheless I see the
painting as predictive of coming events and to me this strange image from 1941
could be seen as an uncanny ghostly premonition of the white hydrogen gas
clouds created by the new atomic nuclear detonations in a faded sky that, by
1945, became part of the defining imagery of the twentieth century. (see fig. 19.)
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Fig. 25. Casein Tempera: No.6. (1941)
This indeterminate formlessness can be linked to a sense of the uncanny as a
dislocated space or a psychic slippage that Freud sees as the return of a
repressed longing for home, or in this case, a world that we have lost, that was
the home of the human race free from nuclear anxiety. The world may look the
same as before 1945 but as Lyotard explained ‘a worried public opinion
encourages that authority to adopt a politics of totalitarian surveillance in the
face of the threat of nuclear war.’ (Lyotard, 1997, p.2)
Freud said that ‘Many people experience the feeling of the uncanny in the
highest degree in relation to death and dead bodies, to the return of the dead,
and to spirits and ghosts…’ (Freud, 2003, p.148) and these statements can be
linked to Santa Fe’s proximity to Los Alamos and its position on the Camino
Royal or the Royal Road, that can recall Freud’s famous idea that: ‘the
interpretation of dreams is a royal road to a knowledge of the unconscious
activities of the mind.’ (Freud, 1982, p.769)
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This can allow Santa Fe and Los Alamos to be seen as spooky, haunted places as
visiting the sites today still show because their eerie cinematic beauty is
unnerving and the haunting proximity of LANL reminds us that the royal road of
dreams can also be a road to a nightmare.
In this context Jonson’s picture can be seen as a premonitory dream of the
immanent nuclear nightmare and perhaps the high colours and often explosive
or semi scientific forms the TPG repeatedly used could be an attempt to screen a
horror they intuited but could not openly contemplate. Although the almost
pop, cosmic or atomic imagery used in some TPG work can also be seen as
denial or full of foreboding, their work does not visualise a specific fear, rather,
tangentially, their paintings can give an uneasy feeling of premonition.
However, those fears and premonitions were fully realised a short time later
when the atomic bomb developed at Los Alamos was unleashed on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. (1945). The knowledge of what the bomb could actually do gave
later artworks a more direct immediacy and that is exemplified in Andy
Warhol’s silk -screen painting Atomic Bomb: Red Explosion (1965) (see fig. 26.)
John Hersey’s evocative book of reportage from Hiroshima describes the
terrible effects of both the bomb and the horrors of fall out, radiation burns and
sickness and slower deaths among the populations of the Japanese cities.
(Hersey, 2015, p.32) The book was well known in artistic, literary and musical
circles of the 1960s generation, and probably Andy Warhol was among them.
A comparison of the cosmic imagery in Raymond Jonson’s painting, Casein
Tempera No. 6 (1941) with Warhol’s Atomic Bomb: Red Explosion (1965) can be
used to suggest that the TPG ’s cosmic paintings were an unconscious attempt to
screen an unbearable nuclear reality that was lurking, but not yet realised. (see
figs. 25. 26.)
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Fig. 26. Atomic Bomb: Red Explosion (1965)
Andy Warhol’s Atomic Bomb: Red Explosion (1965) shows a keen awareness of
the effects of an atomic detonation and a deep anxiety about the looming threat
of a nuclear conflict, due to a major escalation of the cold war (1947-1991)
around that time. Instead of the TPG’ s rather gentle abstractions, in Atomic,
(part of the ‘Death and Disaster’ series) Warhol confronts us head-on with a
terrifying multiple image of the hydrogen bombs’ blooming mushroom clouds
that almost appear as a towering horned demon. Warhol’s frightening painting
repeats the atomic cloud 28 times in deep red and black, and disturbingly, the
image gradually loses definition to become an unreadable dark blotch in the last
frames. This implies that the dark blotch is what the world might become if
nuclear war breaks out. Hal Foster sees work that uses repetition as an example
of the artist’s traumatic response to the threat of global human annihilation that
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had re-emerged with the cold war (1947- 1991). He thought that Warhol used
shocked subjectivity and repetition to screen the real that was understood as
traumatic, because the real cannot be represented, only repeated. (Foster,
1996:131). The moment of explosion, the flash on July 16th 1945, ushered in an
era of unprecedented American power but also unprecedented psychic anxiety
as the entire world now lives minutes from total destruction and is haunted by
an underlying fear of the still-unknown effects of long term radiation poisoning.
In his work Simulations (1983) Baudrillard argues that in the days of Empirebuilding the image preceded the real war because the map or image ‘preceded
the territory, a precession of simulacra, therefore it is the map that engenders
the territory’ (Baudrillard, 1983, p.2). In this way the image of the Atom bomb is
‘the map that ‘precedes the territory’ (Baudrillard, 1983, p.2) of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. (1945). If understood through theories of the simulacra American
society wanted to make an image of war at Hiroshima and Nagasaki that would
precede all other images of Japan, and so remake it in their own image. Artists
are often drawn to liminal territories such as Chernobyl, Fukushima and
Hiroshima that can develop, after cataclysmic events into a kind of poetic space
because they develop a freighted sense of place, haunted and elegiac. Julian
Stallabrass claims that work that is concerned with the remembering of the past
offers a future for artists and allows an escape from what he sees as postmodernism’s almost preordained complicity in neoliberal materialism.
(Stallabrass, 2004:13). However, Los Alamos is not yet a physically abandoned
site (although it is an ecological disaster zone).
At the inception of the first nuclear weapons test to check the viability of the
work of the Manhattan project, the Trinity test. (July 16th 1945) William
Laurence, the only journalist allowed on to the site, reacted to the theatricality
and spectacle of the event and rather like Oppenheimer he mythologises the
experience as somehow a divine or god-like achievement and his language uses
a pompous religiosity to describe what he saw in grandiose, faux-biblical terms:
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‘A great ball of fire about a mile in diameter, an elemental force freed from its
bonds after being chained for billions of years. One felt as though one were
present at the moment of creation, when God said ‘let there be light’
Prometheus had broken his bonds and brought a new fire down to earth, a fire
three million times more powerful than the original fire he snatched from the
gods.’ (Laurence cited in Masco, 2006, p.59-60 -also Bradbury Museum: sound
recording, 2016)
Few reporters in mainstream media at the time much mentioned the local
environmental implication or the physical effects of radiation or the psychic and
physical destruction on humans the test explosion engendered. Rather they
focused, like the American military propaganda machine endlessly re-run at the
Bradbury Museum, on the spectacular image of the event itself, what Masco
describes as…’terror of the nuclear sublime is subsumed through an implicit
religious discourse of Manifest Destiny’ (Masco, 2006, p.60).
Some artists such as Robert Rauschenberg dealt with the nuclear threat more
simply and directly by going back to a human scale and the body itself using the
radiated medical technology of the X-ray as a sort of drawing with light,
associated like nuclear physics, with deadly radiation and the blinding white
flash of a nuclear detonations of 1945 that haunted the 1960s generation and
appeared to them to be again in danger of return because of the anxiety that
was generated by the Bay of Pigs political crisis (1961). The threat of nuclear
war ran through the 60s and the haunting voices of the dead of Hiroshima in a
sense came back, returning again to haunt what was supposed to be the gilded
youth of the post war American dream. My film Fanta Se references the idea of
the radiation flash and the human form by including an X ray image of an effigy
of Robert Oppenheimer to make an association with the moment of a nuclear
flash. (see fig. 27.) The haunted aesthetic of the film also connects to the
Freudian concept of the uncanny, repetition, and the return of the dead in the
context of nuclear war. Freud writes that: ‘…the acme of the uncanny is
represented by anything to do with death, dead bodies, revenants, spirits and
ghosts.’ (Freud, 2003, p.148)
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Fig. 27. X Ray Oppenheimer: Fanta Se (2017)
Joseph Masco thinks that the whole landscape around Los Alamos can now be
seen as uncanny. He calls this the nuclear uncanny because since the detonation
of the A-bomb at Hiroshima (1945) this landscape has been haunted by
powerful associations with death, guilt, paranoia, and fears about the end of the
world. (Masco, 2006, p.28) The ghosts of Hiroshima must certainly walk the
haunted abandoned villages, caves and deep rutted tracks of Parjareto plateau
with the lost Pueblo tribes and the TPG.
Freud’s uncanny is something that is not just frightening, but strangely familiar
(Freud, 2003, p.124), this feeling could apply to the western landscape around
Los Alamos, Santa Fe and northern New Mexico because of the landscape’s
relationship with repetition through cinema. It has an eerie familiarity, even to
those who have never been there, through its prominent place in popular
culture. It is famously the setting for many Westerns such as the iconic High
Noon (1952) but also Dennis Hopper’s Easy Rider (1969) and Better Call Saul
(2017). Popular film and television culture underlines the idea that the
landscape of New Mexico is essentially cinematic and is so defined by cinematic
tropes that it is sometimes impossible to encounter any real essence of place
when travelling there and if not away from the clearly designated tourist areas,
one finds only confirmation of simulacrum. In fact, it is the Disneyland aspect
that many visitors prefer, exemplified by Santa Fe, with its crowded old movie
style boardwalks and fake old buildings that coyly harbour international fashion
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shops and brightly-lit natural attractions such as the Carlsbad Caverns.
However, one documentary film, The Return of Navajo Boy (2000) (see fig. 28.)
identifies the dire effects of perceiving people and their landscapes as only
simulacra and does convey a sense of the reality, rather than fantasy, of life in
this contested landscape.
The film re discovers a lost boy by following stories from a community’s past
that emerge when the aged son of the producer of the original film Navajo Boy
(1930’s –footage has no precise date) goes in search of the little boy who
appeared in the film. Instead he uncovers an extraordinary story that involves
actor John Wayne, director John Ford, an irresponsible uranium mining
company, a Navajo family, and the return of a stolen child who had as a new
baby during the shooting of the original film been named, at the film maker’s
behest and against tribal and family wishes, as… John Wayne. In the course of
the film it is as if the façade-like spectacular landscapes of the southwest and a
native people whose experience was defined for so long by on screen
stereotype, now use their own voices and show their own reality.

Fig 28. Cut -out John Wayne: The Return of Navajo Boy (2000)
My own films, unlike The Return of Navajo Boy that helped to find a lost boy and
prove a case that an abandoned uranium mine must be cleaned up, have no
social usefulness and I admire this work greatly.
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Film 2. Fanta Se
My next film, titled Fanta Se, is set in the New Mexican landscape. The title is a
play on the word fantasy, created by transposing the first to letters of Santa Fe,
the city that was the headquarters of the TPG, and briefly in 1938 of LANL.
This wordplay indicates that, although based in a real landscape the film will
explore a psychological or fantasy, as well as literal place. 5 This word Fanta Se
also underlines the fact that this particular landscape, through LANL is uniquely
entwined with the militaristic fantasy (Fanta Se) that nuclear weapons keep the
world safe.
Another layer of meaning is invoked by the imagery in my film that tries to
question the fantasies of ‘primitivism’ ethnologists, writers and others
projected on to the complex geo-sacred beliefs of the adjacent Native American
communities, obscuring the fact that it is their approach to the landscape that is
sophisticated and holistic rather than irresponsible, out dated and destructive
fantasies acted out at LANL Again, as in my earlier film The Voice and the Gaze, I
have chosen a spectral or haunted aesthetic to support my proposition that the
occult beliefs of the TPG are freighted with war, racial tensions and anxieties.
The psychoegeographic approach to the site reveals that the TPG were stalked
by the shadow of war and of Los Alamos, perceived in my practice as a dark
twin to the ritual practices and sacred underground sites of shamans. A journey
through the site as a derive or psychogeographic exploration where these
elements are encountered therefore allows New Mexico to be re - imagined as a
place with a problematic zeitgeist, where both ancient and hypermodern rites
are enacted and where ghosts may return to re iterate unresolved past trauma.
Fanta Se is a filmed journey, following the same ghostly person of Agnes who
has emanated from the haunted house and is now out of doors in northern New
Mexico, haunting sites that include Los Alamos and Tsankawi.
Tsankawi is a ruined Pueblo and cliff dwelling site situated high on the Parjarito
plateau, opposite Los Alamos Nuclear Lab. It is the ancestral Pueblo of the Tiwa
Fanta Se, I was told on a visit (2016) is also a nickname given to wealthy,
dreamy, arty Santa Fe by tough, hardworking blue collar Albuquerque.
5
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people, still living nearby, and a site of their emergence cosmology.
Interrogating these sites through a research practice reveals that a complex
semiology can be found at these sites and therefore they are a prime location for
psychogeographic enquiry, bound up as they are with enchantments and
anxieties, as the juxtaposition of ancient and modern exemplified by the
proximity of Tsankawi and Los Alamos suggests. Greg Cajete spokesman for
nearby Santa Clara Pueblo Tribal Council writes:
‘The lab itself is situated in what we consider one of the most sacred
areas among the northern pueblos, located in a place of fire it is right at
the foot of a volcano. There is always a reflection on why the lab is there
because we as pueblo peoples believe that nothing happens by accident.’
(Cajete cited in Masco, 2006, p.107)
Psychogeography has been described by Guy Debord as ‘a technique of transient
passage through various ambiences’ (Debord 1956, cited in Coverly, 2010, p.96)
and the purpose of the field work my film is to record mood and ambience
rather than survey the landscape or reach a particular destination. So it could be
said that the work relates to undertaking a journey as a method of discovery or
a rapid passage through the emotional or psychological effects produced by
encountering the geography of a site, rather than surveying actual physical
features found there. The intermingling of ancient Tsankawi as a site of the
beginning of the world with hyper-scientific Los Alamos that represents the end
feels like another example of spooky, compressed time in New Mexico.
My own experience of filming in the remote high windswept Tsankawi site to
gather footage for my film Fanta Se was almost as if flying on the outside of a
plane and the vast landscape dwarfed any human scale in a way I was
unprepared for. Recording sounds of insects and birds, as I hoped to do, was
impossible because of the tearing wind and visually the brilliant light meant
everything in the camera appeared bleached and the shadows were a weird and
almost electric blue.
Ancient shards of geometrically patterned Pueblo pottery lay among large rocks
and boulders carved with strange figures and petroglyphs. The shards had come
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from the adjacent ruined kivas and cave houses, hearths still black with soot, as
if the owners had recently fled (see fig. 32.), although an information leaflet
from the national park site told me these sites are over 1000 years old.
This produced a sense of the past and present colliding in this unique landscape
where the C20’s defining techno-scientific event, the Manhattan project
reconfigured both the physical effects humanity has on the earth and an
unprecedented collective, global psychic anxiety. Since the development of the
bomb in this remote windy place, full of ancient cultures, potentially, the entire
planet lives 30 minutes away from total nuclear annihilation. I reflected that this
dark, end-of-days fantasy of ‘security’ emanating across the globe from Los
Alamos and Santa Fe since 1945 emerged uniquely from this arid landscape
where techno-science, tribal elements and the occult TPG, who opposed war
and aggression, formed a unique triangulation. Joseph Masco writes in his book
The Nuclear Borderlands that:
‘Pueblo peoples have lived in the same territory, tended the same shrines
and successfully reproduced the natural order for over a millennium.
With its fences, the U.S. national security science, the Manhattan project,
however, introduced a rupture into this system.’ (Masco, 2006, p.106)
My practice imagines another kind of rupture in this territory, a rupture in time
and space, through which spectral artists and powerful shaman emerge in to the
landscape to haunt the nuclear site and intercede with unseen beings to keep
the world in balance in the face of a continued nuclear threat. I walked on across
the mesa and all around me stunted trees bent in the wind that whistled around
the thorny branches like ghostly voices. Negotiating the narrow, single file paths
worn deep into the rock by ancient feet, when holding a large digital camera, a
1930s still camera, and various ephemera and paraphernalia, became a difficult
task in the heat and collapsed sense of distance created by the fierce light. I
dropped my tripod and it clattered and bounced away down the steep slope and
I realised with trepidation there was no way to retrieve it until the end of
filming as I would have to go down and round, but despite the prospect of an
extended detour, having little head for heights and no climbing skills, I felt lucky
it wasn’t me falling down the cliff side (see fig. 29.)
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Fig. 29. Ancient foot-worn path: Tsankawi on the Parjareto Plateau (2016)
It was midday, and over 35 degrees. I felt very conscious that my friends had
departed, as I realised I had wandered precariously near the vertiginous drops
to the valley below. Across the mesa a series of white blocks and oblongs
seemed like an ancient village but this was in fact the sinister lab at Los Alamos.
The cubic forms seemed to be almost part of the wind sculpted tectonics of the
white rocks at Tsankawi (see fig. 31.) and over the plain towering white
thunderheads of clouds, built up as if nuclear clouds, were rearing ominously in
a bright blue sky. The cloud was shot with flashes of lightening and I felt
overwhelmed with a sense of trespass into a sacred place that seemed heaving
with ghosts. Suddenly aware that I was far from the car park and the other
visitors, I was seized by fright and overwhelmed by the powerful sense of place
– so fled. Although the filming did not go as well as I had hoped, experiencing
this dramatic place viscerally explained the strong TPG response to the
landscape of New Mexico and the ambience they found there. It seemed
impossible to record the powerful feelings generated by the actual place I had
read so much about, as it was not as I had imagined and I understood why the
TPG embraced abstraction as an experiential response to this landscape. As I
previously stated Emile Bisttram understood abstraction experientially by
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watching the Navajo sand painters represent a sacred space using sand from the
actual landscape. This too could be seen as a perceptual expression of their
experience of their location and the shamanic idea that spirits and gods
dwelled- or actually were- the rocks and boulders, that could animate at any
moment to be either benign or malevolent. This now seemed the most rational
response to this place and recalled Worringer’s words that: ‘abstract forms
possess a strongly transcendental tinge…characterised by an immense dread of
space.’ (Worringer cited in Ware, 2010, p.44)
After my experience viewing in-situ in New Mexico, a TPG painting of brilliantly
coloured dynamic abstract forms set in a geometric space, seemed to be a clear
response to the geography that recalled Raymond Jonson’s words on the TPG:
‘we want to compose independent of imitation and to express in plastic form the
inner significance of vibrations and a certain sense of the cosmic… ‘ (Jonson
cited in Ware, 2010, p.45) My own response to the landscape was to try and
invoke a sense of place and create in my film Fanta Se the phenomenological
response I had to the landscape during my psychgeographic journey, or derive,
rather than simply record the particular scene. So I aimed to make a film that
would try (although inevitably fail) to transcend the physical reality of the
landscape and give a sense of how fantastic and haunted New Mexico feels.
My film begins with a sign reading Santa Fe that metamorphoses into the words
Fanta Se. The lettering is drawn in a similar (but freehand) letterform in an
almost but not-quite doubling of the original sign. This typographical strategy
creates new words that spell out we are entering a realm of fantasy. Certain
similar themes of psychoanalytic interest are continued in Fanta Se from The
Voice and The Gaze, but this time the research practice centres on the
psychogeographic mapping and mental experiences that occur when walking
the landscape. For instance, walking in a desert landscape in New Mexico,
knowing that the Los Alamos nuclear lab, although it may not always be visible,
is nevertheless looming nearby, raises anxious thoughts of nuclear detonations
and voices connected with this may begin to fill the mind of the walker. In Fanta
Se again we encounter the use of a disembodied or discontinuous voice that
represents these anxieties, and in the soundtrack we hear a male voice reciting
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a glossary of nuclear terms in dispassionate tones, including their chilling
meaning, using phrases such as:
‘Blast Wave: a pulse of air pressure higher than ordinary sound.
Critical mass: the smallest mass of fissionable material that will support
a chain reaction. Yield: the total energy released in a nuclear explosion.’
(Kuneta, 1979, pp.217-221)
Kuneta’s book City of Fire (1979) traces the development of the H. bomb in New
Mexico. It explains that the Trinity test site was some 100 miles from Los
Alamos (at an appropriately named desert site called Jornada del Muerto, or
Route of The Dead Man) and that the test got its name because the evening
before the test was detonated Robert Oppenheimer was reading John Donne’s
metaphysical poem about the Holy Trinity from the 14th Holy Sonnet (1633):
‘Batter my heart, three-person’d God, for you
As yet but knock, breathe, shine and seek to mend;
That I may rise and stand, o’erthrow me, and bend
Your force to break, blow, burn and make me new.’
(Donne 1633, cited in Kuneta, 1979, p.146)
The same voice reads Donne’s lines in my film again and again. They are overlaid and repeated until the voice loses the sense of meaningful language and
enters the uncanny realm of the object voice. The voice is over laid with part of
the film that was shot at the Bradbury museum in Los Alamos, where a group of
brightly-lit buttons winked on a display in amber, red, green and blue that said
(referring to a nuclear command in Dr Strangelove fashion) ‘Which one would
you press?’ The shot is reframed and closed in and, by chance, my finger that
was adjusting the focus on the camera seems to hover over the buttons as if
deciding on nuclear destruction. The disrupted reading of the poem continues
over the display and the next scene cuts to a strange white mannequin of
Oppenheimer and the ghostly figure of Agnes who walks away from him and out
of the frame. As I said earlier, the scene is repeated in X-ray effect, as if it was
recorded at the moment the button has been pressed. The X-ray image recalls
other X-ray works artists have made in response to nuclear anxieties, such as
Rauschenberg’s Booster (1967), inspired by the threat of nuclear war in the
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1960’s. The film begins with the uncanny ghost of Agnes wandering from Santa
Fe to the landscape of New Mexico, that is through Los Alamos ineluctably
connected to thoughts of war and death (see fig.30.)
In the context of my project it should be noted that Freud’s essay on the
uncanny was written in 1918 at a time when theosophy and the occult,
spiritualists, psychics and mediums were in fashion and these phenomena also
intersected with the spread of cinema, telegraphy, wax recordings of the voice
as well as spirit photography. These developments had caused a huge debate on
whether or not they were evidence of spirits existing after death, living on in the
ether and communicating with the living through new technologies. (Sconce,
2000, p.76) 1918 was the final year of a devastating World War (much
protested by Raymond Jonson in letters to his brother) and the disembodied
voices in the ether picked up at séances or in early wax recordings and spirit
photographs of the ‘souls of the departed’ were no doubt echoes of the millions
of young men who died in WW1. (Warner, 2006, p.245) This reminds us that
Freud’s seminal essays Mourning and Melancholia (1916) and Thoughts for the
Times on War and Death (1915) were written under the shadow of the Great
War but these words are still appropriate for contemporary work (2017)
because militaristic death and destruction is continuing today and nuclear war
is a constantly re-emerging threat.
To return to the film, after the opening typographic sequence indicated the
slippage from the world of Santa Fe to the world of Fanta Se, the action moves to
a long street, a haunted place empty of people, that appears to be strangely
archaic. In the long take no figure is seen but the ghostly sound of feet crunching
on gravel is heard and this is indicating the ghost of Agnes is back and now
escaped from the confines of the house we saw in The Voice and The Gaze.
The sound of feet walking is also overlaid and enhanced with the aim of
highlighting walking as an undervalued activity that allows an interplay
between the solid body in the physical world and the psychic or imaginative
realm, and this implies that walking also contains the psychogeographic
possibilities of a contemplation of time and space, recollection, digression and
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strange encounters. The next scene shows the figure in real time, slowly and
deliberately waking across a vast empty plane and the shot is repeated, to give
the feeling something is being sought by the ghost. In the next scene, she looks
through a 1939 German camera, an object loaded with forbidding symbolism for
the future and perhaps a reminder of the earlier part of her childhood in
Stuttgart.
Another possibility is that she has now become a ghostly archaeologist,
searching through the strata of the past, photographing traces and seeking signs
of other people after a catastrophic event. As the emptiness in my film means to
imply, there is now no one left but her. (see fig.30.)

Fig. 30. Agnes: Fanta Se (2017)
We see that she is photographing a drawing of an ‘ancient petroglyph’ lying on
the ground and the glyph is somehow strangely familiar. Then, she walks back
slowly and deliberately through the landscape to the sound of crunching
footsteps and the haunting desert. The action shifts to a fast car journey through
various landscapes in New Mexico that accelerates to an abstract collage of
movement and then stops abruptly at the arrival of a high mesa. The site is the
Parjarito plateau, previously discussed, full of massive rocks and boulders
marked and inscribed with traces of mysterious petroglyph figures as well as
the ancient, lumpy ruins of Tsankawi. This ancient Anasazi village is scattered
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with shards of pottery, with the geometric black and white abstract designs
seen in the work of Pueblo potters today that I described visiting earlier in the
chapter. The ruined village has cave homes, domestic spaces still showing
hearth and walls, scratched with black and white symbols, circles, zigzags, signs
and patterns, abstract glyphs whose meaning can no longer be discerned,
although the images remain. (see fig. 32.)
Pelton peeps over a rock but is obscured by an overlay of the Los Alamos sign
and she tries to emerge again and again but cannot proceed. Her solitariness
implies that she is the ghost of the last person on earth after a cataclysmic event,
seeking the others in half-remembered places and symbols and signs but finding
only the wind. Opposite Tsankawi across a deep canyon lies the laboratory of
Los Alamo. The back view here is denuded of its familiar signage and lying on
top of the mesa, so at a distance it seems like an abstract installation or just a
series of white cubes and rectangular forms. (see fig.31.)

Fig. 31. LANL with Parjareto plateau behind :Fanta Se (2016)
The lab, like the dwellings at Tsankawi, is also full of mysterious signs and
symbols that can be equated with the rock markings and petroglyphs at
Tskwani and the ancient markings could almost be seen as mathematical
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equations, similar to Einstein’s theory of relativity, E =MC2 6 and other scientific
formulae, spirals and numerals. The point of conflating the two sites is to imply
that one day they will both be ruins whose traces and signs cannot be
deciphered. In this future, the Los Alamos laboratory is now a dead zone that
killed humanity’s sense of hope and progress in scientific study, and the site is a
hollow fantasy, a Fanta Se, of the quest for power that led to unlocking and
misusing an energy more powerful than the sun for war and aggression. My
films imagine that this misuse of power has now left Los Alamos, like Tsankawi,
levelled and empty – ‘home only to an empire of insects, grass, rocks, wind and
ghosts’. (Johnson, 1997, p.326)
The symbols and meanings in Pelton’s paintings could be bracketed with the
mysterious petroglyph markings and arcane astrophysical ephemera, that too
now a visual language from a vanished world.

Fig. 32. Markings at Tsankawi (2016)

Lachman writes that ‘Even Einstein is said to have kept a well-thumbed copy
of Blavatsky’s magnum opus The Secret Doctrine on his desk and some
theosophists have gone so far as to infer that the formula for Einstein’s famous
formula E=mc2 came from that dense and weighty tome.’ (Lachman, 2102, p.xii)
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This section of the film was, inspired by Stan Brakhage’s film, Visions in
Meditation 2: Mesa Verde (1986), also shot in New Mexico. His film also shows
footage taken though the window of a fast-moving car, overlaid with other
ancient Anasazi sites. Imagery of car journeys and ruins suggest layers of
memory or the passing of time and implies that cinema or film itself can be a
metaphor for journeys into remembering, dreaming, and fantasy. New Mexico is
also home to many reservations that are connected to the Freudian concept of
fantasy, for instance Indian reservations, and military reservations such as Los
Alamos. Santa Fe itself is almost a reservation for artists, hippies and new age
fantasists. These sites are the physical elements encountered in my project but
are also understood as fantasies as in Freud’s definition that ‘the mental realm
of fantasy is just such a reservation withdrawn from the reality principle. (Freud
1958, cited in Doane 1986, p.130.) To further underline film as metaphor for
dreaming and fantasy I degrade, repeat and slow down footage. My aim is to ask
the spectator to withdraw from reality and surrender to the reservation of
memory, fantasy, reverie and wish fulfillment conjured through privileging
discontinuity and fragmentation over cinema’s ability to create mimesis or
narrative.
As the Agnes character is walking in the desert landscape she passes a sign
forbidding entry. This sign triggers a recollection that walking is connected to
protesting and marching and the sound of footsteps multiplied has inspired a
powerful contemporary artistic protest called Border Cantos (2004- on-going).
This important work references the often eerie and sometimes fatal experience
of migrants walking in the deserts of New Mexico. This collaborative project by
photographer Richard Misrach and composer Guillermo Galindo merges
documentary images and sculptural and sound-based artistic responses to the
controversial two thousand mile border between Mexico and the USA, through
invoking the journey of migrants from Mexico. The project includes sets of
photographs of objects found at the wall, and this collection of the lost artefacts
of migration found there, such as shoes, clothing, water bottles and backpacks,
along with fragments from activities related to the policing of the border, such
as shotgun shells, metal ladders and wall construction remnants. These are used
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to create art that evokes these dangerous and often fatal journeys. Galindo then
forms these fragile and weatherworn finds into mysterious effigies, dressed in
discarded immigrant clothing. He also crafts unique musical instruments that
produce sound portraits of the site and the immigrant experience. Galindo
describes one instrument, the Zapatafono: ‘[it] is an immigrant shoe that is
rubbed against gravel and produces the whooshing sound of an invisible
migrant walking through the night.’ (Galindo, 2017, n. p.)
Less effectively, but still attempting to contribute to the debate, my work overall
interrogates more utopian fantasies found in New Mexico to ask: could we shift
our perceptions by embracing the naïve, unfashionable views of the peace
loving TPG, the ecologically based world view of the Pueblo cultures and the
inclusive, collectivist ideals of the modernist and countercultural communes of
the area as a means to reclaim our psychic space and so symbolically at least
challenge the power of global monetary policies to abrade communities, break
the psychic power of the nuclear spell and change common perceptions that a
hyper-capitalist nuclear dystopia is our future?

Utopian Dreams in New Mexico and a Modern/Postmodern
Collision
Over the course of the twentieth century many utopian groups besides the TPG
made the journey, along the Camino Royal, to Santa Fe and Taos, dreaming of
freedom, art and new ways of living. Two groups in particular can typify
contrasting aspects of utopian lifestyles that were involved with the arts in New
Mexico.Famously, in 1918, modern art patron Mabel Dodge Luhan (1879-1962)
set up an influential salon at Taos. Dodge Luhan arrived when New Mexico was
still an ecological utopia, and she perceived New Mexico as a refuge from WW1
(1914-18). Furthermore she invited and supported many leading artists,
writers, musicians and anthropologists to the remote southwest, with a view to
promoting the area as a centre for American modernism. In the 1960s the
counter culture arrived in droves, seeking a radically alternative lifestyle and to
avoid being drafted into the Vietnamese war. (1955-75)
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In the 1960s there were many alternative groups and communes in New
Mexico. In Taos County the New Buffalo Commune (1962-89) aimed to practice
a radical alternative and agrarian lifestyle, and the commune was involved in
protesting the lab at LANL. One New Buffalo artist, Tony Price, created work
from gathering fragments of test rockets and turning them into kinetic and
musical sculptures called ‘Atomic Gongs’. (Law, 2017).
New Buffalo was said to be the inspiration for the commune sequence in Easy
Rider (1969) although that sequence doesn’t really focus on the tough and
demanding lifestyle of living in poverty and off-grid in a dry landscape.
It is more a cinematic fantasy about utopian hippies living lives of hedonism and
sexual freedom during an idyllic summer in the southwest.
The latter lifestyle was exemplified by Dennis Hopper who had bought the
Dodge Luhan house at Taos in 1969, with the view of reviving Mabel’s dream of
bringing radical art to the Southwest. When Dodge Luhan had arrived in Taos
she said ‘ The world seemed new…there was such a miraculous beauty in
everything we saw’ (Dodge Luhan 1947, cited in Rudnick, 2012, p.136).
She quickly encountered the complex religious ceremonies of the Taos Pueblo
Indians and thought that rather than being seen as an ethnic curiosity, this
complex geo-sacred religion and its dances and spectacular cultural artefacts,
should now be understood and embraced by leading American modernists as an
inspirational and home-grown American primitivism -something like Picasso’s
engagement with African and Oceanic art. To this end she married Taos Pueblo
leader Tony Luhan, expanded an old adobe house on the edge of the Pueblo and
set about bringing leading modernists and anthropologists to Taos to show
them Pueblo culture (see fig.33.) The chance to interact with the spirituality of
Pueblo life was also a great attraction to incoming artists, a situation identified
by Pueblo scholar Rina Swentzell:
‘The greatest attraction that the Pueblo Indians held at that time for
Anglo artists was their belief system, which stressed the connectedness
of humans to the natural world …The sun was greeted and talked to
every day…during the wintertime people still take off their shoes and do
not drive or make loud noises because the mother, the earth, is resting.’
(Swentzell 2016, cited in Powell and Rudnick, 2016, p.82)
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Fig.33. Mabel Dodge Luhan and Tony Luhan (1920s)
Her guests included D. H. Lawrence, Aldous Huxley, Agnes Pelton, Marsden
Hartley, Andrew Dasburg, Gertrude Stein, Paul and Rebecca Strand, Georgia
O’Keeffe, Ansel Adams and Carl Jung, but the presence of this wealthy Anglocentric utopian arts group in the Taos Pueblo area raises complex issues around
appropriation, patronage, and misinterpretations of Native American culture to
support modernism’s aesthetic goals. (Hutchinson, 2009:117). For instance,
from the perspective of Frederick Jameson’s ideas on cultural capital (Jameson,
1984) some of the utopian idealism practiced at Taos can be seen as exclusive
and self-interested and engaged in a drive to preserve a high bourgeois culture
that wanted to stop an:
‘effacement of the older distinction between high and so-called mass
culture, a distinction on which modernism depended for its specificity,
its utopian function consisting at least in part in the securing of a realm
of authentic experience over and against the surrounding environment
of middle- and low-brow commercial culture.’ (Jameson, 1991, p.63)
Although it must be said that Dodge Luhan’s salon, viewed from Jameson’s
perspective, can be seen as bourgeois in that it set up a relationship between
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artists and patrons that was essentially C19 rather than modern, and did
aestheticize the ancient or handmade artefact over the new and mass-produced,
nevertheless, her house in Taos became a centre for the flowering of an
American modernist culture that was not based, like the European model, on
looking to Africa, but instead looked to the ancient America of the pueblos.
She intended to - and did- attract the leading artists, theorists, writers, and
activists of the day so that they would benefit from contact with the aesthetic
and religious values of the tribes, and that this cultural intermingling would reenergise American Anglo culture. Many of the cultural practitioners she
attracted seemed, like the TPG, to have been influenced by the earlier American
Transcendental movement of Whitman and Emerson, theosophy, Eastern
religion and Native American spirituality, especially D. H. Lawrence and Aldous
Huxley (although they were actually English). However Dodge Luhan’s
dissemination of Pueblo culture through the medium of the writers and artists
she gathered there had the side effect of turning Taos into a very popular tourist
destination. It now became perceived as a sort of Disneyland of the southwest,
filled with ‘exotic’ native cultures that were ‘entertaining’ to visitors that is
described so acerbically by D. H. Lawrence’s collection of essays Mornings in
Mexico (Lawrence, 2009, pp.99-141) This Pueblo Disneyland masked a less
enchanted landscape of endemic poverty, interracial strife, ill health, military
oppression and other harsh realities that also define the landscape of New
Mexico, then as now. Disneyland is described as a prime example of this
disconnect between an image or simulation of a real place and the place itself
that can be applied to New Mexico and especially to Taos and Santa Fe. As I said
earlier they are examples of hyperrealism, something that is more real than real.
Santa Fe is a fake that represents an ancient American place that never was, but
which has now come to seem more definitive than the reality. Baudrillard
thinks Disneyland is neither dream nor reality but hyper-reality:
‘Disneyland is the perfect model of all the entangled orders of simulacra’.
Baudrillard thinks that it (Disneyland) is there to conceal the fact that it
is ‘the ‘real’ country, all of ‘real’ America, which is Disneyland.’
(Baudrillard, 1983, p.25)
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By the 1960s a new wave of disaffected countercultural folk thronged to New
Mexico and along with them Dennis Hopper, and many were indeed searching
for a countercultural Disneyland. Hopper stayed on and bought the old Dodge
Luhan house, making a firm link between the two generations: first the utopian
modernists and then the equally utopian 1960s counterculture, the two groups
on the same site representing the modern and the postmodern. Mabel, Dennis,
and their two communes represent a fascinating and dynamic super-collision of
two elements that lived in the same house at different times. Los Gallos in Taos
is the house where Mable Dodge Luhan (1879-1962) hosted her modernist
artistic salon that curiously later became known as The Mud Palace, home of the
1960s countercultural enterprise of Dennis Hopper (1936-2010) whose visitors
included chaotic countercultural poets, artists, musicians and performers.
This juxtaposition is familiar, and is described in detail by Lois P. Rudnick in her
book Utopian Vistas: The Mabel Dodge Luhan House and The American
Counterculture (Rudnick, 1996, p.28) but rather than reiterating how Hopper’s
enterprise compares unfavourably with Mabel’s, my work now juxtaposes the
two groups as equal: the first as modernist and the second as post-modern,
utilising theories on the decline of the master narrative and the rise of
postmodernism. (Lyotard,1989) In this way Luhan’s house Los Gallos holds the
old ghosts of utopian modernism, the last master narrative but also, later on, the
ghost of postmodernism – but that ironic and deconstructivist stance can now
said to be challenged by post-postmodernism’s myriad micro narratives, a sort
of meta-modernism that can include a return to Dodge Luhan’s sincerity,
collectivism, aestheticism and idealism.7
Inspired by this non-temporal synchronicity, my film practice sees New Mexico
as a haunted place that is heaving with ghosts from the TPG, ancient myths, and
the fallen narratives of modernisms. In my practice, I imagine the voices of D. H
Lawrence, Huxley and Agnes Pelton’s ghostly poetry mingled with sounds from
Hopper’s postmodernist commune, lingering on the wind.
Although it should be said this meta-modernism is not altogether progressive,
as these micro narratives could also include recent (2017) upsurges in acts of
regressive political activity and violent, religious extremism.
7
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This odd compression of time on the same site allows me to imagine the old
Dodge Luhan house, like the house in my film The Voice and The Gaze, as a
receptacle of lost time, as Bachelard suggests in his book The Poetics of Space
where he describes as house as ‘ a body of images …we are constantly reimagining, to distinguish these images would be describe the soul of a house.’
(Bachelard,1994, p.32) Exploring the parallels and differences between the two
groups can serve to underline my premise that New Mexico is a place of ‘spooky
action at a distance’ (Johnson, 1995: p.152) and a portal to an enchanted place
where time shifts and past and present co-exist and metanarratives collide.
Earlier in the century Mabel Dodge Luhan collected artists and writers of
international repute and she filled her house with works by modernists such as
Georgia O’Keeffe, and Gertrude Stein and hosted writers like D. H. Lawrence and
Aldous Huxley. Denis Hopper, also an inveterate art collector and an artist and
photographer himself, had work by Rauschenberg and, Andy Warhol, who also
visited and Ed Kienholtz. He invited musicians like Bob Dylan and Leonard
Cohen . The parallel rather ends there, as no-one Hopper brought produced
anything of the stature of Huxley’s Brave New World, on which he based his time
in New Mexico, or defined the landscape in the popular imagination the way
that Georgia O’Keeffe and Ansel Adams had done during their time. However,
the Hopper era was perhaps more successful in its confrontation with
mainstream culture because the 1960s generation were living in the postnuclear and post-holocaust age. Representation had become impossible, the art
object had deconstructed and cultural exchange, especially because of the
Vietnam war, was problematic. They realised that the gentle, rather bourgeois,
cultural exchange advocated by Dodge Luhan and the transcendental
contemplations of the TPG were not going to impact or change an American
society of the 1960s that was dominated by McCarthyism, consumerism, racism,
nuclear proliferation, and war.
Although the bohemians at the Hopper house shared with Aldous Huxley an
interest in drugs and the altered state, they did not share his commitment to a
Vedic lifestyle. Rather the ‘doors of perception at the second coming of New
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Mexican bohemia’ (Rudnick, 1996, p.28) opened onto a world of hedonistic fun
and nihilistic escape from a menacing cold war landscape and the Vietnam draft.
Having said that, my exploration of bourgeois tendencies in Mabel Dodge
Luhan’s Taos salon is not to disparage her considerable achievement.
Dodge Luhan was a committed modernist, she was involved in organising the
seminal 1913 Armory show in New York, that first brought European
modernism and artists such as Duchamp and the surrealists to the attention of
American artists (and where she first met Agnes Pelton, inviting her to Taos
where she stayed for some months). The Dodge Luhan enterprise at Taos
enabled many artists and writers, including Huxley,
whose Brave New World can be described as both a seminal critique of
modernism and as a modernist work of art itself.
However, although the less socially respectable activities during Hopper’s reign
at the Taos house seem not to have produced any object or text of similar
cultural worth or commercial value, the whole enterprise and lifestyle of
Hopper’s reign was a colourful, dramatic affair that might now be seen as a
durational performance, or even a Gesamtkunstwerk that materially may have
left behind it just a few fragmentary films such as The Last Movie (1971) 8 but
maybe this neurasthenic, fragmentary approach can seem more appropriate to
post modern times. As Lyotard has said:
‘…the postmodern condition is as much a stranger to disenchantment as
it is to the blind positivity of de-legitimation. Where, after the metanarratives, can legitimacy reside?’ (Lyotard, 1989, p.xxiv)
Lyotard thought that the decline of the master narrative could be seen as dual,
both an ‘effect of the blossoming of technologies since WW2…it can also be seen
as an effect of the redeployment of advanced liberal capitalism…’ (Lyotard,
1989,p.38) He proposed that instead of grand narratives, postmodernism could
offer a series of small local narratives that were less dangerous or prone to
This film was not well received by critics. In Hopper’s obituary in The
Guardian it is described as being made ‘for the stoned by the stoned and was
stoned by critics’ and claims that in 1971 a ‘raving, naked, drug-fuelled Hopper
was arrested whilst running around Los Alamos, New Mexico’.
(Bergen, 2010)
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totalitarian interpretations. In this context, the 60s’ multifarious and unfocussed
re-interpretation of the Taos artistic commune at Dodge Luhan’s old house in
Hopper’s era may have been reflecting a sense that what had come before them
was no longer valid, and the narrative of modernism that Dodge Luhan and the
TPG had embraced so passionately, and that had included ideas such as
authenticity and the idea of aesthetic or craft quality in artwork, was now
irrelevant. Instead they embraced pluralism, multiplicities and nihilism. Lyotard
writes that the difference between modernism and postmodernism is that:
‘modernism is an aesthetic of the sublime, though a nostalgic one, the
form continues to offer the reader or viewer matter for solace and
pleasure, the postmodern denies itself the solace of good forms…it
searches for new forms to offer a stronger sense of the unpresentable.’
(Lyotard, 1983, cited in Harrison and Wood, 2009, p.1136)
Lyotard thought that the postmodern condition was a better defence against the
totalitarianism associated with the master narrative. If viewed from this
perspective, Hopper’s shambolic Gesamtkunstwerk did have relevance to
seeking new more valid and meaningful ways of living and making art.
In the New Mexico of the 1960s, the narratives of modernism and
postmodernism overlap in other ways too, an overlap that could be represented
by the extreme freedom of the counter culture communes and their scepticism
about the master narrative on one hand and the more modernist belief in an
endless scientific forward marching progress at Los Alamos on the other. The
relentless search for scientific knowledge had led to the extreme paralogism of
the techno science of the Manhattan project. Paralogism can mean a flaw or
inconsistent reasoning in something that seems entirely logical and in this
context can also mean a state of inconsistency proven by superior theory and
that is reached when science has developed to the point of crisis in its method.
The atomic bomb can be said to represent such a crisis because it is an extreme
and logical scientific process that has developed to the point where it can bring
about not only the utter destruction of science and culture but would also end
its own speculative narrative and so render itself, and the case for relentless
scientific progress invalid, an idea central to my project.
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It could be said that modernism was the last grand narrative that was linear and
that conveyed the thought that there was a cultural and scientific progressive
march forward to the future, away from more ancient circular non-linear or
cyclical ways of thinking such as in Native American shamanic and geo-sacred
philosophy. Lyotard thinks acceleration and the loss of older more cyclical
societies in post- modern culture led to a kind of cultural vacuum or void
because everything is now directed towards the new and people no longer live
in their present or local reality, but are always striving to a future condition,
another place so that the past is always discarded in search of the new, the new
identity or fact or position or knowledge or object. In this sense the postmodern condition lends itself easily to a capitalist culture of hyperconsumerism, or commodity fetishism without aesthetic judgement. The past is
always invalid so an idea or dream of a future perfect is achieved through
consuming another new object or experience or artwork whose value is ‘based
only on the profits they yield.’ (Lyotard, 1989, p.76) Postmodernism then
logically sees itself as being at the end of civilisation. All other civilisations and
cultures, their objects and philosophies are now in the past and are of the
museum, a museum of objects but also perhaps a museum of philosophies that
would transcend the object- the transcendental museum. Because of this
melancholy postmodern condition the postmodern aim of emancipation from
the master narrative seems conversely to have also brought about an extreme
orthodoxy of self- improvement and hyper consumerism.
However, one artist, Robert Smithson (1938-73) shunned the hyper consumerism of the 1960s, but did not make a confused or undisciplined
response to the collapse of the master narrative, such as Hopper’s collective had
but still firmly rejected orthodoxies of art and purity, to make powerful new
work. ‘Smithson does not seek to impose traditional meanings inherited from
critical, humanist art historical categories, onto things. He simply wants to give
the discourse a perceptual form.’ (Tiberghien, 1995, p.94) His subject was
nature, the past and the landscape, including the landscapes of New Mexico, old
Mexico (The Yucatan) and the southwest USA.
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Land Art Interventions
Most of the Taos and Santa Fe art galleries (both at the time of the TPG, in the
60s and today) actually encouraged artists to focus very heavily on the
picturesque landscape because views of the ‘Land of Enchantment’ (as New
Mexico was promoted to tourists back east) and the ‘idyllic’ Pueblo villages of
New Mexico sold well. These practices, when viewed through the perspective of
Jameson’s essay Postmodernism and the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
(Jameson, 1984) can be seen as negative. Jameson said that:
‘There cannot but be much that is deplorable and reprehensible in a
cultural form of image addiction which, by transforming the past into
visual mirages, stereotypes, or texts, effectively abolishes any practical
sense of the future and of the collective project, thereby abandoning the
thinking of future change.’ (Jameson, 1984, p.46)
This endemic image addiction to the picturesque was strongly resisted by the
Land Art group of the late 1960s, which challenged not only the cult of the
picturesque but also the hegemony of salons, art galleries and museums, and
dealt instead with the geology or geographies of the land itself and sometimes
its archaeologies.
Robert Smithson’s work Yucatan Mirror Displacements 1-9 (1969) (see fig.34.)
can show that his melancholic postmodern love of ruins and ruined landscapes
could be seen as a metaphor for the industrial ruin of the new (world- or
America) and his work can also refer to the ruin that an overconcentration on
the picturesque and historic narrative, that rely on ethnology’s master gaze, can
bring about. Smithson often made interventions large and small in the
landscape and used photography to record his work and sometimes brought
geologies from the sites where he worked into the gallery. Smithson was much
concerned with archaeology, time, fragments and ruins but in a way that denied
the western perspective that bestowed a historical, anthropological or cultural
status. This idea is realised in his work Yucatan Mirror Displacements (1969),
made by using a series of small mirrors he moved about from Mayan site to site
on the Yucatan peninsula in Mexico, half burying them in silt, mud or brush and
photographing them as if they were archaeological finds or ruins. But at no
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point do any of the actual Mayan ruins or objects appear reflected in the
mirrors, or in his photographs, so the mirrors seems to disrupt sequential time
and place -or space- without using a referent archaeological image (see fig. 34.)
In a sense, it could be said that Smithson’s mirrors are magic mirrors that
transport the viewer to another time and place, without actually showing the
real places. Smithson’s work then magically transforms perceptions of the sites,
as if he was accessing the strategies of the shaman and his work, seen in the
photograph below, has the unnerving quality of a nature fetish or a residue from
an archaic shamanic rite whose meaning is not clear. Rather than a dry
geological or ethnographic image here there is a sense of indefinable mystery
that seems to draw the viewer in to the photograph. Writer Jack Flam identifies
a brilliant paradox in his work and says ‘he uses a strongly anti romantic and
anti-sublime stance to create paradoxically what seems to be a romantic
evocation of the sublime.’ (Flam, 1996, p.23)

Fig. 34. Yucatan Mirror Displacements: 1-9 (1969)
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Also in New Mexico, Land artist Walter De Maria’s famous work Lightening Field
(1974-) resisted the hegemony of the gallery and the picturesque in a different
way to Smithson, as his work is experiential. De Maria requested that Lightening
Field would not be filmed or photographed by visitors and so it can be said that
that De Maria literally resisted the cult of the picturesque, but still engaged in
the drama of the New Mexican landscape. (However, today many images of
Lightening Field do circulate on the internet.) Nancy Holt (1938-2014) made
Sun Tunnels (1973-6) and her work is an elegant response to landscape, nature
and time, sited in nearby Utah, that by capturing the stars and sun in a concrete
pipe, is much less environmentally invasive than other Land Art interventions.
So many groups have reacted to the energy in this landscape and the elements
in it with a sense of wonder, and incorporated that wonder into a creative
output, and my collection of films has tried to respond to this landscape too and
add in a very small way to some of the creative responses.
However, it is important to note in the context of the study that artists from the
1960s attempted to make work that challenged both traditional art production
and even the art object itself and so they began to use their bodies to explore
performance as a new art strategy that had relational properties to the
spectator, rather than act as art object for the spectator to look at.
Often using dramatic costume, or sometimes no costume at all, to create a
refigured physical identity this new approach borrowed some of the aspects of
other powerful cultural groups such as the shaman who already used the
transformed or volatile body in cultural practice.
The idea of the earth as a living entity and a geo-sacred site populated with
spirits who could, through ritual practices and the transformed body, be
communicated with is found in the cultural practices of the shaman but it may
have been Kandinsky, who so influenced the TPG, that was the first modern
artist to reference shamanic culture.
As we have seen in Chapter 2 the TPG were fascinated by the music dance ritual
and artefacts of the shamanic Pueblo cultures on their site and also heavily
influenced by Kandinsky. However, unusually, this influence was not only
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Kandinsky’s compositional style and theosophical beliefs but may also have
been because they knew, through their association with Russian anthropologist
and artist Nicholas Roerich, of Kandinsky’s less well- known early career as an
ethnologist with the Shamans of eastern Siberia. Kandinsky has said that it was
this encounter that inspired him to become an artist and the shamanic imagery
that the Siberian shamans used as a means of astral travel is transposed into
Kandinsky’s work. The idea of shamanism as an overlooked influence on
modern and contemporary art practice is explored in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SHAMANS
‘There they come, the two long lines of wild animals, deer, buffalo, bear,
wolf, coyote …even tiny boys as foxes…all stepping on those soft pointed
toes, moving in slow silence under the winter sun.’
(D.H. Lawrence, 2003, p.113)

Fig. 35. Slideshow (2016)
As we have seen Kandinsky wrote that it was his encounter with these shamans
and their concept of the shamanic drum as a means of astral travel that led him
to become an artist, inspired much of his imagery and caused him to believe that
artists should function as Shamans too. (Weiss, 1995)
In Chapter 3 art historical and ethnographic methodologies are used to
establish that shamanic practitioners are also an overlooked influence on the
counterculture and on contemporary art practices. Research aims to re site the
practices of the Shamans as valid strategies that can elide or evade dominant
systems of power by accessing a fourth dimension, astral plane or altered state
and to associate this strategy with the occult beliefs of the TPG.
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Kandinsky, who was a theosophist and such a foundational influence on the
TPG, was also as Peg Weiss has written (Weiss, 1995, p.xvi) the only modern
artist to have trained as an ethnographer and she thinks he was the first to have
introduced ‘global primitivism’ into modern art, long before Picasso and others,
because he had spent time with the shamanist societies of the Lapps, in the
Finno-Ugric North and in Greater Siberia. This affected him greatly as an artist
because he understood the function and metaphysical significance of their art
and ritual not just as a set of artefacts to be appropriated but because he
thought that ‘their syncretic world view offered a means for faith to endure in
the dark continent of modern times.’ (Weiss, 1995, p.xvi), so it can be said that
Kandinsky, like the TPG, searched shamanic culture for a new symbolism for
contemporary times and so my study will now consider the influence of
shamanism on modern and contemporary art practice.
In this chapter, firstly, responses to New Mexican shamanism by Lawrence,
Huxley, Dodge Luhan and Hopper are considered through theories of the
ethnographic gaze and from Lacan and Bourdieu as a response to Freud and
Levi Strauss. This section also explores the references anthropological imagery
in my film Slideshow. My film Little Boy (2016) is also described in relation to
these theories. Little Boy is a shamanic Katchina character who has wandered
from New Mexico to the south east of England, but the same haunting questions
follow him to the UK. Further influences of New Mexican shamanism on the
work of Jackson Pollock, Jim Morrison and others are considered in a section
that explores the links between drugs, shamanism and the alternative
communities of 1960s New Mexico and uncovers dissonance between
countercultural approaches to the altered state and the strictly controlled
peyote rituals at the Taos Native American Church. Lastly, the chapter considers
pueblo shamans and their relationship with this landscape as a portal to
another world, a site of ancient gods and myths and explores how this inspired
my project to cite New Mexico as a unique portal to an enchanted place that
contains the beginning of the world (through the shamanic emergence belief)
the end of the world (through LANL) and the possibility for world peace
through the theosophical philosophy and transcendental modernism of the TPG.
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The Shaman’s Ritual Dance and the Phenomenology of the
Transformed Body
It might be said that Lawrence and Huxley could have been in search of ancient
ghosts, and the ‘primitive’ the ‘exotic’ and the ‘authentic’ when they visited
remote Taos pueblo and watched the Indian dances in the 1920s and 30s.
However, rather than a purely documentary record of what they saw, the
writing they made in response to their encounters with Pueblo shamans and
ritual dances, such as The Hopi Snake Dance (D. H. Lawrence, 2003, p.158) and
Brave New World, (Aldous Huxley, 2007 p.92) also show a longing for an
encounter with a primitive authenticity ’that could allow them to access the
‘authentic authority of the shaman.’ (Freeland: 2003, p.49) and these writers
were, like the TPG and others, impressed with the power, vitality and
intelligence as well as the technical expertise displayed in Pueblo culture.
Lawrence was particularly impressed with the collective, non-individual nature
of the culture of Pueblo life and religion and the fact that there is no individual
idea of god, all things in the cosmos are sacred and this is interpreted by
shaman and expressed collectively through sacred dances that involve a
drumbeat as a ‘underlying pulsating sound or vibration of the cosmos’.
(Lawrence, 2003: 147) and he was particularly inspired by the Hopi, whose
Snake Dance Rituals had also inspired the TPG through the powerful rhythms
and chanting. TPG member Ed Garman writes that rhythm and sound were very
important to the group and wrote that whilst the group were not concerned
with directly representing images of shaman and native ceremonial dances as
most other painters were- they were moved by the beat of the drums and the
colour and light at the Pueblo dances. Garman might have been describing their
approach when he wrote (of TPG paintings) that… ‘a lively sense of wonder
derived from the manipulation of materials revealed in textured colours which
cause the paintings to move and vibrate with their energies.’ (Garman,1976:
143) A long tradition of artists, counterculture figures and writers who I admire
were, like the TPG, moved by this landscape and the cultural elements within it.
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However, as I have described earlier, a juxtaposition of three major elements in
New Mexico informs my study both in theory and in practice, to recap these
elements are the magical modernist, theosophist and mystic work of the TPG,
the New Mexican Landscape and the nuclear bomb, and the ancient world of the
Pueblo shaman
The Pueblo belief in order and harmony with the natural world was very much
adopted by the countercultures of the 1960s. In the 1960s many artists seemed
to have taken an anthropological turn that sought a ‘primitive authenticity’
(Freeland, 2003, p.49) or invoked the arts of ancient cultures in a search for
new forms of artistic expression and did this with a great deal more success
than my own modest films. Some artists began to using their own body as
medium and engaging in the strategies of the shaman, such as exposing,
transforming, decorating or masking themselves. This work was part of the then
new performance or live art movement and well-known examples such as
Carollee Schneemann’s Meat Joy (1964) and Joseph Beuys’s How to Explain
Pictures to a Dead Hare (1965) do seem to be inspired by a shamanic spirit.
Performance artists could seem to be exploiting the dramatic appearances and
‘primitive’ rituals of the shaman as a way of using the ethnological gaze to
transform their own identities and to engage spectators in an exciting or
thrilling new way.
But this borrowing of shamanic appearance was different in intention and
meaning to the shamanic performance. Shamanism was meant to represent an
out of body or spiritual experience and this intention is different to the intention
of the transformed body in some performance art that was rooted in a dramatic
corporeity that often intended to shock or confront the spectator.
Phenomenological philosopher Merleau-Ponty says that corporeity, or to be in
one’s body, was to be in a permanent condition of experience and that the
experiences of the body are never transcended because ‘every external
perception is immediately synonymous with a certain perception of my body,
just as every perception of my body is made explicit in the language of external
perception.‘ (Merleau-Ponty, 2003, p.239) although through their performance
art they did offer the spectator, through the physicality of their transformed
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bodies, an experience that was often shocking or bewildering, it was also
intended as a critique of society and a form of address to the spectator.
However, shamanism in New Mexico has very different intentions. It is
concerned not with critiquing or confronting society, but with healing it, and the
shamanic use of dramatic personae, dance, ritual objects, masks and peyote
signified the shaman has reached an altered state and is now prepared to
undertake an important supernatural journey or vision quest to meet with
powerful gods and spirit beings who will give the shaman important
information crucial for helping the community and healing the sick. (Tucker,
1992, p.2) In this sense the work of the shaman can be differentiated from
performance art, as it is a practical part of everyday life that is ultimately meant
to be healing and beneficial to the wider community, rather than enacted as a
celebration of individualism or a social critique.

New Mexican Shamans in New York: The Ethnological Gaze
New Mexican shamanism may have come to the attention of North American
artists at a seminal exhibition Indian Arts of The United States installed at the
Museum of Modern Art (1941). This exhibition was the first of its kind and was
intended to align the ancient aspects of Native American art with American
modernism, much in the way Mable Dodge Luhan had hoped for. It included
performance elements with ritual dancing and shamanic Navajo sand painting
from New Mexico as part of series of events on display along with art objects.
The idea was to reframe Native American art as an important ‘home grown’
ethnological resource and to show the public that American native art should
now be re valued as a major cultural form. (see fig.36.)
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Fig. 36. Charley Turquoise and Chilli Bitsocy sand painting at MoMA (1941)
In this image a dichotomy between the position of the onlooker and the artists
at the museum suggests an unequal power relationship and raises questions of
the ethnographic gaze. This photograph suggests that there was frisson at play
and despite the best intentions of the curator the viewers may have been
seeking an encounter with the body of the exotic ‘other’ and a perceived
primitive authenticity that they thought was embodied in the artists themselves.
(Sturken & Cartwright, 2001, p.100)
The photograph includes a group of social observers in the smart urban dress of
the 1940s, seeking an encounter with the ‘primitive other’ from the safety of the
museum. The spectators are enmeshed in the ethnographic gaze they bring to
bear upon the artists who are dressed in traditional Navajo style and working
on a corn goddess sand painting. That this encounter became one of unequal
exchange in terms of power and the gaze was almost inevitable as the museum
has presented the artists to the spectators within a roped off area as if they
themselves were living exhibits. The spectators could see only what their
previous ideas of Native American culture allowed them to -they saw the art
and artists as primitives through terms of their own cultural superiority and
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this position is underlined by the dichotomy set up by the museum curation of
the performers as ethnographic objects, displayed or corralled into a viewing
area, complete with barrier fence, for groups of spectators to gaze at.
Lacan writes that there is a split or a slip between the eye and the gaze and he
thinks that we always bring our phenomenological experience to our
encounters with the visible:
‘We can only see what we have previously experienced (or what we
want to see) ‘by the way of vision and…in the figures of representation,
something slips, passes, is transmitted…and is always to some degree
eluded in it, that is what we call the gaze.’ (Lacan, 1977, p.73)
In this context, western anthropological attitudes to shamanistic practices in the
Pueblos were still influenced by an Anglo centric ethnographic gaze that the setup at the museum may have been reflecting. The powerful ethnological gaze
brought upon them in some ways reflected the old cliché that Native Americans
believed the gaze of the camera would take their soul. Bourdieu sees the
ethnological gaze and cultural capital in terms of power, and links the
anthropologists’ determination to sever religious and cultural artefacts from
their roots to the ‘consecration of the social order: to enable educated people to
believe in barbarism …an essential representation of the bipartition of society
into barbarians and civilised people… the justification of their right to
conditions which produce the possession of culture as a state of nature.’
(Bourdieu, 1993, p.236) To underline this point it is worth noting that Freud’s
book Totem and Taboo (Freud, 1991) is tellingly subtitled ‘Some points of
Agreement between the Mental Lives of Savages and Neurotics’. Freud applied a
psychoanalytic method to anthropology and archaeology to infantilise cultures
that practiced magic rituals, by linking them to a neurotic early stage of libidinal
development: ‘primitive men and neurotics attach a high valuation to psychical
acts.’ (Freud, 1991, p.89.) Anthropologist Claude Levi- Strauss thought
shamanism was a complex process and that its effectiveness as a magical
transformative rite and as a healing process, relied on an exchange of beliefs
between the sorcerer or the shaman who believed in their own power, and a
patient or group who had faith that power was invested in the shaman (LeviStrauss, 1963, p.168). He thought that shamanism was a primitive social
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exchange rather than a dynamic rite, and also participated in the myth of nonwestern cultures as ‘savage’.
As I said earlier, Western anthropological attitudes to the shamanistic practices
in the Pueblos were still influenced at the time by Freud’s collection of essays in
Totem and Taboo. In Animism, Magic and the Omnipotence of Thoughts (Freud,
1991) he applied his psychoanalytic theory to anthropology and archaeology in
a way that infantilised cultures that practiced magic and sorcery. By linking
them to a neurotic early stage of libidinal development he posits that the
projection of a rich inner life into the external world through ritual and dance is
a primitive practice linked to obsessional neurosis: ‘They people the world with
innumerable spirit beings and demons…they believe not only are all the animals
and plants but all the inanimate objects in the world are populated by them.’
(Freud, 1991, p.76) This view discredits the Pueblo shamanic belief that
inanimate things such as landscape, rivers, lakes and rocks have a spirit and that
the plants and animals possess a spiritual essence. So Freud devalues the
shamanistic power to enter the supernatural animistic world through
dreaming- or awake dreaming in order to negotiate benefits to the community
from the spirit world by ritual divination and other methods, and it seems that
shamanism was thought of negatively by Freud as a only a mask for repression,
ignorance and fear.
Levi-Strauss disagreed with both Freud and Jung, but nonetheless showed a
negative response to shamanism. He invented a complex structural
anthropology that classified and made a hierarchy of myths and shamanism
across many different cultures. Seeing them as a common language enabled him
to claim generalisations and between those generalisations show that the mind
obeyed universal laws concerning survival - proving shamanism or totemism
was an illusion. Levi-Strauss’s structural approach diminishes them by using
stratification, showing that they are always made up of elements which oppose
each other, such as Raven and Coyote in Native American myth, usually for the
purpose of resolving conflict. He goes on to critique the phenomenon of
totemism as simply the relationship between nature and culture: ’the individual
totemism of the North American Indians, among whom the individual seeks by
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means of physical trials to reconcile himself to a natural category.’ (Levi-Strauss,
1973, p.85) These attitudes show how at that time little or no cultural capital or
cultural value was generally perceived in shamanistic practice.
According to Pierre Bourdieu ‘the charismatic ideology…is the main obstacle to
a rigorous science of the production of the value of cultural goods ’ (Bourdieu,
1993, p.76) In Bourdieu’s opinion charismatic ideology directs the gaze towards
the apparent producer and prevents us from asking who has created this
‘creator’ and the magic power of transubstantiation with which the ‘creator’ is
endowed. For Bourdieu an informed view of an artist ought to describe their
influences, antagonisms, etc., i.e. their relations to the field of consumption.
Bourdieu has discussed the role of economic and social capital in the formation
of cultural capital. (Bourdieu, 2010, p.225) He saw social activity as a struggle
for dominance in a field or habitus. From this perspective development of the
south- western taste and aesthetic, and the intense interest from museums and
anthropologists, becomes a cultural weapon or strategy used to negotiate or
remake the Pueblo lands on Anglo or colonialist terms. The symbolic capital
gained through sending people as living artefacts to the museums in New York
may have brought Pueblo art to a wider public but it may also have allowed the
reformers who tried to promote it an even greater power over the tribes and
their cultural productions than economic capital because it enabled them to
exercise a form of both social and economic control. Bourdieu sees symbolic
capital as a crucial source of power and a form of mind control because it holds
a symbolic violence of thought over other social orders that it dominates.
However, this was almost certainly not the intention of the activists, reformers,
anthropologists in New Mexico and their passion for what they saw as Native
American art. It was, however, probably the case as that there was no actual
attempt to understand the cultural gap because of a lack of what Bourdieu calls
reflexivity - a term he applied to sociology - where any observer of another
group must be very careful to also observe themselves, so as not to reflect
everything observed back through their own habitus. (Bourdieu, 2010, p.438)
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Film 3. Slideshow
My film Slideshow (2016) is tangentially inspired by Bourdieu’s theories and the
TPG’S departure from the ethnographic and picturesque forms of
representation by representing instead an occult or astral New Mexico that was
seen as a challenge to the prevailing orthodoxies. Slideshow presents archival
research relating to the TPG, made and found texts, objects and other materials
digitally manipulated to invoke the feel of a historical slide show. (see fig. 37.)
In the film, frames of light and dark and slow motion are used with the slowed
sound of a clicking mechanical projector to conjure the atmosphere of early
museum slideshows and spirit photography shows. I aim to create an
association of old emulsion coated slides with the supernatural, because ‘the
emulsion that received and embedded the image was linked to the receptive
mood of ‘mediums’ whose sensitivity registered the presence of ghosts.’ (Curtis,
2008, p.131) The overall aim of the work is to invoke a relationship between
photography and the spirit world that queries the certainties of documentary
and photographic ethnographical evidence, and to blur distinctions between
historical fact and fiction. This intends to cast doubt on archaeological and
ethnological ‘facts’ in the way spirit photography casts doubt on the border
between the living and the dead. In my short film, images are adapted with a
circular frame around, suggesting the closing aperture of the lens or the eye in
sleep, enhancing the dream like quality of the work. Some of the petroglyphs
(see fig. 38.) found in the landscape of New Mexico are of uncertain date as they
are still used in contemporary ritual, underlining Malinowski’s (1884-1942)
belief that practices of ancient societies are not primitive but a functional means
of social organisation. Malinowski thought that the sophisticated system of
imagery used in petroglyphs show that the cultural forms ‘assumed to be the
exclusive province of ‘civilised’ societies were possessed by ‘primitive’ societies
in full measure.’ (Monaghan & Just, 2000, p.56)
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Fig 37. Slideshow (2015)
One image included in Slideshow suggests a Mickey mouse-like figure, represented as an ‘ancient petroglyph’ and this could be intended as an ironic
comment on the concept of primitivism, or as an act of a reverse cultural
appropriation. Disney’s negative, stereotypical representations of Native
American communities and cultures in films such as ‘Peter Pan’ (1953) are
presented as foundational myths of American society but tables are turned
when figures such as Disney’s mouse appear in the context of ‘ancient
ethnography’ from a long vanished culture i.e., Anglo America because the
appearance of Mickey Mouse as a petroglyph seems to imply that the culture
that produced the image is now archaic.

Fig. 38.Petroglyph at Tsankawi (2016)
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In terms of Anglo and Pueblo cultural exchange in the early twentieth century,
D. H. Lawrence and Aldous Huxley first spent time in New Mexico and Lawrence
thought that the shamanic and magical worlds of the Pueblos offered a more
‘authentic’ way of living than modern society. In his essay The Hopi Snake Dance
D.H. Lawrence writes that the dance for a ‘few moments conquers our whitefaced flippancy and we hear only the deep Hah-ha! Hah-ha! Speaking to snakes
and the earths inner core.’ (Lawrence, 2003, p.159) After much
misinterpretation and sensationalism, the snake dance is now withdrawn from
the public viewing, but many events, such as the corn dance, can be attended,
however, sound recording, photographs, films etc. are banned and the tribal
police and the community strictly enforce this rule.
On a recent visit to a Taos corn dance (2016) a companion and myself proved to
be the only non-native spectators among a hundred or more watchers. One
other couple, on realising that the camera ban was strictly enforced, left very
angrily saying to the organisers that that there could be no possible point in
them remaining if they could not take a photograph of the dance.
D. H. Lawrence did not enjoy the crowds that flocked to New Mexico in his day
(1924). His description of the Hopi Snake dance describes three thousand
people flocking to a remote mesa and he believed that it was the sensational
aspect of the dancers holding live rattlesnakes in their mouths rather than an
interest in the shamanic ritual that drew them there: ’People trail hundreds of
miles avidly to see this circus performance of men handling live rattlesnakes
that may bite them at any minute…some show that.’ (Lawrence, 2003, p.144)
TPG member Florence Pierce had many friends among the Hopi and was
attracted to the Hopi snake culture and she said of pueblo culture in general
‘I like that there are still art forms around from a collective, sort of a collective
soul.’ (Pierce cited in Lippard, 2004, p.70)
The Hopi snake dance therefore is a powerful expression of shamanism and
animism from a world-view that is cyclical and animistic rather than
anthropocentric. Aldous Huxley’s satire Brave New World (2007) re-imagined
Taos and its rituals as the ‘Savage Reservation’. Huxley wrote in Brave New
World: ‘Got the same idea as you, the Director was saying, wanted to have a look
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at the savages… got a permit for New Mexico and went there for my summer
holiday.’ (Huxley, 2007, p.82)9 Before I was able to visit New Mexico I recreated
an imaginary shamanic dance in a local field. I wanted to channel the power of
ancient myths and rituals to celebrate the spirit of the Pueblo shaman, and
collapse time and distance to show that ancient myth and ritual can be a strong
subject matter and driver for contemporary art practice.

Film 4. Little Boy
In practice my own film, Little Boy (2016) uses the idea that we have gone
through a portal to another world where ancient myth and ritual still hold the
powerful forces that could destroy us at bay and where shamanic dancing and
chanting might reverse the ‘spells’ that split the atom.
This film combines performance and walking as method, and includes a
shamanic character called Little Boy inspired by the Native American shaman of
New Mexico whose sacred landscape is shared by the Los Alamos Nuclear
Laboratory (but in fact it is filmed in Hampshire). As he walks through a UK
landscape, Little Boy is haunted by a ticking Geiger counter and the voice of
Robert Oppenheimer, designer of the Atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima in
1945. This bomb was nicknamed Little Boy, hence the title.
In my film, Little Boy has channelled the New Mexican shaman, now reimagined as a European folk or Dada figure. Rather than New Mexico, Little Boy
moves through a local site, wearing a suit decorated with signs and symbols
from the nuclear equation, his hairpiece recalls an atomic cloud shape and his
eyes are obscured with dark paint. This motley outfit roughly attempts to create
a shaman’s ritual costume and the signs and symbols are meant as protection
for his dangerous journey to the world of the spirits whose favour he must
entreat, the long ribbons around his knees symbolise the wings that he needs to
travel to this other plane.

Huxley’s use of the word ‘savage’ indicates a disrespectful attitude to Pueblo
life and he makes inaccurate assertions, but overall the intent was to use satire
to question what it meant to be ‘civilised’ in modern Western culture.
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In his hands, he clutches his animal helpers, snake and sheep, symbolised by a
snakeskin and a sheep’s skull painted gold. He performs an anti-war dance and
his peace chant calls up ancient myths, but also forgotten old folk tunes.
His dance is intended to be understood by the spirits and nature gods as a
shamanic quest to ask them to intervene, turn back time and reverse all nuclear
detonation, thereby rebalancing natural forces (see figs. 39. 40.)

Fig. 39. Atomic Head: Little Boy (2016)

Fig. 40. Shamanic Dance: Little Boy (2016)
There is an element of buffoonery here, since he is patently not a shaman and
the film is clearly not set in New Mexico. This scenario aims to question
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associations of the landscape with the beautiful Kantian sublime by taking a
Nietzschian approach, which embraces the ridiculous. In an effort to subvert or
mock my own ethnological gaze my shamanic figure of little boy can appear to
be more Dada than modernist in the sense that he is funny, and humour is
estranged from notions of the sublime. (Battersby, 2013) Although my
character Little Boy is not a foundational Dadaist figure, like Hugo Ball reciting
Karawane as the musical bishop or Cabaret Voltaire (1916), nevertheless he
does try and make a repetitive lament by incanting and repeating Oppenheim’s
quotation from the Bhagavad Gita in a mournful, risible yet sincere attempt to
reverse the dark spell of the A bomb. A third, more personal layer of meaning is
added to Little Boy, as the performer is my son.
In the film Oppenheimer himself is shown reciting the sacred Hindu scripture,
which is repeated by Little Boy as a shamanic invocation to reverse the dark
nuclear spell and this can be seen as an expression of his anxiety, his voice is
distorted and incoherent, a strange sound which recalls that language has a
meaning beyond words, here the screen of the unconscious is punctured
exposing the object voice. Disrupted and repeated use of voice here is inspired
by Mladen Dolar’s description of the voices in the media that are ‘shouting,
whispering, crying, caressing, threatening, seducing, commanding, pleading,
praying, hypnotising, confessing, terrorising, declaring.’ (Dolar, 2006, p.13) and
the voice, like the Lacanian gaze, is again cited as a powerful place in art.
Little Boy, then, is a shaman, not so much against science, but against the excess
of power and destruction that nuclear fission engendered. He occupies a
troubling psychological space, wanting to restore the animistic unity at the
heart of the natural world by turning back time and negating the bomb with a
sacred dance but haunted by the shadowy figure and cacophonous voice of his
dark twin, Robert Oppenheimer. Unlike the powerful Katchina dancers and
figurines in Hopi culture my attempt is clumsy and the figure is ridiculous. He is
not a cultural appropriation, but rather refers to the longing for a mystical or
authentic experience, a longing that is manifested in the dolls, dream catchers,
shamanic pipe music, crystals and sage sticks that crowd the gift shops of Santa
Fe. Like those things, Little Boy is profoundly inauthentic. He dances wildly in
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the vain but sincere hope of making a spell to negate the terrible event (see fig.
40.) Little Boy uses a sense of unreality to invoke cinema as a waking dream
space, or a place of contemplation and esoteric thought, and the idea of a
Katchina/ shaman figure, on his quest/ journey, the gothic darkened black-andwhite film, and long takes suggests that a physical journey can also be a kind of
exteriorised expression of a vision quest, or a sort of divine madness.
This idea was also inspired by artist Andrew Kötting’s film By Our Selves (2015),
a work about the poet John Clare who is on a walking journey from an asylum in
Epping to Northampton to find his lost love – a journey that the film recreates in
modern-day Britain. A live performance of By Our Selves was enacted at the
Café Gallery in South London (2015) involving performers, speakers, and
musicians wearing animal masks. Kötting, a performer and filmmaker, made a
dramatic shamanic appearance as a straw bear that represents an
externalisation of Clare’s madness. (see fig. 41.)

Fig. 41. The Straw Bear: By Our Selves (2015)
Kötting as the bear is a wild, untamed figure, dancing to drumming, as if
enchanted, he whirls and capers until exhaustion but then, now tired and docile,
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he is forlornly led by the non- mad Clair imago. Voice, music, and drumming all
play a strong role in the work. Writer Ian Sinclair collaborates with a booming
megaphone, declaring, in repetitively strident received pronunciation, that the
BBC said Clare was a minor poet and in doing so supressed Clare’s voice. The
work infers that his brilliant poetry was deemed too minor to be considered,
and the implication is that madness or the voice of the other is not acceptable to
authority or mainstream culture, however great the work produced. This is
linked to an idea that the voice and language are both sources of power; here
supposedly infantilised or mad cultural practitioners (the dual Clare/ Bear)
were trying to access areas of creative activity which were not acceptable to a
conquering panoptic view, and therefore were threatening, rebellious, or
dangerous and so needed to be repressed captured or incarcerated. By Our
Selves also shows how unresolved situations from the past haunt the present,
demanding resolution.
Overall my own films Little Boy, The Voice and The Gaze, Fanta Se and Slideshow
are an attempt to rehash and restage the past that indicates a refusal to believe
in the stability or permanence of the present. The films, although not ambivalent
about the psychic anxieties and detrimental effects of nuclear war, do not mean
to offer solutions to the problems of nuclear culture or artistic or cultural
appropriations. Instead they offer a series of re-imaginings, and invoke a feeling
of a faraway place where ‘the stars snap like distant coyotes beyond the
moon…the pine trees make little noises, sudden and stealthy, as if they were
walking about...and the place heaves with ghosts.’ (D.H. Lawrence, 1929, p.176)

Shamanic artists / Countercultural shaman
Shamanism as a powerful ritual seems then to have had an influence on
contemporary arts. For example, Jackson Pollock (1912-1956) was a
surprisingly near contemporary of the TPG. It seems that he was influenced by
the culture of Southwest USA, and specifically aware of the new interest in
pueblo art in the 1930s, because his work appropriates some of the imagery and
techniques of Navajo sand painting. However it is important to note that
Pollock’s approach was individualistic and commercialised, intended for the
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expensive white walled New York gallery rather than addressing the spectator
at a community or performance event as shamanism does.
Jackson Rushing has written that Pollock grew up in Wyoming, California and
Arizona and as a youth explored the prolific Indian ruins and pictographs of the
Southwest. In 1930 he purchased a large twelve -volume report on Indian Sand
Painting that he referred to throughout his life, and there are ‘clear examples of
shamanic images in Pollock’s work.’ (Rushing, 1999, p.36) Pollock had a Jungian
analyst so probably would have known the Jungian interpretations of the
archaic symbolic figures which he appropriated from petroglyph line drawings
that are so prolific in the southwestern landscape, and which represent
shamanic communication with spirits - clearly inspired by pueblo magical
culture. All of Pollock’s incorporations and transfigurations of Indian art were
sustained by shamanic intent: ‘he experimented with ancient Indian motifs as a
way of penetrating the unconscious mind.’ (Rushing, 1989, p.569) It is also
interesting that Pollock had chosen a Jungian analyst, as Carl Jung himself had
encountered Native American philosophy at the Taos pueblo when he visited at
the behest of Mabel Dodge Luhan. Jung had asked the shaman / medicine man
Ochiway Biano why he thought that the white men were all miserable, mean,
and more or less mad. Ochiway replied to Jung ‘they say they think with their
heads…we think here (indicates heart). Jung says ‘I fell into a meditation… for
the first time… someone had drawn me a picture of a real white man.’ (Jung,
1983, p.276) Pollock, like the Navajo sand painters, executed his drip paintings
on the floor, stalking around his work from all angles, building up the image,
much in the same way as the sand painters. Maybe Pollock, the better to get in
touch with messages from unseen beings and gods who could inform the
painting, engaged in extreme bouts of drinking to see visions like the sand
painters whose work he had studied.
This transposition from other cultures can also be related to Picassos search for
inspiration relating to African tribal arts. My own work in a very modest way is
also inspired by the exhilaration and excitement encountered in ancient culture
and mythology, and tries to capture some of the dynamic energy by encounters
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with other cultures - if only in a considerably more modest and less effective
attempt. Even so, my work tries hard to show that myth and magic, or accessing
the archetypes of the unconscious, as Jung would have it, can still be
reinterpreted and reused as research and an inspiration for making art practice
today. Through the alchemy of the art-making process we find a method of
eliding designated or conventional strategy that in turn gives a fresh approach
to creativity. In this way, an intermingling of ideas from different cultures can
be a positive, as long as care is taken not to intrude, offend sacred beliefs,
appropriate forbidden images or use western intellectualism to devalue other
cultural forms.
As we have seen, the shaman is a visionary figure who is present in many
societies and his role is to create a bridge between the worlds of matter and
spirit. The shaman is also a mutable character, able to communicate in
particular with animals like Coyote from which the shaman gains an animalistic
spirit (Levi-Strauss, 1973). Conceptual artist Joseph Beuys (1921-1986)
underwent a shamanistic experience as a young pilot in 1944, an experience
that dramatically changed his work. His plane had crashed in remote Siberia
and he was rescued by a group of Tartar tribesmen who practiced shamanism
(his epiphany seems curiously like Kandinsky’s). They wrapped him in fat and
felt as a healing process and later he adopted these materials in his work.
Caroline Tisdall says Beuys was interested in shamanism and ‘ the mythical
connection of animal and man in totemism and in magic in general…and
historical processes …in an attempt to point to unconscious, overwhelming but
existing forces.’ (Got, 1978, p.71) Beuys defines fat as a sculptural material, a
mutable, magical and transformative substance, that can appear to be formless
and flowing when warm but solidified and still when cooled. For Beuys, this
mutability could be transposed to psychic and social spheres: thought and
language can flow when warm and solidify when cold. Thoughts were flowing
sculptures, made solid when put into cold spoken words (Gotz, 1979, p.41) This
curious interrelation of matter and energy defined by Beuys’s philosophy is also
shamanistic, and in this sense he addresses questions about post-war
approaches to artistic problems and the state of German post-war denial of
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WW2 atrocities, by borrowing from the rituals of undervalued cultures and reassigning value to materials like fat.
Beuys became a new kind of shaman/ artist, one that is not tribal or local or
specific to Siberia or New Mexico. Instead he used strategies of shamanism to
engage with global socio-political concerns –such as the politics of
representation, and environmental concerns. This position is clearly shown in
one of his most influential works Interactive Dialogue with A Coyote or I Like
America: America Likes Me performed at the René Block Gallery in New York
(1974) (see fig. 42.) Beuys chose to work with a Coyote as an important
symbolic animal that can symbolise opposing positions. Coyote is loved,
admired, and respected as a clever trickster and shape-shifter in Native
American societies, but persecuted and reviled by Anglo-Americans. To Beuys
this split is deeply connected to the traumatic events visited on Native
Americans in the colonial encounter on the American continent and his work
attempted to make a peace with Coyote, thereby transforming the relationship
between the two groups.
Collected at the airport by ambulance -symbolising a need for healing – Beuys,
wrapped in felt, spent the following week with a Coyote in the gallery. Beuys
presented the Coyote with various objects from his human world, which the
Coyote took and then pissed on. Caroline Tisdall writes ‘one by one as they were
presented he (Coyote) pissed on them slowly and deliberately. Walking stick,
gloves, flashlight and the Wall Street Journal, but above all The Wall Street
Journal.’ (Tisdall, 1979, p.228)
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Fig. 42. I like America: America Likes Me (1974)
Another contemporary artist uses a deliberately feminised shamanic style in her
practice. In Howl (2015) a musical composition and performance piece by
Icelandic artist Kristen Anna, the artist uses a multi-layered photograph that
shows a shamanic rite in the Mojave Desert. Anna describes her work as
‘Satanist feminine ambient music recorded on a psychedelic binge in the Mojave
Desert.’ (Anna, 2015) The work is presented in a curtained and womb-like dark
room where a screen shows a still photograph of a naked Anna appearing in
magical multiple forms – she is painted white with dramatic black-lined eyes,
and the many Anna’s climb simultaneously up the many outcrops of a high
desert rock formation. The piece has a separate speaker that broadcasts the
exciting, thrumming, repetitive, drum-based soundtrack.
Anna Homler is another contemporary artist who accesses the shamanic world
of ritual and song in a playful and often comic manner through aural
performance and strange languages, and in 1982 driving through Topanga
Canyon in her ‘61 Cadillac, Anna Homler experienced a epiphany.
‘I spontaneously began singing and chanting in a language I had never heard
before - word and rhythm were one.’ (Homler, 2017) This epiphany produced
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the Breadwoman, who is an ancient storyteller wearing a huge loaf on her head.
She also has a mask of dough, and wears peasant clothes that imply she might
be from Old Russia or America and is very old, so she’s turned into bread.
Breadwoman says if you don’t try and understand her, you will. She is the voice
and the voice is cosmic realities musicality. (Homler, 2017). Breadwoman’s
delivery accesses the shamanic possibility, very much at home in New Mexico,
that it is possible for two time zones to exist in one. In this case Breadwoman’s
voice is both an old woman’s and a little girl’s at the same time. This voice has
been described as an intangible something, which involves an unknown nonwestern community that may be involved with myth, mystery and magic.
(Suzuki, 2002).
Aspects of shamanism also often appealed to more radical women artists in the
past, for instance Meret Oppenheim (1913-1985). Oppenheim was an artist who
was connected to both the Surrealists, whom she joined in the 1920s, and the
shamanic position. Her work ‘reaches back into prehistory, at the same time
that it pushes…the imagery…towards a future untrammelled by any previous
notion of what art should look like.’ (Tucker, 1992, p.9). Both Oppenheim and
Anna are accessing a female shamanistic spirit and associating their artistic
personae with the myth of the goddess that can open vistas outside of the
processes of art and culture, which traditionally had belonged to men. Their
volatile shamanistic approach can imply a desire to return to a mythical, prehistoric era of the earth goddess, whose rituals are concerned with healing,
natural magic and the rhythm of the earth.
Aldous Huxley’ s famous book Brave New World (1938) describes New Mexican
shamanic ritual. Huxley had lived for a time at Taos, near Santa Fe, inspired by
his visit in 1937. Although Brave New World is a predictive view of a dystopian
society dominated by mass culture and was intended as satire, nevertheless
Huxley paints a negative view of a shamanistic pueblo rite as evidence of
degenerate, savage and primitive behaviour. In his book he calls the Taos
pueblo The Savage Reservation and his view of the character, John - a fairskinned native boy who does not fit in properly at the reservation but
nevertheless becomes a curiosity and celebrity ‘savage’ - when taken out in to
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the world is dystopian. Fifteen years later, in 1944, Huxley re-wrote his
introduction to Brave New World, regretting he had not included in his book the
debate on nuclear fission and the Manhattan Project that was being developed
in New Mexico when he lived there. He says it is a ‘vast and obvious failure of
foresight’ but he still thinks that although the release of atomic energy was
remarkable ‘the real revolution must be in the souls and flesh of human beings.’
(Huxley, 2007, p.xliv) Unfortunately Huxley did not use his new introduction to
modify his view of ‘The Savage Reservation’ and repeats his objectifying
language in 1944, again describing John as the ‘savage’ in the desert. Huxley
goes on in his revision to say that he also wished he had offered ‘the savage’ a
third alternative between the primitive savage reservation and the totalitarian
utopia. This would have been a community of exiles and refugees from Brave
New World, living on the edge of the savage reservation and operating as cooperatives as free individuals, and he thinks that this way of living is the only
way to combat totalitarianism. Sounding remarkably like the hippie
communities of the 1960s that flocked to New Mexico, this was a prescient,
almost clairvoyant, notion for Huxley to have espoused in 1944.
Counterculture member Roberta Price spent seven years living off-grid in the
American counterculture and she remembers in her book Huerfano (2004)
experiencing the most powerful urge amongst her generation to separate from
mainstream American culture and head out west to build new lives.
She set off from New York in 1968 to set up with a community at Libre,
Colorado, just over the New Mexican border.
‘We want to create our own new exotic American culture and traditions
in the belly of the beast, taking cues from Native Americans who were
practically eliminated by the previous century’s aspiring pioneers and
their cavalries. We know Mai Lai is no different from Wounded Knee. We
want peace, freedom and space to live in a new order. We want to see for
fifty miles in every direction, to live in harmony on the earth.’
(Price, 2004, p.53)
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Counterculture reservations
By the 1960s alternative communities thronged to New Mexico and often sited
themselves on the edges of Indian Reservations. They were usually run as
agrarian cooperatives that protested government fascism and militarism. By
this time America was in the grip of the Cold War, race riots and violence, fears
about the nuclear bomb, and the Vietnam War. The counterculture movement
was famously keen on drugs and the much-revered rock band The Doors (196572) were also famous for a lifestyle that included a hedonistic engagement with
the altered state. Like many rock musicians of the day, the lead singer Jim
Morrison was hailed as an electric shaman and The Doors did indeed have all
the ‘flash and glitter of the frontier mentality’ (Mitchell, 2003, p.20) but were
also infected by the nihilism spread by the menace of the A Bomb. Many of the
song titles Morrison wrote attest to this, such as the doom-laden anthem When
the Music’s Over (1967). Morrison had spent some formative years in New
Mexico with his family, ironically on the army bases, and he encountered the
Native American culture of the Southwest there. He has said that the powerful
imagery and dramatic landscape stayed with him as a source of inspiration and
it could be said that he was interpreting shamanic ceremonial dance and
practice in his poetry, lyrics and especially in performance –where reaching a
trance like state – he danced wildly to exhaustion (helped by alcohol and
psychedelic drugs). (Tucker, 1992, p. 212) He wrote poetry full of visions and
dreams, and all of his work is full of images that conjure up New Mexico such as
roads, the desert, rocks, strangers, birds of prey, lizards and snakes, and his
iconic song Break on Through to The Other Side (1967) written by Morrison
references Aldous Huxley’s Doors of Perception (1954). Like the name of the
group itself, the title is meant to indicate that LSD can help the mind break
through the ‘doors’ of perception to the other side of consciousness. Keyboard
player Ray Manzarek said that the group were well aware of the shamanic
implication of their music:
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‘We knew the symptoms of the shamanic state, so that we could try to
approximate it. It was like Jim was the electric shaman and we were the
electric shaman’s band, pounding away behind him … Sometimes he was
just incredible, amazing, and the audience felt it too.’ (Manzarek cited in
Tucker, 1992, p.212)
The counterculture also appreciated a Native American approach to the whole
environment as a geo-sacred site, in contrast to the rapacious attitudes of
mainstream American culture they sought to escape, both literally and through
visionary experiences. Much as spiritualism, theosophy, and the occult had
opened up new spaces for cultural practice at the beginning of the century, the
altered state also brought new cultural practices. Shamanistic peyote rituals and
a desire for an altered state has a long history in New Mexico. For instance
Huxley’s (2004) Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell includes an account of
peyote tripping, and his title was taken from William Blake’s poem the Marriage
of Heaven and Hell (1790): ‘If the doors of perception were cleansed everything
would appear to man as it is, Infinite. For man has closed himself up, till he sees
all things thro' narrow chinks of his cavern.’ (Blake, 1977)
My film Fanta Se includes reference to this by showing the cave or cavern
dwelling entrances at the ruined Pueblo of Tsankawi on the Pajareto plateau
and the petroglyphs found inside the dwellings may be in some ways records of
visionary experiences and communications with shaman. Huxley wrote about
his peyote trips as sacred, transformative and mystical and a time when visions
and truths and the profound beauties of nature were revealed to him. He writes
of the flowers in his garden seeming ‘on the very brink of utterance.’ (Huxley,
2004: 36) and the drug offered a way to see the world in a transcendent state.
In this sense, Huxley did undergo a shamanic experience. The 60s communes
and many groups of the period such as artists, students and activists often
referenced Huxley’s book and Morrison’s music as part of their lifestyle and
philosophy but perhaps it is William Blake whose doors of perception opened
onto the most radical and visionary scenes without the help of LSD as it had not
been invented in the eighteenth century.
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In a recent conversation (2016) counter culturist Brooke Tuthill, (ex Drop City
and Huerfano communes, now an activist living in Santa Fe who is interested in
monitoring radioactive leakage and other environmental issues from the LANL
site) shared memories of her drug and altered state experiences in the 1960s at
the Libre commune at Huerfano, including a reminiscence of participating at a
Taos Pueblo Church of Peyote Ritual around 1969.
She had decided to move on to the more natural peyote after her realisation that
LSD was just part of ‘the system’ because during one trip she thought that she
had hallucinated the drug manufacturer, or ‘the man’s’, logo and felt the drug
had been engineered to produce that effect as a sort of advertising that
embedded the product, or the drug, in the mind of the person who was tripping.
She thought that because of this psychically imprinted commercialism the
experience of the trip was no different to a trip to McDonalds and was therefore
not a proper counterculture experience.

Fig. 43. Peyote Church. Taos Pueblo, New Mexico (1967)
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However she also found the formalised and sacred nature of the peyote church
ritual, with its ‘sharp gender divisions and the omnipotent role of the shaman in
guiding the out of body - or mind - experience during the rite was difficult to
accept’ (Tuthill, 2016) Although she did think that the peyote experience was
like being totally as one with nature and this was very positive compared to her
chemical experiences with LSD, the cultural gap between her countercultural
beliefs and the strictly controlled Native American church ritual was too great
and she chose not to repeat the experience at church. (see fig.43.) This church
and many others in the US remain active today.
Contemporary shamans then are often also shaman/ artists, not only linked to
indigenous cultures, and the shaman is no longer marginalised but has become
an international figure of power with many manifestations. The sophisticated
aesthetics of Native American cultures such as abstraction and shamanism have
had an important and often overlooked impact on American modern,
postmodern and contemporary art that would bear further research.
Overall Chapter 3 employs art historical and ethnographic methodologies to
establish that shamanic practitioners are also an overlooked influence on the
counterculture and on contemporary art practices. Research aims to re site the
practices of the Shamans as valid strategies that can elide or evade dominant
systems of power by accessing a fourth dimension, astral plane or altered state
and to associate this strategy with the occult beliefs of the TPG.

History, ghosts and imagination: Drivers for a Contemporary
practice
One objective of this research project is to demonstrate that enfolding historical
and theoretical research with imaginative supposition can act as a powerful
driver for a new practice. Inspired by Baudrillard’s idea of America as a fantasy
or hyper-real place my films try to play with idea of a journey or a trip where
the spectator is unsure of the authenticity of what they are seeing, the age of the
artefacts and archive, and the reliability of the narrative. Therefore, the TPG, the
landscape of New Mexico, shamanic Pueblo tribal elements and the atomic
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bomb are woven in and out of reality and fantasy in the films and appear in
disrupted narratives where these elements haunt ‘real’ landscapes. This theme
of the ghost story is used to conjure impossible events, for instance when an
obviously fake shaman appears in an English landscape in Little Boy, and a real
image of the atomic mushroom cloud appears but is reversed and repeated in
the editing process. This prevalent theme of the past intruding into the present
in my work is inspired by Lyotard’s theory in The Postmodern Condition (1989).
Lyotard sees postmodernism’s obsession with ruins and fragments as part of
the melancholy that infected postmodernism after the collapse of modernism’s
grand narrative. This multiplicity of narratives in my work is also meant to
imply that postmodernism itself may now be a narrative that is overtaken by
meta or post-postmodernism.

Fig 44. Museology: ‘finds’ from a research journey. (2014- 2017)
My films aim for a haunted sense of poetic elegy or loss, and invoke the feeling
of melancholy or sadness that arises when contemplating the fragments of the
past as well as referencing an anxiety about obsolescence, consumerism and
nuclear culture. However, the films do not offer nostalgia or solutions of any
sort or imply that the past was better than the present. Instead they rehash and
represent the past and the present and the real and the imaginary in a
discontinuous, non- linear series of juxtapositions, and these disruptions
indicate a refusal to accept the linear narrative of an inescapable onward march
of the atomic and hyper-consumer cultures that dominate our time.
This research also shows that the TPG are a part of modernism’s under
theorised origins in transculturation, mystery, and the occult.
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Fig.45. Agnes Pelton in the Hayground Windmill (1925)

CONCLUSION
The Transcendental Painting Group, of New Mexico, Los Alamos
and Shamanism: marginalised philosophies, forgotten artistic practices
and contemporary film making in the New Mexico landscape.
In this thesis, the under theorised occult modernisms of the TPG are
triangulated with the nuclear cultures and the shamanic elements that shared
their landscape and historical moment. This approach creates a new nexus, used
as a platform for an art practice with a haunted aesthetic that reanimates
fragmentary or forgotten pasts as a means of identifying unresolved issues that
haunt the present. To do this firstly:
Chapter 1 re-evaluates the TPG through some art historical and archival
research. These methodologies are folded with subjectivity to reframe their
occult beliefs and peaceable philosophies, citing their approach as an
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overlooked dynamic within a transcultural and international modernism, rather
than simply an eccentric aesthetic strategy.
Next a focus on TPG member Agnes Pelton explores her persona, to
(subjectively) identify an interface between her painting, and her voice,
language and poetry, interrogated through Lacanian theory on the object voice
as a trigger for the uncanny. Research inflects a film called the Voice and the
Gaze that re-imagines Pelton as a ghost trapped in the compressed time of a
haunted house, struggling to escape interiority and externalise her repressed
voice. Theories of the gaze and the dynamics of power in cinematic theory and
Freud’s archaeological metaphor in psychoanalysis are used and fused together
as a means to interrogate the concept of the haunted house.
In this way, The Voice and The Gaze introduces a haunted or supernatural
aesthetic that is used throughout my practice and the overall aim of adopting
this strategy is to explore the spectral or uncanny as a proper subject for a
practice based arts research that uses subjectivity to explore ways in which ‘ an
unfinished past makes itself known in the here and now.’(Gordon, 2016. n. p.)
Chapter 2, Fanta Se Landscapes and Utopian Dreams, yields research that acts as
a basis for my next film Fanta Se, that re introduces the Pelton ghost in a post nuclear landscape. This work refers to the TPG’s landscape of New Mexico as a
locus of tension between cultural and artistic utopias and the nuclear and
ecological dystopia of Los Alamos. Further research frames this landscape
within theories on power, perspective and the master narrative. Subjectively
this research and my film Fanta Se that suggests the landscape is haunted and
can be understood as a psychic rather than literal geography. This moves ideas
about the place beyond existing discussion to emphasise the New Mexican
shamans geo-sacred rather than materialist concept of landscape.
Chapter 3, The Shamans identifies shamanism as a forgotten dynamic that lies at
the root of modernism by exploring the influence of shamanism on the imagery
of Kandinsky and the TPG. Following this the chapter re- contextualises the TPG
with shamanism and the cultural dynamics of the 1960s when issues of gender,
class, race and war interfaced in a critical moment and art and culture.
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The influence of shamanism on modern and contemporary art is contextualised
with theory on the phenomenology of the transformed body by Merleau-Ponty,
and theory concerning ethnology, power and habitus from Bourdieu. This
research inflects my film Little Boy that presents a performer as re imagined
transcultural shamanic character, haunting a UK landscape. A further film,
Slideshow, is discussed with reference to both the Freudian archaeological
metaphor and postmodernist theory on the master narrative by presenting
’finds’ of uncertain provenance. This strategy means to critique earlier
ethnological theory that posited shamanism as primitive, and the aim of the
work is also to question whether the obsessive ethnological and museum
collecting and recording of fragments and tribal products in New Mexico was
purely in the interests of study, or if in fact it was also part of a colonialist
practice and a means of social control. In this context, overall, the practice uses a
haunted aesthetic as means to destabilise or question the certainties of factual
documentary film and photography and historicism. The project triangulates
the under theorised TPG with the landscape of New Mexico and shamanism to
create a new nexus that shows that the dense semiotics that swirl around them
have contemporary relevance. Rather than an irrelevant group of occult
theosophists on the fringes of modernism this research re- sites the group as an
interruptive moment in the reactionary discourse of repression, violence and
war, symbolised by the Manhattan project that engulfed their site. Because the
Manhattan project was a unique moment that initiated the plutonium economy
the research is both locally significant to New Mexico but also has global
relevance, because the plutonium economy and its psychic horrors haunt our
neo- liberal, militaristic and hyper consumerist times. Overall the project
interrogates the many utopian fantasies found in New Mexico to ask; Could be
shift our perceptions by embracing the seemingly naïve and unfashionable
views of the peace loving TPG, the ecologically based world view of the Pueblo
cultures and the collectivist ideals of the countercultural artists and communes
of the area as means to claim back our psychic space as so symbolically at least
challenge the power of global monetary policies to abrade communities and
break the psychic power of the nuclear spell and change common perceptions
that a hyper -capitalist nuclear dystopia is our future?
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Some Roads Not Travelled
It is important to note that the context has moved on since I started.
For example, the election of Trump in 2017 meant that the wall between New
Mexico and Mexico became suddenly much more dangerous and contentious,
and my juxtaposition of the three particular elements in my study meant I had
to exclude the dominant Hispanic community of New Mexico, a community that
is fatally affected by the wall, and I regret that Hispanic voices remain largely
outside the frame of study. One powerful artistic response to the wall, the
Border Cantos (Misrach & Galindo, 2017) is briefly referenced here and their
work would bear much deeper research.
While 2014-15 seemed to show a more hopeful governmental accord with the
USA tribes, and some recognition of the value of their land stewardship and
ecological conservation, this fragile sense suddenly collapsed in 2016-17 as
protests erupted against The Black Snake, or Dakota Access oil pipeline being
forced through the sacred lands of the Dakota Sioux at Standing Rock.
Brutal militaristic responses to peaceful protests were used and in hindsight I
should have responded quickly and set up a live-link for protestors to broadcast
their experiences as part of my research practice, creating a technological link
that could have effectively collapsed distance between the local and the global
through disseminating the repressed voices of the protestors.
Chillingly, also in 2017, an intense new stand-off between Trump and North
Korea’s Kim Jong-un revived the spectre of imminent nuclear war that my
project only begins to protest in a very small way.

Contribution to knowledge
To recap, initial research revealed that a small discourse was previously
available on the Transcendental Painting Group. So in response to a lack of
material the thesis devised an original three -part enquiry and used a wide
qualitative research method to bring a broader epistemology to the under
theorised group. The enquiry is supported by archival materials field trips and
biographical information, re imagined in an original practice to create a new
critical reflection on how the archive can be used as part of the creative process.
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Interrogating the landscape of the TPG by triangulating the atomic, occult and
tribal elements found in New Mexico creates a new paradigm that informs a
psychoanalytically inflected film- making practice making a coherent fit
between practice and theory.
A methodology of walking both literally through a landscape and metaphorically
through a research journey allows a new approach that reveals deep tensions in
the landscape that has significance for both New Mexico and for global
communities. In this way my model re-frames the TPG to show how a under
theorised research subject can generate new perspectives relevant to
contemporary issues through a combination of theory and practice. This
creative method of knowledge production challenges calcified historicism and
instead contributes an innovative formula that can be used as a model to
convert academic research on under theorised groups into a creative dynamic
rather than a pedagogical or instructive practice. This is useful because cultural
exchange between on going traditions of indigenous artists, modernism and
contemporary art practices is often overlooked.
The three -part structure and haunted aesthetic of the project provides a strong
template that can also be transferred to interrogate other conflicted sites,
forgotten artistic voices and marginalised ethnic groups, for instance by
triangulating the Palestinian border with research into under theorised painters
such as Sophie Halaby (1906-1998), ancient myth and contemporary art.
Other new research could triangulate the ecological and psychic effects of the
Mexico/ USA wall, forgotten surrealist Sofia Bassi (1913-1998) and
contemporary artistic voices to produce a new nexus.
This project shows that a dominating or colonialist narrative can be effectively
challenged through a haunted aesthetic, or subjective practice, rather than a
factual content documentary. The template can be particularly useful for areas
with difficult access, because ghosts can walk through borders and walls.
The research offers a rich vein to future art practitioners, writers and historians
who place the past under observation to find ways to imagine a different future
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and uncover how artists and cultural groups have enacted differences through
the rituals of art and culture rather than war and conflict.
More specifically, because there is not yet a published biography or catalogue
raisonne on the TPG (although there are excellent pamphlets and contributing
chapters in other books) my work could be usefully extended through postdoctoral study, including field trips and further archival research in the USA,
especially at the University of New Mexico. In this way further study based on
the new perspectives introduced in this project could be expanded to contribute
a significant piece of publishable research to an under theorised field.
This research has created a firm platform for post -doctoral study that would
develop the project through a more detailed consideration of the occult
modernisms of the TPG and the influence of eastern cultures on their project.
The psychoanalytic method can then be used to mirror the landscape and
cultural elements of New Mexico with Japan including the simulacrum and the
nuclear uncanny. This approach would extend critical perspectives and bring a
global dimension to the project.
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GLOSSARY
Abstraction: Non- representational styles in art and used in TPG painting to focus on light,
form, composition or colour rather than objective or realistic representation.
Anthropocene: Current epoch of geological time defined by significant human impact on
the earths systems of ecology, biodiversity, climate and geology through activities such as
industrialisation, nuclear fission, oceanic pollution and landscape despoliation. The starting
point of this epoch is sometimes taken as the moment of the Trinity test (5.29. am. 16 July
1945) the first nuclear test at White Sands, Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Anthropology: The attempt to understand different human groups and cultures founded in
the C19 and negatively implicated in the past because it’s systems of classification were
misused to produce racist ethnologies. Today social and cultural anthropology is used as a
way of examining how perspectives of power are systematised in groups and societies.
(Bourdieu, 1993)
Archaeology: Study of the past of societies through their material remains such as cities,
buildings, art and artefacts, often excavated by digging through layers of soil.
Freud used an archaeological metaphor to symbolise his idea of ‘burial by repression and
excavation by analysis’ described in Delusion and Dream in Jenson’s Gradiva (Freud, 2001,
p.40), where he describes the work of psychoanalysis as digging through the layers of the
mind to recover forgotten memories.
Archive: Historical records, documents, photos, films etc. that are preserved physically or
digitally and are often (but not always) found in libraries, public buildings and private
collections. Today the archive is sometimes understood as conceptual and used by
contemporary artists in practice. Such archives can include real and imaginary systems of
classification, sounds, found and made objects, memories and images. Archival materials
relating to the TPG, both real and imaginary, are included my film Slideshow (2015).
Astral plane: Term used to describe non-physical planes of existence, or another realm or
universe where astral beings and the soul after death may reside. This was an important
concept to theosophists. Many members of the TPG, particularly Agnes Pelton, tried to
visualise the astral plane or fourth dimension in their work, either through geometrical
compositions or, in Pelton’s case, imaginative symbolist imagery.
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Aura: Walter Benjamin’s term for the originality or quality of a work of art that cannot be
reproduced. Aura can have occult overtones and also mean a visible emanation, usually
chromatic, from a person or thing such as the theosophical ‘thought-form’.
Body in pieces: Psychoanalytic term coined by Melanie Klein that refers to perceptions of
the body as fragmented by the ego in mourning and relates to the process of detaching
from the lost loved object, such as the infant undergoes during weaning, bewailing the
withdrawn breast. (Klein. 1991, p.147) In art theory representations of the fragmented
body or part object can be a metaphor for the experience of modernity and this idea
appears in my films by using a fragmented repetitive style of editing that focuses on
fragments of the body for instance in extreme close up of the eye, lips etc. where the image
becomes abstract. Fragmented or extreme close ups of the body in my work also refers to
the mechanisation of the image that de-familiarised the body in surrealist film and
photography. (Krauss, R. 1985, p.57)
Capitalism: Both an ideology and the dominant system of exchange where wealth, means
of production and ownership is held by individuals, and products and people are therefore
only defined by their values on a free market where intangibles have no currency and the
poor no agency. Opposed by Marxism, that defined the inequality of the system. (Jameson,
1984)
Colonialism: Relates to when one nation or group uses oppressive power over another who
then fall prey to exploitation and imperialism, in New Mexico colonialism affects Hispanic
and Native American communities.
Commodification: Reducing anything, person or place to a purely exchange or monetary
value and often concerned with monetising things such as public property, spiritual values,
nature, ideas, people and communities and art objects.
Counterculture: Lifestyles and attitudes that oppose societies norms. Generally used to
describe the hippie communities of the 1960s and their activities such as sexual liberation,
drugs, communal living and environmentalism. Can also refer to protesters, artists
environmentalists and others who seek an alternative lifestyle or philosophy.
Cultural imperialism: When cultural products and lifestyles are absorbed into or
misrepresented as stereotypes by a dominant economic culture. For example, Native
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American culture was appropriated then re-cycled as stereotype in the popular imagery of
the USA through visual media such as Western films and images such as the lotus and the
mandala from Buddhist sacred imagery are often appropriated into new age culture.
Discontinuity: A post-modern strategy of breaking with a continuous narrative to disrupt
audience expectations of a constructed reality and in my films discontinuity is introduced
by employing jump cuts repetition and interrupted sound.
Discourse: Concerns what can be said about a subject in terms of social or historical
knowledge and how that knowledge can produce or define a subject position.
Dynamic Symmetry: A system of pictorial composition designed by Jay Hambridge in the
1920s and based on the golden section that influenced the TPG.
Eastern philosophy and religion: Includes Hinduism, Sufism, Vedanta, Agni Yoga, Zen
Buddhism and sometimes includes sacred Eastern composition in art and music, these
philosophies had a significant impact on the TPG, especially Agnes Pelton.
Ethnology: Refers to supposedly objective field- work where one group of people studies
another, usually westerners on smaller societies. Often seen as a imperialistic practice
bound up with western cultures obsessive gaze that re interpreted different cultures as the
‘other’. ‘Modern ethnographers now include autobiography to show their own habitus and
unedited texts to allow other voices than their own.’ (Monahan & Just, 2000, p.29)
Epistemology: The philosophy of discovering what it is possible to know about a subject.
Fantasy or phantasy: An imaginary scene that has no basis in reality where a subject or
protagonist represents the fulfilment of a wish or something that exists in the ‘imagined
relationship of object to subject’. (Laplanche & Pontalis 1973, p.314). In my study, I have
transposed the first two letters of the name Santa Fe to create the words Fanta Se, a play
on fantasy, inferring that Santa Fe is a site where fantasies act out.
Film theory: A critical framework for interpreting film and its audience reception in cinema
and fine arts. Film theory can include feminism, perspectives on gender and power and
psychoanalysis and the gaze.
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Fourth dimension: In art history, the term refers to attempts in the early part of the C20 by
groups such as the Cubists to visualise a fourth dimension and the concept related to new
discoveries about volume and space in mathematics that led to a challenge of traditional
Renaissance perspective. Einstein’s theory of relativity and his ideas about space-time
lessened an earlier association of the fourth dimension with the mystical or occult realm.
The fourth dimension also describes a different state of consciousness and is associated
with an occult realm parallel to the physical realm where spirits might live. The TPG
attempted to represent the fourth dimension in their work through mystical geometric or
symbolist compositions or in Agnes Pelton’s case with spooky imagined landscapes and
symbolic forms.
Freudian: Describes the psychoanalytic approach first expounded by Freud that showed
human behaviours to be motivated by universal and unconscious desires and powerful
drives such as Thanatos the death drive and Eros, the drive of sex and desire and these
unconscious phenomena can be excavated and explored through the interpretation of
dreams. (Freud, 1982) A complex semiotics of archaeology, art, dreams and enchantments
found in New Mexico makes a psychoanalytical approach an appropriate methodology for
my thesis.
Gaze: Originally a psychoanalytic term developed by Freud, Lacan and Foucault concerning
power relationships. In art and film theory the term, refers to the act of looking and being
looked at, and to power relations in the exchange and the dynamics of desire and the
compulsion to have control over an object.
Geo-sacred: An understanding of a landscape and its geological features as sacred sites
rather than inert physical entities. For example, the Parjareto plateau of northern New
Mexico is an ancient geo sacred universe where spirits dwell in geological features in
balance with human populations. (Masco, 2006:108).
Haunted aesthetic : A term inspired by the work of the Hauntopia/What If group (Academy
of Fine Arts, Vienna, 2016) to whose work I am indebted because it ‘employs the concept of
haunting to create a language for the ways in which an unfinished past makes itself known
in the here and now.’ (Gordon, 2016 n. p)
Habitus: Term coined by Bourdieu to show supposedly scientific methods of classification
are in fact a result of tastes derived from upbringing and social status and are therefore not
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universal scientific laws. The term helped overturn previously fixed assumptions about
race, class and gender. (Bourdieu, 2010)
Katchina: A dramatic, masked performative character originally from Hopi (South west
America) culture. Katchina dolls were traditionally given to children to teach tribal ritual
and later made for the tourist trade. The Katchina doll that appears my film Slideshow
(2016) was a gift from a collector who thought it is probably from the 1930’s.
Hyperreal: Baudrillard’s idea of something that ‘effaces the contradiction between the real
and the imaginary.’(Baudrillard, 1988, p.143)
In my study Santa Fe is cited as hyperreal because it is a modern city, constructed from
archival photos of Hispanic and pueblo buildings, then enhanced to be perceived as more
authentic more pueblo and more Hispanic that any real architecture of the area.
Hyperobject: Originally a computer term but in my thesis I have drawn on Timothy
Morton’s definition in his book Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the
World (Morton, 2013) to describe objects that are global phenomenon of such
incomprehensible dimensions that they exceed human understanding. He thinks the first
hyper-object came into being the instant the Trinity nuclear test in New Mexico in 1945 was
detonated. He thinks at that moment the old world ended and we moved to a new era -the
anthropocene- where humans have irrevocably altered their environment. He cites global
phenomena such as climate change, radioactivity and the English language as hyperobjects
whose overwhelming scale is beyond human comprehension.
Modernism: A rejection in arts and architecture of classicism, historicism or past styles that
begun during the late C19 when the Avant-Garde embraced new forms, materials and ideas
with the intention of creating a new art aesthetic. Modernism is characterised by its
interrogation of traditional forms of representation to create art that reflected a constantly
changing modern world e.g. Cubism, which analysed the way 3D objects are traditionally
rendered using a system of perspective developed in C15th.
Magic: Paranormal, supernatural or occult activity that cannot be explained by rational
science including practices, rituals and beliefs that are separate from religion. Magical or
ritual objects and language and texts are examples of spells and these often involve wish
fulfilment. My practice imagines the work of the TPG as a magic spell against
commodification and nuclear war and my films are imaginary magic spells that wish to
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reverse the hyperreal moment of the Trinity test and the awful detonation of the hydrogen
bomb. Adorno thinks that magic is erroneous because it is merely a reification of the world
as it is and cannot therefore change or oppose dominant systems such as capitalism and
militarism. (Adorno, 1978, p. 238)
Neoliberalism: A form of liberalism or an ideology that supports unregulated free market
capitalism and does not consider the human consequences.
Nuclear fission: Occurs when an atom is bombarded with neutrons and so splits into
smaller parts producing a fast, kinetic reaction that creates the dense source of energy used
to make an atomic bomb. The reaction is visible as a mushroom cloud. Nuclear fission is
also used to produce energy and leaves large amounts of plutonium waste that cannot be
disposed of safely.
Occult: Refers to knowledge or events that are not logically measurable and are secret and
hidden and extend beyond empirical scientific exploration or reason or physical evidence.
New scientific discoveries in the past such as magnetism were thought to be occult as were
the emerging forms of new visual and communications media of the C19 and early C20,
especially the disembodied voices in radio, wax recordings and telegraphy and
photographic and film medias. The idea that visual medias were seen as possibly occult also
inspired a haunted aesthetic in my film practice.
Paralogism: Reasoning which superficially appears to be logical but is in fact illogical so
reaches a crisis in its method. I have applied the word to the erroneous concept that
nuclear weapons are the ultimate scientific product and the most logical way to keep the
world safe, but this is illogical because their potentiality is for total global destruction- they
are therefore unsafe.
Phenomenology: A philosophy theorised by Merleau-Ponty that centres on how we
directly experience the world through a bodily experience and includes encounters with the
arts both physical and intellectual. (Merleau-Ponty, 2003) This study extends the concept to
feelings and thoughts raised by encounters with the landscape of New Mexico.
Post modernism: Held by Lyotard to be a position of scepticism towards the previously held
certainties of the master narratives used to interpret the human condition, such as
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modernism, scientific rationalism religion Marxism psychoanalysis etc. (Lyotard, 1989).
Postmodernism instead embraces a multifaceted and fragmented point of view.

Psychogeography: The influence of geography on the perceptual experience of walking,
and a Situationist term usually associated with Walter Benjamin’s theories on the alienation
of the subject in the modern city. In my thesis and research practice the concept of psycho
geography is applied to walking the New Mexican landscape.
Psychoanalysis: A form of mental therapy, first proposed by Freud, that talking about
recovered dreams or memories can change or cure the symptoms of an unbalanced mind
and free a patient from overwhelming repressed fears and anxieties. The process involves
recovering forgotten memories and digging in layers of consciousness, dream
interpretations and free associations.
In art theory, the psychoanalytic method used Freud’s theories as a means of analysing
systems of representation such as film and art works to interpret their appellation and
reception from perspectives such as the gaze, the fetish, exhibitionism and the mirror
phrase to understand the emotional effect on a viewer. (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001)
Pueblo: Hispanic term for village that is also used to describe the Native American villages
of New Mexico.
Sacred geometry: A pan- religious idea that mathematical principles create the basic
shapes and proportions found in all natural forms from snail shells to the human body and
that was taken by many groups as significant evidence that the cosmos was designed by
god or mystical beings. Religious art and architecture of any kind therefore was often
designed using geometrical ratios and systems such as the golden section and sacred
geometry was also used by the TPG, especially Emile Bisttram and Raymond Jonson.
Shamans: Spiritual practitioners, usually from tribal groups capable of entering an altered
or trance like state induced by various means such as drumming chanting, meditation or
hallucinogens that enables the shaman to travel to a spirit realm. The aim is for the shaman
to communicate or intercede with supernatural beings and bring back transcendental
knowledge that can be beneficial to the society or group. The shamanic journey is often
undertaken as a quest connected with the well-being of individuals or a need to restore
balance and harmony to eco systems that may have arisen in times of drought etc.
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Simulacrum: A superficial likeness or copy of a person or thing. The term is used by
Baudrillard to describe a referential that substitutes the signs of the real for the real and he
connects the simulacrum to the hyperreal, (Baudrillard, 1988)
Site: Meaning a geographic point or location. In art theory, site-specific refers to an artwork
that has a particular relationship or correspondence to a specific place.

Theosophy: A movement that believes the ancient past holds secret wisdom and hidden
knowledge that can lead to an enlightened future. Madame Helene Blavatsky’s occult work
The Secret Doctrine (1888) was a foundational work in the popular modern theosophy
movement that influenced the TPG. Her objectives included universal brotherhood and
comparative study of religion philosophy and science and she and her followers tried to
discover secret knowledge hidden in nature, ancient texts and the mind of man.
Thought forms: Visible thoughts emanating through vibrations from people but also
sometimes from buildings where spiritual music is being played. Thought forms manifest as
particular colours and shapes, iridescent according to mood, disposition and emotion but
unfortunately they are discernible only to the clairvoyant viewer.
(Besant, A & Leadbeater, C,. 2017)
Transcendental: That which can transcend physical reality and often relates to the
importance of the soul or spirit. Also linked to Kant’s idea of the transcendental as that
which lies beyond knowledge or transcends what can be known. The TPG used the word in
the sense of transcending the representational in painting and they thought their paintings
could produce a response, vibration or experience that would transcend the ordinary
experience of viewing an artwork.
Uncanny: Beyond what is known understood or perceived literally outside of one’s ’ken’.
Freud says the uncanny is what provokes a feeling of fear and dread (Freud, 2003, p.123)
and the paradoxical feeling experienced when something feels familiar yet mysterious, or
when an object produces a simultaneous reaction of both fascination and repulsion. The
uncanny can also be triggered by strange noises voices or sounds. In German, the word
unheimlich is used and translates as unhomely describing the eerie feeling experienced
when familiar or commonplace things lose their familiarity and become strange and
unknowable. The uncanny is also connected to the split personality, the double and the
doppelganger, ghosts and the feeling of déjà vu, twins, animated dolls and things that are
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associated with the theme of doubling and the threat to the individual ego. (Freud, 2003,
p.141) My films use repetition and doubling of images and sound as a strategy to create an
uncanny effect.

Unconscious: Freud’s idea that the phenomena not within our conscious minds is the
unconscious and that is a repository of dreams, drives and desires that can motivate our
actions even though we are not aware of it. (Freud, 2001)
Utopia: The word, coined by Thomas More in 1516 describes an imagined island republic
of social religious and political equality. New Mexico in the 1930 was perceived by many
incoming groups of idealists and artists as a magical utopia as its popular name The Land of
Enchantment suggests. But enchantments are not always positive. As New Mexico was the
site of the first splitting of the atom and produced the hydrogen bomb- the place can be
cited as simultaneously utopian and dystopian.
Veil: A piece cloth, often semi-transparent, worn by women over the head and used to
hide the face. Refers also to the veil that separates the life from death and the physical and
occult worlds I make use of this concept in my film by shooting through layering images
through transparent cloth. Veiling can also refer to masks and masquerade and to
instability of vision concerning what can and cannot be seen, to veil over desire or avoid the
male gaze in cinematic terms. (Doane, 1991, p.46)
Voice: In my practice the voice is seen as a theme of psychoanalytic interest as the object
voice, an idea first identified by Lacan and developed by Mladen Dolar, is cited as a prime
object of psychoanalysis along with the more familiar part- object and the gaze. (Dolar,
2006, p.127)
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APPENDIX.
EXHIBITION: 12- 23 MARCH 2018
LAND OF ENCHANTMENTS
KEY TO IMAGES
1.GENERAL VIEWS
2. FOUR PAINTINGS. Installed view with Doomsday Clock
Below clockwise: FLAG, DANGER, PEACE, TPG LOGO
All paintings: Gesso, tempera and oil on wood panel
3. LITTLE BOY KATCHINA: Shamanic suit and branches
4. FOUR FILMS Stills:
THE VOICE AND THE GAZE. LITTLE BOY
FANTA SE. SLIDESHOW
5. MNEMOSYNE ATLAS/ PHOTOMONTAGE: After Aby Warburg
6. CABINET
General view.
Details: Little Boy Katchina: Mask and snake and skull spirit helpers
7. CABINET:
Film props: The archaeological metaphor. Shamanic objects.
TPG archival research material
8. CABINET. Fantasy Projectors
Top: Counterculture projector. Below: Old Slideshow
9. AGNES PELTON KATCHINA MASK
Arsuna Flag: Nicholas Roerich.
10. EXHIBITION BROCHURE
Land of Enchantments: The Transcendental Painting Group Los Alamos and The
Shamans: Phenomenology of a Haunted Landscape.
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Land of Enchantments: The Transcendental Painting Group Los
Alamos and The Shamans: Phenomenology of a Haunted Landscape
This research project offers a different perspective on a familiar site through
exploring a unique juxtaposition of three elements in the landscape of New
Mexico landscape: The Transcendental Painting Group (TPG) Los Alamos
and the Shamans. This juxtaposition produces a fresh paradigm that
apprehends and reinterprets these subjects in a new way and drives a
contemporary film practice. Initial enquiry into this landscape reveals that the
three elements are entangled with the nascent moment of the anthropocene
and this engages major contemporary themes: the plutonium economy and
the psychic horror, cultural amnesia and hyper-consumerism it has produced,
therefore re- framing the TPG and the Shamans as oppositional strategists to
the plutonium economy and its fallout rather than eccentric occult artists or
ethnographic curiosities overturns previous perceptions that they are out of
date and irrelevant and shows that their belief in enacting rituals of art and
culture as a means to avoid confrontation is a strategy increasingly important
for our time and a powerful driver for contemporary practice.
In a phenomenological approach, a film making practice evokes the sensory
experience of being in this enchanted landscape, encountering the collision
there of a group of forgotten occult modernists, ancient myths and nuclear
techno- science, and the films use a haunted aesthetic to present a series of
discontinuous, discursive disrupted narratives, both real and imagined to
invoke the subjects. Empirical research gathered on a field trip is used to re
interpret the site as a set of relational spaces, places and spaces invaded by
unruly ghosts, enchantments and recurring past events that clamour for a
reimagined future. A broadly psychoanalytical method frames many
entangled orders of the gaze that swirl around the three elements and are at
play in this landscape and this method tangentially inflects the practice: four
short films The Voice and The Gaze, Fanta Se, Little Boy and Slideshow and
an installation that make up this exhibition.
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The Voice and The Gaze
The Voice and the Gaze is a short film that explores the trope of the voice
and the gaze by imagining TPG member Agnes Pelton as a ghostly figure
trapped in a haunted house in Santa Fe and imagines her voice as a trigger
for the uncanny. The film conflates the gaze with the screen, both the cinema
screen and the minds attempts to screen trauma through repetition, the
projections on the screen of memory and the subjective and unstable nature
of perception and projection and the title can also refer to the concept of the
voice and the gaze as part objects in psychoanalytic theory. Repetition is
used throughout the film to signal a repressed traumatic event, in this case
the nuclear detonation, is clamouring to return but, by the enchantments of
cinema, it is instead reversed and refused.
Fanta Se
A series of field trips revealed how strongly this landscape is bound up with
fantasy, both utopian and dystopian, and these concepts have inspired my
film Fanta Se that again presents an imagined Agnes Pelton figure but now
her ghost has escaped the haunted house and is wandering a deserted post
nuclear New Mexican landscape. Agnes makes a psycho-geographically
inspired walk through the landscape and has a series of encounters and her
wanderings and a mournful soundtrack and the restless camerawork and
repetitious editing together suggest that she is an ghostly ego in mourning
roaming a post nuclear landscape in search of escape from a constantly
repeated trauma, the nuclear bomb.
Slideshow and Little Boy
Theories from Bourdieu have linked the ethnological gaze (so prevalent in
New Mexico) to tropes of power and control in systems of representations
and this theory is explored in practice through conflating the ethnological
gaze with Freud’s archaeological metaphor in my film Slideshow. This film is
supported by an installation of finds, objects and research papers of an
uncertain provenance, they may have been unearthed on the research
journey, dug up from layers of sand, excavated from layers of the mind or
imagination or from the archive and aim is to question values of attribution.
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Questions of attribution and of my own habitus are explored further in the film
Little Boy. Here a shaman has manifested in a UK landscape, but he is
pursued by the baleful spirit of Robert Oppenheimer, the founder of the
Manhattan Project, nevertheless wearing a shamanic garment he dances to
the spirit world.
Fantasy Projector
Entwined utopian and dystopian fantasies, both modernist and post
modernist collide on the site and this is referred to in practice through a
‘Fantasy Projector’. The projected psychedelic oil patterns emanating from
an ancient projector can refer to the utopian (or dystopian) fantasies, the re
imagined perceptions of reality and the altered social and artistic spaces that
were acted out in New Mexico by groups such as the TPG, Mabel Dodge
Luhan and Aldous Huxley in the 1930’s, colliding in spooky time with the later
countercultural communes of the 1960’s.
Overall this exhibition shows that empirical research and a psychoanalytic
method can effectively drive a dynamic contemporary practice with a haunted
aesthetic that, although inspired by inspired by past events, can elide
traditional dry academic historicism. By triangulating three elements in their
landscape a new paradigm emerges that places them at the crucial moment
of the anthropocene and this engages major contemporary themes, the
plutonium economy and the psychic horror, cultural amnesia and hyperconsumerism it produced. This exhibition The Land of Enchantments
presents a research practice that apprehends the subjects and their
landscape in a new way that overturns previous perceptions, instead of
occult eccentrics and ethnographic curiosities set in a National Park park
playground the TPG and the Shaman can now be cited as oppositional
strategists who accessed a astral or haunted space as a means to challenge
the plutonium economy that dominated their site, believing instead that
enacting rituals of art and culture will avoid confrontation and war. Today
their position is more relevant than ever and would bear much further
research.
Tracy Drew 2018
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